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Chapter 1

General introduction

Abstract. This thesis deals with investigations of breakdown processes in gas dis-
charges. Plasma breakdown can generally be defined as the transition process from
an insulating, neutral gas to a conducting, (partially) ionized state. The fundamen-
tal processes involved in this phenomenon are the subject of this thesis. This chapter
is intended as a general introduction to gas discharges and more specifically, plasma
breakdown. Further, it describes the scope of the thesis and the content of the different
chapters.



Chapter 1. General introduction

1.1 Gas discharges

People have been fascinated by gas discharges for a very long time. In early times, natural

gas discharges such as lightning, aurorae and St. Elmo’s fire were commonly observed and

associated with acts of God. In the 18th century, advances in physics, especially the discov-

ery and understanding of electricity, provided a scientific explanation for these impressive

phenomena. Nowadays, many of the physical concepts of atmospheric gas discharges are

well understood. Nevertheless, the beauty of these natural gas discharges never ceased to

impress and inspire humans.

The observations and studies of natural gas discharges encouraged people to try creating

their own discharges. A gas discharge can be created by directing electrical energy through

a gas. To achieve this it was first of all necessary to create and store considerable amounts

of electrical charge. Major breakthroughs in the field of gas discharges therefore came

with the invention of charge-storage devices like the Leyden jar by von Kleist and van

Musschenbroek, both in 1745 [1], and the invention of the electrochemical battery, by

Volta [2] in 1800. These devices provided the energy source for the first man-made gas

discharges such as the continuous arc discharges of Petrov in 1803 and Davy in 1809 [3].

Ongoing developments in electrical power sources and vacuum techniques resulted in better

control of the discharge properties and in the discovery of more different types of gas

discharges. Especially discharges created in glass tubes filled with gas at a low pressure

(∼100 Pa) were studied extensively by Faraday in the 1830s [4] and later, during the 1870s

by Crookes [5]. Their investigations resulted in a better understanding of the working

principles and properties of gas discharges. By the end of the 19th century it was clear that

gas discharges were no longer exclusive to nature, humans could also make and control

them.

Further studies showed that gas discharges consist of (partially) ionized gas, contain-

ing neutral and both positively and negatively charged particles. In 1928, Langmuir [6]

introduced the word plasma to describe the ionized gas that is created in a gas discharge.

Without mentioning any further developments in plasma physics during the last 80 years,

we conclude that nowadays gas discharges are known to consist of a collection of differ-

ent particles, mainly electrons, ions, neutral atoms and molecules. These particles have a

variety of interactions with each other, with surrounding wall materials and with electric

and magnetic fields present in the discharge. This multitude of particles and interactions

makes a gas discharge a complex system that is still not fully understood.

During the last two centuries, there have been numerous investigations on many dif-

ferent types of discharges. These studies were not only aimed at providing further insight

in the fundamental processes involved in these discharges, they also investigated possible

2



1.1. Gas discharges

R Vdc
+-

anodecathode

R Vdc
+-

anodecathode

Figure 1.1: Left: Schematic diagram of a dc discharge between parallel plate electrodes in a low-
pressure environment. Right: The voltage-current characteristic for this type of dc discharge [7,8].
The values on the current scale are only illustrative, the exact values depend on the details of
the discharge configuration. A dc discharge operates at the crossing point of the voltage-current
characteristic and the load-line, which is determined by the external circuit. As a result of the
linear-log scales of the graph, the load-line appears as a curved line.

applications. Presently, gas discharges are used in an increasing number of applications,

ranging from plasma lighting to ozone production, and from etching of computer chips to

production of solar cells.

The research presented in this thesis aims at making a contribution to the ongoing

process of understanding the fundamental processes involved in gas discharges. This is

expected to lead to an improvement of existing discharge applications and possibly to the

development of new uses for gas discharges.

1.1.1 Steady-state discharges between parallel electrodes

As a further introduction, we will now look at an illustrative example of a gas discharge.

Various modes of a dc discharge between parallel plate electrodes in a low-pressure gas

environment will be introduced and described.

The different modes can be identified when looking at the voltage-current characteristic

of such a discharge as schematically shown in figure 1.1. This curve can be experimentally

reproduced by carefully changing the resistance in the circuit. This subdivision in different

discharge modes is applicable for discharges at low pressures (typically < 103 Pa) with

parallel, metal electrodes [7, 8]. The different regions in the V − I characteristic can be

3



Chapter 1. General introduction

identified as follows:

1. non-self-sustaining discharge (a-b):

When a low voltage is applied to an electrode gap containing neutral gas, an extremely

small current (<10−10 A) can be observed. This is caused by electrons in the gap created

by external sources, for instance cosmic rays or a nearby UV lamp. These few electrons are

accelerated towards the anode and cause a very small current. The applied voltage is not

high enough to cause ionization of atoms by electron impact, which is observed for higher

voltages as will be shown later. Since the discharge needs external sources for the creation

of electrons it is non-self-sustaining ; it will die out when the electron source is removed.

2. Townsend discharge (b-c):

The Townsend discharge is also known as dark discharge since there is no appreciable light

emission from such a discharge. Starting from the non-self-sustaining discharge, increasing

of the applied voltage causes a transition to a self-sustaining discharge. The increasing

voltage results in a higher electric field inside the discharge gap. The field becomes high

enough such that electrons in the gap cause ionization of neutral atoms by electron impact.

The result is a multiplication of electrons and ions in the discharge gap. At the cathode

surface, new electrons can be emitted into the gas by secondary emission caused by ion

impact. This provides a feedback mechanism which sustains a current through the discharge

gap. The voltage marking the transition between a non-self-sustaining and a self-sustaining

discharge is known as the breakdown voltage. In the case of a Townsend discharge, the

applied voltage is just above the breakdown voltage and the current is limited to low

values by a large external resistance R. The number of charged particles in the discharge

gap is limited which gives no significant space charge effects and the applied potential

in the gap is not disturbed. The V − I characteristic for the Townsend discharge (b-c)

is almost flat. This originates from the fact that a small increase in voltage leads to a

higher electron multiplication in the gap, producing more electrons and ions, giving more

secondary emission at the cathode, leading to even more electrons in the gap and a further

multiplication of charges. This means that for a small increase in voltage, the current rises

considerably.

3. subnormal glow discharge (c-d):

A further increase of voltage leads to significant space charge effects in the discharge gap.

Since there is a big difference between the mobilities of the ions and the electrons, there

will be mainly positive space charge. This will concentrate in front of the cathode, creating

a cathode fall region. The potential drop across the cathode fall is almost equal to the

potential difference across the electrodes. In other words, the electric field in this region is

higher than when the potential was uniformly distributed over the gap. Since the electron

4



1.1. Gas discharges

multiplication increases for increasing electric field, there will be an enhancement of electron

multiplication across the cathode fall. The result is that the total voltage needed to sustain

the discharge can be reduced. Therefore, the V − I curve shows a drop of voltage for

increasing current. This discharge mode is often unstable and goes easily into a glow

discharge.

4. glow discharge (d-e):

In this discharge mode, the formation of the cathode fall region has completed; the voltage

needed to sustain the discharge is at its minimum. A further increase in current does not

lead to a decrease of voltage, but to spreading of the discharge over the electrode surfaces,

keeping the current density constant. The glow discharge region ends when the whole

surface of the electrodes is covered by the discharge and the current is further increased.

5. abnormal glow discharge (e-f):

The electrodes are fully covered by the discharge and a further current increase leads to

an increase of the cathode fall. The voltage across the electrodes rises sharply.

6. arc discharge (f-g):

When the current is further increased a change into an arc discharge is observed. Different

processes such as gas heating and thermionic electron emission from the electrodes become

important. The result is that the voltage needed to sustain the discharge can be lowered

substantially.

Which of these steady-state discharge modes will be formed depends on the external

circuit; the voltage that is applied and the current that can be sustained. The voltage

across the electrodes for such a system can be described by a load-line, V = Vdc − IR,

where Vdc is the dc voltage supplied, I is the current and R the external resistance. The

crossing point of the load-line with the V − I characteristic determines at which voltage

and current, and in which mode, the discharge will operate. Figure 1.1 shows an example

of determining the operating point of a discharge.

The V − I characteristic in figure 1.1 is valid for discharges between parallel plates.

However, the basic principles of the different discharge modes, such as cathode fall regions

and glow-to-arc transitions, are also observed in low-pressure discharges with different

geometries.

The discharge modes presented in this section are all steady-state discharges. This

means that they will have the properties described above only after the discharge has

stabilized. It is not always clear how this steady-state situation is reached. The evolution

from a neutral gas into a steady-state discharge is known as plasma breakdown or discharge

ignition and is the subject of this thesis. Especially, features of breakdown into a glow(like)

5



Chapter 1. General introduction

discharge will be studied. In the next section, plasma breakdown processes will be further

introduced.

1.2 Plasma breakdown

Plasma breakdown is a fundamental process in gas discharge physics for the simple reason

that every plasma has to start at some point in time. Since the variety of gas discharges

is enormous, there is also a large range of different types of plasma breakdown. Gas

discharges range from the very large scale such as lightning [9] and high altitude sprites [10]

to the very small scale microdischarges such as plasma display panels [11] and the plasma

needle [12, 13]. For many plasmas, for instance discharge lamps and RF etching plasmas,

the breakdown phase is only part of the start-up of the system. After breakdown the plasma

stabilizes into a steady-state mode and the plasma is used for its intended purpose. For

transient discharges, there exists no steady-state situation therefore the breakdown phase

is a considerable part of the plasma lifetime. Examples of such systems include dielectric

barrier discharges, lightning, and streamer and spark discharges. Also in repetitively pulsed

discharges, the breakdown phase is important. The starting conditions for such discharges

are determined by the remnants of previous discharges.

Investigations of discharge ignition are almost as old as studies of discharges them-

selves. Already in 1889, Paschen performed experiments studying the minimum potential

difference that was needed to create a spark between two electrodes in a glass tube [14]. He

found that this voltage depended on the type of gas, the pressure in the tube, p, and the

separation of the electrodes, d. Moreover, the minimum breakdown voltage was a function

of the product between pressure and gap distance, pd. Figures showing the breakdown

voltage as function of pressure times gap size are nowadays known as Paschen curves;

an example is shown in figure 1.2. At that time, the breakdown voltages could be mea-

sured experimentally, but the underlying processes causing breakdown, were not properly

understood.

Only 20 years later, in 1909, Townsend proposed a theory that could explain the ob-

served breakdown phenomena, including the breakdown voltages measured in Paschen

curves [16]. His theory was based on a description of microscopic processes such as ion-

ization of atoms by electron impact, charge multiplication in electron avalanches, and

secondary electron emission at the cathode by ion impact. Even nowadays, Townsend the-

ory is commonly used to describe breakdown in low-pressure discharges. A more detailed

introduction to Townsend breakdown theory can be found in chapter 2.

The Townsend theory provides an accurate description of breakdown for a large number

of low-pressure gas discharges but the set of conditions to which it is applicable is limited.

6



1.2. Plasma breakdown

Figure 1.2: Paschen curves, showing the breakdown voltage, Vbr, as function of pd for different
gases [8, 15].

In the 1930s and 1940s, new observations of plasma breakdown under specific conditions

showed features that were not in agreement with Townsend theory. Especially, discharges

at high pressures and long gaps developed much faster than what could be explained

using conventional Townsend breakdown theory. A new type of breakdown theory, known

as streamer breakdown was developed by Loeb [17, 18], Meek [19] and Raether [20]. In

this new theory, space charge effects inside electron avalanches were taken into account,

resulting in thin, weakly-ionized channels, known as streamers. Again, in chapter 2, more

information on this breakdown theory can be found.

Since the early investigations of Paschen and Townsend and the subsequent development

of streamer breakdown theory, many questions have remained unanswered and plasma

breakdown is still an active field of research.

For instance, details of breakdown phases in low-pressure dc discharges with uniform

fields, such as Townsend discharges [21–24] and glow discharges [25–29] are not fully un-

derstood and still being investigated. In pulsed, quasi-dc discharges memory effects, that is

influences from previous discharges, play an important role and are studied in detail [30–32].

Further examples of investigations of plasma ignition include RF discharges [33–36],

microwave sources [37] and microdischarges [38].

Breakdown phenomena are not only studied at low pressures, but also in high-pressure

discharges there are many investigations. Especially streamer discharges are being studied

7



Chapter 1. General introduction

both experimentally and theoretically, for instance [39–44]. In these type of discharges,

the propagation mechanisms and branching effects are not fully understood. Furthermore,

special features such as ionization waves with velocities of about 107–108 m/s, known

as fast ionization waves, have been observed for specific conditions, but are only poorly

understood [45,46].

Not only of fundamental interest, but also in many plasma applications, breakdown is

an important issue and the subject of research. For instance, (re)ignition is studied in high-

intensity discharge lamps [47–50], fluorescent lamps [51–54], plasma display panels [11,55]

and air and water purification systems based on corona discharges [56,57].

Recently, a special discharge mode in dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs) has been

discovered [58, 59]. Under specific discharge conditions, the discharge appears as a diffuse

glow covering the entire electrode surface. This in contrast to the normal DBD operating

mode in which the discharge consists of many, short-lived discharge filaments. The exact

reasons for this special mode are not fully understood, but it is clear that processes in the

breakdown phase play a crucial role [60–65].

1.3 Scope of this thesis

The work presented in this thesis was aimed at obtaining a better understanding of the

fundamental processes involved in breakdown of low-pressure discharges by experimental

investigations.

Although plasma breakdown has been studied for more than a century, and the main

concepts have been established, many aspects are still only poorly understood. It remains

an active field of research, as shown with some examples in the previous section. Many

of the existing studies on plasma breakdown, are modelling investigations. Additionally,

most of the experimental investigations were limited to measuring breakdown voltages

and discharge currents for various discharge configurations. There are very few reports of

properly resolved measurements of plasma properties during breakdown development.

The lack of detailed, experimental studies of plasma properties during breakdown, is

mainly due to the highly transient nature of the breakdown process. Measurement equip-

ment capable of following the time evolution of the breakdown process have become avail-

able only during the last few years. Additionally, diagnostic techniques for directly mea-

suring plasma properties, such as particle densities and electric fields are experimentally

complex. An added complication is the fact that standard methods for measuring charged

particle properties are inherently difficult during the breakdown phase because the par-

ticle densities are extremely low. In the research described in this thesis we use modern

experimental techniques, capable of studying the evolution of the breakdown process with

8
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adequate time-resolution.

Two types of discharges were studied; a pulsed discharge between parabolic, metal

electrodes and a parallel-plate, low-pressure dielectric barrier discharge (LPDBD). The

breakdown processes in these discharges were studied using different diagnostic techniques.

For both discharges, the light emission from the discharge was recorded spatially and

temporally resolved. Additionally, voltage and current were monitored during a discharge

cycle. This allowed a detailed investigation of the spatial and transient behaviour of the

breakdown process.

In parallel to these investigations, a new diagnostic technique was developed to study

the time evolution of the electric field during breakdown. Based on measuring Stark ef-

fects in Rydberg levels of xenon atoms, it was possible to quantitatively measure electric

field strengths during breakdown. The electric field distribution in the parabolic-electrode

discharge was studied by this laser-spectroscopic technique.

For the LPDBD additional modelling investigations were performed comparing experi-

mentally observed phenomena with model predictions in order to obtain a better insight in

the details of this breakdown process. Similar studies were performed by Brok et al. [66,67]

for the parabolic electrode arrangement used in this thesis, but as those investigations form

part of a separate thesis dissertation, they are not included here. This thesis focusses on

experimental investigations of plasma breakdown phenomena.

1.4 Thesis outline

In general, this thesis can be divided into three parts. In the first part, investigations on a

pulsed discharge between parabolic, metal electrodes by light emission imaging experiments

are presented. Secondly, the development of an electric field diagnostic based on Stark

spectroscopy and the application of this technique to the pulsed discharge with parabolic

electrodes are discussed. Finally, a second type of discharge, a low-pressure dielectric

barrier discharge, is studied with both experimental and modelling techniques.

In more detail, chapter 2 gives a background on plasma breakdown processes. Basic

phenomena are discussed and the Townsend breakdown theory is described in more detail.

In the chapters 3 and 4 plasma emission imaging investigations of the pulsed discharge

between parabolic electrodes are presented.

A background on the Stark effect is given in chapter 5. This chapter also discusses

methods to theoretically calculate Stark effects, including the method of matrix diagonal-

ization that is used in subsequent chapters. A detailed study of Stark effects in xenon

atoms in neutral gas is presented in chapter 6. These investigations were intended to test

the theoretical calculation method described in chapter 5 and investigate the feasibility of

9
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the technique as an electric field diagnostic for plasma breakdown research.

Chapter 7 contains measurements of electric field strengths in ionization fronts during

the breakdown phase of the discharge between parabolic electrodes. The electric field diag-

nostic was used to investigate breakdown phenomena in the same discharge configuration

that was studied by different methods in chapters 3 and 4.

In chapter 8 a second type of discharge, a dielectric barrier discharge in low-pressure

argon gas, is introduced. Both experimental and modelling investigations of this discharge

are discussed.
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Chapter 2

Background on plasma breakdown

Abstract. The transformation process of a neutral gas into a conducting self-sustaining
discharge is known as plasma breakdown or ignition. This chapter gives a theoretical
background on plasma breakdown phenomena. It involves fundamental processes such
as ionization of atoms by electron impact, charged particles moving in an electric field,
charge multiplication in electron avalanches and secondary electron production at the
cathode by ion impact. The Townsend breakdown theory describes how an interplay of
these microscopical processes can result in the ignition of a discharge between metal,
parallel plates in a low-pressure environment. Finally, breakdown in discharges at high
pressures and large gaps can not be properly described by the Townsend theory. For
these type of discharges streamer and leader breakdown mechanisms are more appro-
priate. These breakdown theories are briefly introduced.
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2.1 Fundamental processes

This section introduces fundamental processes involved in plasma breakdown. In section 2.2

the Townsend breakdown theory is described, while in section 2.3 the main ideas of streamer

and leader breakdown are briefly introduced.

2.1.1 Electron avalanches

When a charged particle is placed in an electric field, it will experience an accelerating force.

This results in a motion in the direction parallel to the electric field. However, except for

very low pressures, in gases (and weakly ionized plasmas) particles collide very frequently

with other particles, mainly neutral atoms/molecules. Such collisions change the direction

of the moving particle sharply and in a random way, thereby loosing its directed motion.

In between such collisions the charged particles are again accelerated by the electric field.

Therefore, the motion of charged particles in an electric field is a superposition of a directed

motion parallel to the electric field and a random motion. The average, directed motion

as a result of an electric field is known as drift. The drift velocity of a particle, vd,i, can be

described by:

vd,i = ±µiF, (2.1)

where the ± sign indicates whether the drifting particle, i, is positively or negatively

charged, F is the electric field and µi the mobility of particle i. It is clear that particles

with opposite charge will drift in opposite directions. The relation between the electric

field, F, and the drift velocity is not completely linear since the mobility is a function

of electric field strength. It should be noted that since electrons are much lighter than

noble gas ions, the mobilities (and drift velocities) of electrons are higher. As an example,

figure 2.1 shows the drift velocities of electrons and ions in argon gas.

The fundamental element of the breakdown process is the electron avalanche. Electrons

drifting in an electric field towards the anode gain energy from this field and cause ionization

of atoms by collisions. This results in a multiplication of electrons and ions. In the

1930s, Raether was the first to visualize an electron avalanche using a cloud chamber

experiment [4]. Figure 2.2 shows an electron avalanche in a cloud track photograph taken

by Raether [4].

Electron avalanches evolve not only in time, but also in space, along the direction of the

electric field. Often it is most convenient to express the rate of ionization not in terms of

ionization frequency, but as an ionization coefficient, α, which is the number of ionization

events by electron impact per unit length along the direction of the electric field. The

coefficient α is also known as Townsend’s (first) ionization coefficient.
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Figure 2.1: Drift velocities of electrons and ions in argon as function of the reduced electric
field. The data for the ion drift velocity are taken from [1]. For the electron drift velocities, data
from [2] for E/p < 0.75 V m−1 Pa−1 and calculations from [3] for E/p > 0.75 V m−1 Pa−1 are
presented.

Figure 2.2: Cloud track photograph visualizing an electron avalanche. The cathode is located
at the left, the anode at the right. (by H. Raether [4]).
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Figure 2.3: Townsend’s ionization coefficient α/p as function of the reduced electric field E/p

for different gases [5, 6].

The ionization coefficient divided by the pressure, α/p, is a function of the reduced elec-

tric field strength, E/p. Additionally, it depends on the type of gas, as shown on figure 2.3.

Generally, the ionization coefficient, α, can be described by the empirical formula:

α

p
= A exp

(−Bp

E

)
, (2.2)

where the constants A and B are gas-specific and are derived from experiments.

For typical discharge conditions studied in this thesis, the applied reduced electric

field is around 225 V m−1 Pa−1 (300 V cm−1 Torr−1), and the argon pressure is 465 Pa

(3.5 Torr). Figure 2.3 shows that this situation corresponds to an ionization coefficient, α,

of about 2300 m−1. This means that when an electron avalanche crosses the discharge gap

of 3.3 mm, there will be on average 7.6 ionization events per electron starting from the

cathode, resulting in about 200 electrons near the anode.

2.1.2 Secondary electron emission

In gas discharges there are several processes that can release electrons from the surfaces of

metal electrodes. To extract an electron from a metal surface, a certain amount of energy,

known as the work function, is needed. Values for the work function depend (strongly)
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on parameters such as the type of material and the state of the surface, including surface

contamination and roughness.

There are several mechanisms that can provide sufficient energy to release electrons

from metal surfaces [6]. The first is thermionic emission in which the electrode material

is heated to high temperatures of hundreds or thousands Kelvin. Some of the electrons in

the metal gain sufficient energy to escape from the potential well of the metal. A second

mechanism for electron release from metals is field emission. A strong electric field near

the metal surface changes the potential well into a potential barrier with finite width. This

gives the electrons in the metal a chance to tunnel through this barrier and escape the

metal. Fields needed to obtain a significant flux of electrons are in the order of 108 V/m.

A combination of both mechanisms, high electrode temperatures and strong electric fields,

is also possible and is known as thermionic field emission.

Finally, a third mechanism for electron release from metal surfaces is secondary electron

emission. In this process a particle impacts on the electrode surface and an electron is

released. Secondary electron emission can be caused by various types of particles such

as positive ions, excited atoms, electrons and photons. The secondary electron emission

is normally characterized by the coefficient γ, which specifies the number of secondary

electrons per incident particle.

For most conditions in low-pressure gas discharges, the ion-impact electron emission is

the dominant secondary emission mechanism. In this situation, the electric field of the ion

can release electrons from the metal by Auger processes. When an ion approaches the metal

surface within distances of atomic dimensions, the electric field of the ion can transform the

potential well of the metal into a shallow barrier with finite width. An electron from the

metal will tunnel through this barrier and neutralize the ion. When the energy released in

this process is more than the work function of the metal, a second electron can be released

from the metal.

Not only ions can cause secondary electron emission, but also metastable atoms. The

mechanism for this process is very similar to that for ions. The metastable atom is ionized

close to the surface and releases a secondary electron by Auger processes.

Secondary electron emission from metals as a result of photons is also possible. When

the energy of the photon (hν) is larger than the work function of the metal, an electron can

be released. The γ coefficients for this process range from 10−3 up to 10−1 for UV/VUV

photons. Therefore this process can have a significant effect on plasma breakdown under

specific conditions. However, for most breakdown conditions, secondary electron emission

by ions is more important than emission by metastables and photons.

Secondary electron emission from dielectric materials is also observed. The processes

involved are again similar to those observed in metals. However, the fact that dielectric
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surfaces can be charged up complicates the situation. The main characteristics of the

processes releasing electrons from the dielectric material itself remain the same as for

metals. However, additional processes that remove charges which are on the surface of the

dielectric are not fully understood, but can play an important role [7–9].

In most low-pressure gas discharges, and all discharges discussed in this thesis, the

electrodes are not heated and also no very strong electric fields are present close to the

electrodes. Therefore, for these cases secondary electron emission by ion impact is the

dominant process for the release of electrons from metal electrodes.

As noted before, the values for the secondary electron emission depend strongly on the

surface condition of the electrode. It is well-known that metal surfaces that are cleaned

by a heat treatment give different secondary electron yields than ‘dirty’ electrodes without

treatment [10]. Furthermore, it is difficult to identify and separate the different processes

leading to secondary electron emission [10]. In almost all experiments there are more

processes occurring simultaneously. Therefore, in practise it is often difficult to identify

the relevant secondary emission processes and to give a precise value for each contribution

to the total secondary electron emission coefficient, γ.

2.2 Townsend theory

2.2.1 Breakdown criterion

In the beginning of the twentieth century, Townsend developed a theory that described

the breakdown process of a discharge at a pressure, p, between parallel plate electrodes,

separated by a distance d [11]. This theory gives an accurate description of the breakdown

process for a set of conditions in which the product pd is limited to a range of about

0.1–100 Pa m (0.075–75 Torr cm) and the electrode geometries are relatively simple. The

microscopical processes, introduced in the previous section, form the fundamental building

blocks of the Townsend breakdown theory.

In the following discussion of the Townsend theory we assume uniform electric fields

between parallel, metal electrodes. In this situation, a single electron that starts at the

cathode will cause an electron avalanche towards the anode. The number of electrons in

this electron avalanche, Ne, is described by:

Ne = eαx, (2.3)

with α the ionization coefficient, as described in section 2.1.1, and x the distance from the

cathode. The number of ions, Ni, produced in an electron avalanche by ionizing electron
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impact collisions is:

Ni = eαx − 1. (2.4)

The developing electron avalanche leaves these ions behind in the discharge gap, since the

drift velocity of the electrons is much higher than that of the ions. By the time the electrons

reach the anode, the ions produced in the avalanche have hardly started their drift process.

Nevertheless, the ions will eventually drift towards the cathode and when they do reach

the cathode surface there is a certain probability, γ, that a secondary electron is emitted

from the cathode surface. For a discharge gap with a width of d, the number of secondary

electrons is:

Ne,sec = γ(eαd − 1). (2.5)

The new, secondary electrons will each start a new electron avalanche, producing new elec-

trons and ions in the discharge gap. When other production and loss processes for charged

particles, such as photoionization, field emission and electron attachment are neglected, a

criterion for self-sustainment of the electron avalanches can be derived. The situation is

exactly self-sustaining when the ions resulting from a single electron avalanche produce a

single electron by secondary emission at the cathode. This situation corresponds to:

γ(eαd − 1) = 1, (2.6)

which is known as the breakdown criterion.

With the Townsend theory it is possible to explain Paschen’s law on breakdown voltages

[12]. For the case of uniform electric fields in a parallel-plate discharge, the electric field

is simply the voltage divided by the gap distance, E = V/d. Together with the empirical

equation for α (equation 2.2), this can be substituted in the breakdown criterion to find

the breakdown voltage, Vbr; that is the voltage needed to achieve breakdown. Firstly, the

breakdown criterion (equation 2.6) can be rewritten as:

eαd =
1

γ
+ 1. (2.7)

Next, equation 2.2 for α and E = Vbr/d for the electric field are substituted:

d =
exp (Bpd/Vbr)

Ap
ln

[
1

γ
+ 1

]
, (2.8)

which can be rearranged to find an expression for the breakdown voltage,

Vbr =
Bpd

ln Apd
ln(1+1/γ)

. (2.9)

Evaluating this expression shows that for high pd, Vbr increases quasi-linear with pd, while

for low pd it also increases sharply. Therefore, the curve of breakdown voltage as function
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Chapter 2. Background on plasma breakdown

of pd, shows a minimum. This minimum breakdown voltage, Vbr(min), can be derived by

differentiating equation 2.9 and setting it to zero. The result is:

Vbr(min) = 2.718
B

A
ln

(
1 +

1

γ

)
. (2.10)

With these equations for the breakdown voltage, it is possible to calculate Paschen curves

and predict the minimum breakdown voltage, provided that the coefficients A, B and γ

are known accurately. The agreement between calculations based on the Townsend theory

and experimental data proved to be very good.

2.2.2 Non-self-sustaining discharges

The breakdown criterion in equation 2.6 shows that there are two possibilities for break-

down development when a voltage is applied to an electrode arrangement. The first, when

γ(eαd − 1) < 1, is briefly discussed in this section, the second γ(eαd − 1) ≥ 1 is the topic of

the next section.

When the breakdown criterion is not fulfilled, γ(eαd − 1) < 1, it is clear that electron

avalanches can not sustain themselves and therefore will die out. However, if there is a

continuous, external source of electrons it is possible to sustain the electron avalanches in

the discharge gap and reach a steady-state situation. For instance, an external UV light

source can liberate electrons from the cathode surface by photo-electric effects.

In a steady-state situation, we can define n0 as the rate of electrons liberated from the

cathode by an external source, n as the rate of electrons arriving at the anode and n′
0 as

the total rate of electrons emitted from the cathode; that is both by external sources, n0,

and by secondary electron emission by ion impact, γ(n − n′
0). This gives

n′
0 = n0 + γ(n − n′

0) =
n0 + γn

1 + γ
, (2.11)

with

n = n′
0e

αd, (2.12)

which results in a steady-state situation of

n

n0

=
i

i0
=

eαd

1 − γ (eαd − 1)
, (2.13)

where n and n0 represent rates of electrons and therefore can be replaced by currents i and

i0 respectively. It is important to realize that this equation only gives a solution below the

breakdown criterion of γ
(
eαd − 1

)
< 1.
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2.2. Townsend theory

As soon as the external source of electrons, n0, is removed, the discharge current will

vanish, therefore the discharge is non-self-sustaining. This type of steady-state discharge

was already introduced in figure 1.1 in the previous chapter

The sensitivity of the discharge current on the incident radiation, as an external source

of electrons, is used in a Geiger radiation counter. Also other external electron emission

processes can be studied using this type of discharge. Additionally, these types of dis-

charges are often used for determining breakdown coefficients α and γ. By choosing the

operating conditions carefully and accurately measuring the current as function of electrode

separation, these coefficients can be derived [13–16].

2.2.3 Self-sustaining discharges

When γ(eαd−1) ≥ 1, for instance by a small increase of the applied voltage, the number of

electrons in the gap keeps increasing over time. Each generation of electron avalanches will

contain more electrons than the previous one. The result is an increasing flux of electrons,

and therefore an increasing current through the discharge gap. This current keeps rising

until it is limited by, for instance, an external resistance. The development of this type of

discharge does not depend on external sources of electrons, therefore it is self-sustaining.

Townsend discharge

A special situation occurs when the breakdown criterion is exactly met, γ(eαd − 1) =

1. Such a discharge is started with a voltage, just above the breakdown voltage and a

very large resistance in series with the discharge. This resistance limits the developing

discharge current at very low values between about 10−10 and 10−5 A. The voltage across

the electrodes drops a little bit to exactly the breakdown voltage, due to the current

flowing through the resistance. In this situation, each electron emitted from the cathode,

starts an electron avalanche which produces exactly one secondary electron. This type of

discharge was briefly introduced the previous chapter and is known as a Townsend or dark

discharge. The charge densities produced in the electron avalanches in such a discharge are

very limited. They are not large enough to cause significant space charge fields and affect

the electric field inside the gap.

The Townsend theory proved to be very successful in describing the general phenomena

observed in these type of discharges. However, some details, for instance current oscillations

in certain low-current discharges, are still not fully understood [17–19].
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Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of a glow discharge in a glass tube. The top of the figure
shows the characteristic distribution of light across the tube, the bottom graph presents the
corresponding potential distribution.

Glow discharge

In situations in which γ(eαd − 1) > 1, a different type of discharge will develop when a

voltage is applied to the electrodes. For most discharges in the range pd = 0.1–100 Pa m

(0.075–75 Torr cm), the breakdown process transforms the neutral gas into a glow discharge.

The glow discharge has been briefly introduced in the previous chapter of this thesis. This

type of discharge has been studied extensively in the past and more details can be found

in many text books, for instance [6, 20]. An interesting property of glow discharges is the

characteristic structure of the light emission and the potential distribution in the electrode

gap, as schematically shown in figure 2.4. Most of the potential drop across the electrodes

is concentrated in a layer close to the cathode, known as the cathode fall. Moving further

towards the anode, a bright region with (almost) constant potential, known as the negative

glow, and the Faraday dark space are observed. Next, if the discharge gap is long enough,

a luminous positive column region is formed in which there is a slowly increasing potential,

resulting in a constant, low electric field. Finally, in front of the anode, there is a small

potential jump.

Describing breakdown of a neutral gas into a glow discharge, implies that the breakdown

process needs to change the potential distribution in the discharge gap from the initial,

linear profile from the applied voltage, to the characteristic structure of a glow discharge.

This process can be described as follows. At the start of the ignition phase there are electron

avalanches resulting in charge multiplication in the discharge gap. Since the voltage is above
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2.2. Townsend theory

the breakdown voltage, these electron avalanches get stronger each generation. Because

the electrons drift much faster than the ions, there will be mainly ions present inside the

discharge gap. Therefore, the number of ions in the discharge gap increases with time.

At some point, the density of these charges becomes so large that they cause significant

electric fields as a result of space charge effects. Because the ion production in electron

avalanches is strongest close to the anode, most positive space charge will be found here.

The result is a modification of the electric field distribution inside the gap. The original

Townsend theory does not take space charge effects into account, therefore it is not able to

fully explain the breakdown behaviour. However, the concepts used in Townsend theory

remain the same for the situation of breakdown into a glow discharge and these concepts

can be used to obtain a qualitative picture of the breakdown process.

The main effect of the space charges is a change of the potential distribution in the

gap and therefore a change of the local electric field strengths. Due to the positive space

charge in front of the anode, the anode potential will be extended into the gap and there

will be field enhancement between the cathode and the space charge region, while there is

a decrease of electric field close to the anode. The result is that the electric field in the gap

is no longer uniform. The ionization coefficient, α, is a function of reduced electric field

and therefore no longer constant, but a function of position and time. This complicates the

calculation of the number of electrons in an electron avalanche, Ne, which is now described

by

Ne(x, t) = N0(t) exp

(∫ d

0

α(x, t)dx

)
, (2.14)

where N0(t) is the number of secondary electrons emitted by the cathode. The electron

avalanche development now depends on the local electric field strength in the gap (through

the α coefficient). At the same time, the local electric field strength is influenced by the

charges produced in previous electron avalanches. The result is a spatially and temporally

non-uniform situation, which is difficult to describe quantitatively without using sophisti-

cated modelling methods.

On the other hand, it is possible to obtain a qualitative picture of what will happen

during the breakdown process when space charge effects start to play a role. This is

schematically indicated in figure 2.5. In the gap, between the cathode and the space

charge region, there is an enhanced electric field leading to a higher α coefficient, and

therefore stronger electron avalanches. However, these avalanches will only be stronger

up to the space charge region, because in between this region and the anode the electric

field is decreased and electron multiplication will go down. The space charge region is

(approximately) at the same potential as the anode, which means that the anode potential

is extended into the discharge gap by the space charge region. The largest part of the
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Chapter 2. Background on plasma breakdown

Figure 2.5: Schematic interpretation of the potential distribution in the discharge gap during
plasma breakdown.

potential difference across the electrodes is now located in the region between the space

charge and the cathode. This is the start of the formation of a cathode fall region. During

the further development of the breakdown, additional space charges will be added on the

cathode-side of the space charge region, extending it further into the gap. Between the

space charge region and the anode, there will be many charges, but low electric fields,

so no significant charge multiplication. The process of extending the space charge region

towards the cathode will continue, further compressing the potential drop in a region close

to the cathode. Eventually, the space charge region will reach the cathode surface and the

potential across the gap will have taken the characteristic structure of a glow discharge. The

potential drop across the cathode layer is approximately equal to the minimum breakdown

voltage, Vbr(min). The thickness of the cathode layer multiplied by the pressure is such that

it is close to the pd-value for which Vbr(min) is achieved.

It can be concluded that the Townsend theory provides the basic building blocks for

describing breakdown processes, but a quantitative, time- and space-resolved description

is non-trivial, even for simple discharge geometries.

Finally, some comments on the time scales involved in this breakdown process. The

development of a single electron avalanche is determined by the electron drift velocity,

which is typically 105–106 m/s as shown in figure 2.1. The ion drift velocities are much

smaller, typically 50-500 m/s. The full breakdown process needs many generations of

avalanches, initiated by secondary electron impact by ions. Therefore, the time needed for

ions to drift towards the cathode is the dominant time scale. For breakdown into a glow

discharge, the full breakdown process takes typically 10−5–10−3 seconds.
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2.3 Streamer and leader breakdown

The breakdown theory described in the previous section is commonly known as the Townsend

breakdown mechanism. It is characterized by the continuous development of successive

electron avalanches between electrodes by secondary emission processes. During the last

century, the Townsend theory has been very successful in explaining breakdown phenom-

ena under various discharge conditions. For instance, explanation of Paschen’s breakdown

curves, as discussed in the previous section, and effects of electronegative gases and cathode

materials on the breakdown voltage.

However, in the 1930s and 40s, with the ongoing development of experimental equip-

ment for studying the time-development of transient breakdown processes, observations of

breakdown phenomena were made that did not fit in the Townsend theory. For instance,

Raether’s investigations of developing electron avalanches by cloud chamber experiments [4]

showed breakdown features too fast to be explained by Townsend mechanism. These obser-

vations were mainly made for discharges with high values of pd (>103 Pa m); that is high

pressures and large gaps. Loeb [21, 22], Meek [23] and Raether [24] developed the funda-

mentals of a new breakdown theory that could explain the observed, high-speed breakdown

features. The basis of this new theory, known as streamer breakdown theory, is taking into

account space charge effects of a single electron avalanche. In the Townsend theory these

space charge effects within electron avalanches are neglected.

In the streamer theory, the breakdown process still starts with the development of an

electron avalanche. However, the multiplication of charges in this avalanche is so large that

the space charge in the avalanche head starts to modify the applied electric field, before the

avalanche can reach the anode. A avalanche-to-streamer transition can be observed in the

discharge gap. The space charge field in the avalanche head can be calculated, assuming

complete separation between positive and negative charges. The space charge field, Es,

produced by a number of charges, Q, in a sphere of radius r is [25]:

Es =
Qe

4πεr2
, (2.15)

where e is the elementary charge and ε the vacuum permittivity. The radius, r, of the

space charge region, that is the avalanche head, can be described by [6,25]

r =
√

4Dt, (2.16)

with D the diffusion coefficient and t the time after the start of the avalanche.

By calculating the space charge formation in an electron avalanche and comparing it

to the applied electric field, Meek defined a criterion for streamer formation. In simplified
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Chapter 2. Background on plasma breakdown

form the avalanche-to-streamer transition occurs when [6]:

exp

(∫
α′dx

)
≈ 108, (2.17)

where x is the distance travelled by an electron avalanche and α′ is the net ionization

coefficient, defined as the difference between the ionization coefficient, α, and the attach-

ment coefficient, η. The exact values of the streamer criterion depend on the details of the

discharge. This criterion represents the fact that the applied electric field has to be high

enough (α′) and that the gap has to be long enough.

As soon as Meek’s criterion is fulfilled, a streamer starts to develop. This is a thin

weakly-ionized channel that develops between the electrodes at high velocities. Space

charge effects in the streamer head modify the electric field distribution in the gap creating

an environment for high charge multiplication. Secondary electron avalanches develop in

front of the head of the streamer. This makes the streamer develop extremely fast; its speed

is characterized by the electron drift velocity, while the ions produced in the streamer have

no time to drift to the cathode and cause secondary electron emission. Typical streamer

velocities are in the order of 106 m/s, much faster than Townsend breakdown phenomena

(∼103 m/s) Many aspects of the streamer breakdown mechanism such as propagation

mechanisms and branching are still unknown and it is an active field of research [25–29].

Very large scale discharges, such as lightning can be described by a third type of break-

down mechanism, known as leader breakdown [30–32]. A thin, highly-ionized channel prop-

agates along a path prepared by streamer discharges. When the streamer channel has

crossed the discharge gap a return strike occurs, transforming the discharge into a spark.

It should be noted that the type of discharges studied in this thesis all have pd values

below 100 Pa m (75 Torr cm) and therefore a Townsend-like breakdown mechanism can be

expected.
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Chapter 3

Plasma emission imaging of a low-pressure argon

breakdown

Abstract. Breakdown in a low-pressure argon discharge was investigated experimen-
tally by time-resolved plasma emission imaging with an intensified charge coupled device
(ICCD) camera. Basic features of plasma breakdown, such as light emission in front
of the anode and crossing of an emission front from anode to cathode were observed.
The observations were in agreement with the standard Townsend theory on breakdown
into a glow discharge. In addition, a pre-breakdown light flash was observed. This light
flash, which occurred at a voltage below the static breakdown voltage, was thought to
originate from charges from previous discharges deposited on dielectric surfaces close
to the discharge gap. Finally, the time delay as function of the afterglow period of
the discharge was measured. The densities of charged particles at the time of ignition
influenced the measured time delay. For afterglow periods increasing from 1 to 20 ms,
volume recombination of charged particles caused a sharp increase in the time delay
from 1 to 9 µs. For longer afterglow periods (20–200 ms), diffusion became increasingly
important and caused a slower increase in time delay (9 to 11 µs).

Published in slightly altered form as: E. Wagenaars, M.D. Bowden and G.M.W. Kroesen, Plasma
Sources Science and Technology, 14(2):342–350, 2005.
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3.1 Introduction

Plasma breakdown, the process by which a neutral gas becomes ionized and electrically

conducting, is one of the fundamental processes in plasma physics. It occurs in every

plasma at the time of ignition and is a highly transient process that involves multiplication

of electrons in avalanches and moving ionization fronts. Although plasma breakdown has

been studied for more than a hundred years, many aspects are poorly understood and it is

still an active area of research.

In 1889, Paschen [1] was the first to predict breakdown voltages based on electrode sepa-

ration and gas pressure. In the beginning of the twentieth century, Townsend [2] developed

a theory describing the breakdown process of low current, low pressure (∼ 102–104 Pa) dis-

charges in uniform electric fields. He introduced the concepts of electron multiplication in

avalanches, crossing of ionization fronts and formation of multiple avalanches by secondary

electron emission at the cathode. In the last few decades, new breakdown mechanisms,

such as streamer [3, 4] and leader processes [5, 6], were introduced to explain certain high

pressure (∼ 104–105 Pa) breakdown phenomena. However, the Townsend theory is still the

most suitable theory to describe low-pressure breakdown phenomena. Although many cases

of plasma breakdown can be generally described by existing breakdown theories, some of

the details of breakdown remain unclear. Furthermore, systems with complex geometries,

high pressures or non-uniform electric fields are not fully described by the existing theories.

In many plasma applications breakdown is an important issue that receives considerable

attention. Some examples are ignition of fluorescent lamps and high intensity discharge

lamps [7, 8], gas and water cleaning systems based on corona discharges [9, 10] and ozone

generation with dielectric barrier discharges [11]. A better understanding of the elementary

processes in plasma breakdown is necessary to improve these applications and possibly find

new ones.

As mentioned earlier, plasma breakdown into a glow discharge in a uniform electric

field is reasonably well understood and can be described with the standard Townsend

breakdown theory. More details on the Townsend theory can be found in chapter 2 and

reference [12]. However, details of the breakdown process, such as memory effects [13, 14]

and electrode surface processes [15] remain unresolved. The main limitation in experimen-

tal studies has always been the highly transient character of plasma breakdown and the

limited time resolution of available experimental techniques. With the ongoing develop-

ment of measurement equipment such as cameras, oscilloscopes and lasers, more suitable

diagnostics have become available and more detailed measurements on plasma breakdown

phenomena are now possible.

The aim of the research described in this chapter was to study the fundamental processes
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that occur during breakdown at low pressure. We used a simple electrode geometry and

observed breakdown in argon when voltage pulses were applied to the electrodes. Current

and voltage were measured using standard techniques and plasma emission was measured

by imaging the discharge region onto an intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera.

Such measurements were made for a variety of discharge conditions. The attention of the

experiments was focussed on a single representative discharge condition, of which detailed,

time-resolved measurements were made. The results of these detailed experiments were

qualitatively compared with a one-dimensional model based on the theory describing low-

pressure breakdown into a glow discharge.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 contains a description of the discharge

apparatus and the ICCD measurement system. In section 3.3, we present the results of the

emission imaging experiments and show the different features observed. We also discuss

the experimental results and present a simple model of the breakdown process. Section 3.4

contains results and discussion of time delay measurements on our discharge. Section 3.5

is a brief summary.

3.2 Experimental arrangement

The experimental arrangement consisted of a discharge apparatus, which is described in

section 3.2.1, and an ICCD measurement system, described in section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Discharge apparatus

A schematic diagram of the discharge apparatus is shown in figure 3.1. It consisted of

two identical metal electrodes in a vacuum vessel. The stainless-steel electrodes were

cylindrically symmetric and parabolically shaped. The curvature of the tip was equivalent

to a radius of 4 mm. The shape of the electrodes was chosen to be parabolic because this

created a discharge that was stable and reproducible every discharge cycle, both in space

and time. The surfaces of the electrodes were polished with fine-grained sand paper giving

a surface roughness of about 1 µm. The electrodes were mounted on an insulating polyester

stage, which positioned the electrodes in the centre of the vacuum vessel. The distance

between the electrodes was fixed at 3.3 mm for all measurements. The vacuum system

consisted of a vacuum vessel, a turbomolecular pump and a rotary vane pump. With this

system, a base pressure of 10−4 Pa (10−6 Torr) could be obtained. A continuous flow of

argon gas (purity 99.999%) was directed through the system. A needle valve controlling

the gas flow maintained the pressure in the vessel. Discharges with pressures ranging from

100 to 1000 Pa were studied.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the discharge apparatus.

To create a repetitive quasi-dc breakdown we applied a pulsed voltage to the elec-

trodes. A waveform from a function generator was amplified in a power amplifier (Spitzen-

berger EV600/CuG) to an amplitude of several hundreds of volts. This voltage was applied

to the electrode arrangement to create a discharge. The pulse length was kept short to

avoid heating of the electrodes and background gas in the glow phase of the discharge.

The rise time, length, amplitude and repetition frequency of the pulse could be varied.

Typical values were a 10–90% rise time of 25 µs, total length of 100 µs and amplitude

of 350 V. Discharges with repetition frequencies between 5 and 5000 Hz and voltage rise

times between 2 and 200 µs were studied. The applied voltage amplitude was about 15%

above the static breakdown voltage.

The electrode voltage and the discharge current were simultaneously recorded on an

oscilloscope. The voltage across the electrode gap was measured using a 100:1 potential

divider. The current in the discharge was monitored by measuring the voltage across a

100 Ω resistor connected in series with the electrode arrangement.

The electric field distribution in the discharge area was non-homogeneous due to the

electrode geometry. Figure 3.2 shows the results of a calculation of the electric field distri-

bution in the discharge arrangement, when a voltage of 350 V was applied to the top elec-

trode. This image represents a stationary situation, which occurred before the start of the

breakdown process. Figure 3.2 shows that the electric field was rather non-homogeneous,

mainly on the sides of the electrodes. However, in the discharge gap, between the tips of

the electrodes, the electric field was fairly homogeneous. The radial component of the field
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3.2. Experimental arrangement

Figure 3.2: Calculated electric field distribution. The top electrode is at a potential of 350 V.
The bottom electrode is grounded. The solid and dotted lines indicate equipotential lines, while
the arrows represent the electric field vectors. The direction and size of the arrows indicate the
direction and magnitude of the electric field at that point. The axes’ labels indicate distances in
millimetres.

in this region was less than 15% of the axial component.

3.2.2 ICCD measurement system

The ICCD optical system consisted of an imaging lens and an ICCD camera (Andor Tech-

nology DH534). Two different lens systems were used to image the discharge region onto

the ICCD camera. The first system gave an overview of the entire discharge region, the

second an enlarged image of the discharge gap. Both arrangements are shown in figure 3.3.

In the first arrangement, a camera macro lens (Sigma 50 mm f2.8) was used to image the

entire electrode arrangement onto the ICCD camera. The optical reduction factor of this

system was approximately 5:1. In the second arrangement, attention was focused on the

discharge gap. A lens with a 200 mm focal length was used to obtain a 1:1 image of the

discharge gap.

The ICCD camera had an active area of 13.3×13.3 mm2, which consisted of 1024×1024

pixels. The intensifier had a minimum gate duration of 3 ns and a gain of up to 1000 counts

per photoelectron. The photocathode was sensitive to all light in the wavelength range from

200 to 850 nm. For this experiment, the transmission of the chamber window meant that
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagrams of the ICCD optical systems. The shaded blocks indicate the
areas that were imaged onto the ICCD camera. (a) Schematic of the 5:1 camera macro lens
imaging system (b) Schematic of the 1:1 optical imaging system.

emission in the range 350–850 nm was detected. The camera gating was synchronized with

the discharge voltage pulse by means of a delay generator. The delay between the start of

the voltage pulse and the gating of the camera could be varied to observe different time

intervals in the breakdown cycle.

3.3 Imaging of the breakdown process

In this section the results of our emission imaging experiments are presented and discussed.

We investigated discharges with repetition frequencies between 5 and 5000 Hz and rise

times from 2 to 200 µs. The observed features of plasma breakdown, which will be further

discussed in this section, were qualitatively the same for all of these discharge conditions,

the quantitative details did change slightly. A higher repetition frequency lead to an earlier

start of the breakdown process, as will be discussed in section 3.4. Changing the voltage

rise time also changed the timing of the start of the breakdown process, but it did not

significantly affect the properties of the actual process itself. For all rise times investigated,

the breakdown process started at about the same applied voltage.

For a qualitative understanding of the breakdown phenomena, we present the results

of the experiments studying a single representative discharge condition. The results of the
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3.3. Imaging of the breakdown process

Figure 3.4: Measurements of electrode voltage and discharge current.

experiments at different conditions were qualitatively not significantly different and are

therefore not presented. Section 3.3.1 contains an overview of an entire breakdown cycle.

In section 3.3.2, observations of a pre-breakdown light flash are presented and discussed.

Section 3.3.3 focuses on the crossing of a light front in the discharge gap.

3.3.1 Breakdown cycle overview

Breakdown phenomena were studied in a repetitive quasi-dc discharge at a pressure of

465 Pa (3.5 Torr). A positive, pulsed voltage was applied to the top electrode of the

discharge apparatus, while the bottom electrode was grounded. Measurements of the

discharge voltage and current are shown in figure 3.4. The applied voltage waveform

had a 10–90% rise time of 25 µs, total length of 100 µs and amplitude of 350 V. The pulse

repetition frequency was 500 Hz.

In a separate experiment, we measured the static breakdown voltage of our discharge

to be 300 V, by observing breakdown with minimum voltage using a dc power supply. This

implies that the voltage waveform used for our experiments has a maximum which is about

15% above the static breakdown voltage. The actual breakdown voltage of the system, that

is the minimum voltage needed to sustain the discharge, was about 10 V higher than the

static breakdown voltage. The imaging experiments were performed with this moderate

overvoltage in order to minimize statistical jitter and ensure a stable breakdown event for

every voltage pulse.

Figure 3.4 shows that in our discharge the plasma current started to rise about 35 µs

after the start of the voltage pulse. In the next 35 µs, the current increased to a maximum
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Chapter 3. Plasma emission imaging of a low-pressure argon breakdown

value of approximately 25 mA. At this point the voltage was decreased and the current

dropped steeply.

The 5:1 optical system (figure 3.3(a)) was used to measure ICCD images with a long

integration time (5 µs). These images are shown in figure 3.5 and give an overview of

the plasma emission during a complete breakdown cycle. From this set of images, several

features of plasma breakdown could be identified. Firstly, between 10 and 20 µs when

the voltage was still rising, a weak pre-breakdown light flash occurred near the anode.

Secondly, after 30 µs when the voltage had reached its maximum, there was weak light

emission near the anode again. In the next image (35 µs) the light emission had crossed

the discharge gap and covered part of the cathode surface. As noted above, the discharge

current started to increase at this time. In the next phase, the plasma emission covered

the entire cathode surface and stabilized. From 60 to 70 µs the plasma emission pattern

was stable. After 70 µs when the voltage was decreased, the current dropped steeply and

the plasma died out (80-100 µs).

We were interested in the initial stages of plasma breakdown and hence focused on the

first part of the discharge. For this reason, further experiments were performed investigat-

ing the pre-breakdown light flash (10 µs) and the crossing of the electrode gap by a light

front (30–35 µs) in more detail. These subjects are discussed in the next two sections.

3.3.2 Pre-breakdown light flash

The pre-breakdown light flash, observed after approximately 10 µs, was investigated in

more detail. The 5:1 optical system (figure 3.3(a)) was used to measure ICCD images with

a short exposure time of 100 ns. Figure 3.6 shows the results of these measurements.

A light flash appeared around the tip of the anode after 6 µs. During the next 10 µs,

the light front moved away from the anode and died out after approximately 18 µs. During

this light flash, the applied voltage was rising from 70 to 210 V and hence was always below

the static breakdown voltage.

Further experiments were performed to study the behaviour of the pre-breakdown light

flash under different discharge conditions. Voltage rise times were varied from 2.5 to 50 µs

and pulse repetition frequencies from 50 to 500 Hz. Further, the polarity of the applied

voltage was inverted and finally a small negative voltage (-100 V) was applied between volt-

age pulses. In all experiments a pre-breakdown light flash was observed, occurring before

the main breakdown phase, at a time when the voltage was below the static breakdown

voltage.

Emission spectra of the plasma in both the pre-breakdown light flash and the main

breakdown phase are presented in figure 3.7. Analysis of the pre-breakdown spectrum shows
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3.3. Imaging of the breakdown process

Figure 3.5: ICCD images of plasma breakdown. The integration time of the images was 5 µs.
The top electrode is the anode, the bottom one the grounded cathode. Every image is an accu-
mulation of 3000 discharges. White lines indicate the edges of the electrodes. The color scale of
the first 3 images (0–20 µs) is 10 times smaller then the rest of the images. The light spot on the
anode in the images was not direct plasma emission, but a reflection of the plasma around the
cathode. Light reflecting of the electrode mounting stage can be seen as vertical light and dark
lines behind the electrodes in images 40–80 µs.
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Chapter 3. Plasma emission imaging of a low-pressure argon breakdown

Figure 3.6: ICCD images of pre-breakdown light flash. The integration time of the images was
100 ns. The top electrode was the anode, the bottom one the grounded cathode. Every image is
an accumulation of 3000 discharges. Light reflecting of the electrode mounting stage can be seen
as vertical light and dark lines behind the electrodes in images 9–12 µs.

mainly atomic argon emission and some (weak) nitrogen lines. Several spectral lines of the

2p to 1s transition (Paschen notation) in atomic argon were detected in the wavelength

range between 690 and 860 nm. During the main breakdown phase, both atomic and ionic

argon lines were detected. For wavelengths between 690 and 860 nm, the same 2p to 1s

lines as during the pre-flash were measured. Additionally, in the wavelength range from

400 to 500 nm, four ionic lines and four atomic lines were measured. These atomic lines

were the result of a 3p to 1s transition. The detection of ionic lines indicate the presence

of a considerable density of ions during the main breakdown. These spectral investigations

indicate that there was only minor ionization during the pre-breakdown phase.

We believe that the pre-breakdown light flash comes from charges left over from previous

discharges. Such electrons are accelerated towards the anode when the voltage is applied,

causing light emission in small electron avalanches. These avalanches die out because the

electrode voltage is not large enough for full breakdown to occur. In one experiment we

applied a small negative voltage between voltage pulses, which would act to remove charges

from the discharge volume in between breakdown cycles. The fact that the pre-breakdown

light flash still occurred in this situation indicates that the leftover charges are probably not

in the discharge volume. We tentatively conclude that charges from previous discharges are

on the nearby dielectric surfaces of the electrode mounting stage. The exact mechanisms

of deposition and removal of charges from these surfaces are not yet clear.
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3.3. Imaging of the breakdown process

Figure 3.7: Emission spectra obtained during the pre-breakdown light flash (a) and main break-
down phase (b) of the discharge.

Although we can tentatively conclude that the pre-breakdown light flash is probably

caused by surface charges from previous discharges, the origin and exact behaviour of the

phenomenon remain unclear at the moment. Further investigations on this topic can be

found in chapter 4. For now, we conclude that the effect of the pre-breakdown light flash on

the overall breakdown process seems limited. It is possible that charged particles produced

in the pre-breakdown light flash provide initial electrons for the electron avalanches in the

main breakdown phase. However, the pre-breakdown light flash seems not to change the

overall behaviour and development of the breakdown phase dramatically.

3.3.3 Crossing of light front

The main phase of plasma breakdown was studied in more detail, both spatially and

temporally. We used the 1:1 ICCD optical system (figure 3.3(b)) to measure ICCD images

of the discharge with an exposure time of 100 ns. Figure 3.8 shows the results of the

measurements between 29 and 35 µs.

The first two images (29.4–30.0 µs) of figure 3.8 show plasma emission in front of the
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Chapter 3. Plasma emission imaging of a low-pressure argon breakdown

Figure 3.8: Detailed ICCD images of a moving light front. The integration time of the images
was 100 ns. The top electrode was the anode, the bottom one the grounded cathode. Every
image is an accumulation of 3000 discharges. The light spot on the anode in the images was not
direct plasma emission, but a reflection of the plasma around the cathode.
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3.3. Imaging of the breakdown process

anode. In the next images (30.0–31.8 µs) the light front crossed the discharge gap with a

velocity of approximately 1800 m/s. Finally, the light front moved down the cathode in a

ring shape, covering the cathode surface with plasma.

The regions of plasma emission in the images can be associated with regions with

considerable excitation. For argon, the difference in the required energy for excitation

and ionization is small and the lifetime of the excited states (i.e. the time delay between

excitation and emission) is in the order of tens of nanoseconds. This implies that the

images in figure 3.8 can be interpreted as showing a region of ionization building up in

front of the anode and then moving across the discharge gap.

The observed features are consistent with standard low-pressure, Townsend breakdown

theory, discussed in chapter 2 and reference [12]. The applied electric field accelerates

electrons in the discharge volume towards the anode. These electrons will cause electron

avalanches, creating more electrons that accelerate towards the anode and ions that drift

slowly towards the cathode. At the cathode surface, the incoming ions create new electrons

by secondary electron emission, starting new electron avalanches in the discharge gap.

The initial electrons that cause the first electron avalanche can originate from previous

discharges or from cosmic rays in the natural background radiation.

Initially, because the electron density will be very low, there is no observable light

emission. Next, the continuous electron avalanches due to secondary electron emission

become stronger with time until they are sufficiently intense to cause observable light

emission in front of the anode. Further, the multiple electron avalanches cause a build up

of ions in front of the anode. This modifies the potential between the electrodes, when the

total charge of the ions in the gap is large enough. The positive ions screen the anode and

the anode potential is extended in the electrode gap towards the cathode. The result is a

low-field region between the anode and the space charge region and a region with increased

field between the space charge and the cathode. This leads to movement of the light front

towards the cathode. Qualitatively, this explains all of the features observed in figure 3.8.

In order to understand the process more fully, I constructed a simple, one-dimensional

model to investigate the behaviour of electron avalanches and ion density distributions in

the discharge gap during breakdown. The purpose of this model is to get a qualitative

understanding of the breakdown process. Since the electric field in the discharge gap, as

shown in figure 3.2, is fairly homogeneous and we aim at a qualitative comparison with

experiments, a simple one-dimensional model is suitable for our purposes. For a detailed,

quantitative investigation, a full two-dimensional model would be needed.

The model calculates the number of electrons in electron avalanches and the number of

ions left behind in the discharge gap. The reduced electric field in the gap is 225 V m−1 Pa−1

(300 V cm−1 Torr−1), leading to a drift velocity of 7×105 m/s for the electrons and 500 m/s
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for the ions [16,17]. Therefore, the electrons cross the electrode gap almost instantaneously,

relative to the time the ions take to drift towards the cathode. During one time step in the

model, a complete electron avalanche develops in the discharge gap and disappears into

the anode. The number of electrons in the avalanche N, grows towards the anode as:

N(x) = N(0) exp(αx), (3.1)

with N(0) the number of electrons at the cathode, α the ionization coefficient and x the

distance from the cathode. For our discharge (465 Pa argon, 225 V m−1 Pa−1) the ionization

coefficient α is 2310 m−1 [12]. The electron avalanche leaves behind ions which are assumed

stationary within one time step of the model. In the next time step, the drift of the ions

is calculated and the ion distribution is moved towards the cathode. The ions that hit the

cathode produce new secondary electrons (secondary electron emission coefficient γ is 0.01).

These electrons at the cathode produce new electron avalanches, adding new ions to the

existing distribution. In the following time step, the ion distribution drifts again towards

the cathode, producing secondary electrons, and subsequently a new electron avalanche

and new ions. At the start of the model, a homogenous electron and ion distribution of

106 cm−3 is assumed. Ion density distributions in the electrode gap are calculated for

several times during the breakdown phase. The results of the electron avalanche model for

times from 0 to 7 µs are shown in figure 3.9.

The model predicts an increasing ion density in front of the anode as a result of multiple

electron avalanches. The electron avalanches become stronger over time due to increasing

secondary electron emission at the cathode and this process would also result in observable

light emission in the discharge gap. We expect that light emission would be strongest in

front of the anode, because here the ionization in electron avalanches is also strongest.

The phase in the breakdown process in which the potential in the gap is modified, is

included in the model by introducing an extra low-field region. When the ion density in

front of the anode is high enough (109 cm−3), it will shield the anode potential. Hence,

at this point the electric field between the space charge region and the anode is assumed

to have decreased to an arbitrarily low fraction (5%) of the applied field. New electron

avalanches only propagate until they reach the space charge region and undergo much less

multiplication in the low-field region. Furthermore, due to the low electric field, the drift

velocity of the ions decreases to 50 m/s in the low-field region.

The results of the model calculations including the modified potential are shown in

figure 3.10. The space charge which developed in front of the anode extends towards the

cathode, crossing the electrode gap. The electron avalanches only propagate until the

space charge region, causing light emission in front of the space charge region where the

field strength is large enough. In the region between the space charge and the anode, the
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Figure 3.9: Results of the simple electron avalanche model showing the ion density distributions
in the discharge gap for different times. A region of positive space charge builds up in front of
the anode.

electric field is very low. Hence, although the density of electrons is high in this region,

their energy is too low to cause observable light emission. The result is a narrow front of

light emission crossing the electrode gap from anode to cathode.

The time scales involved in the breakdown process are mainly determined by the ion

drift velocity, since the breakdown process is controlled by a series of electron avalanches.

Several generations of avalanches are needed to build up considerable space charge and

extend this space charge region across the discharge gap. Secondary electron emission at the

cathode, produced by incoming ions, provide initial electrons for these electron avalanches.

Therefore, the rate at which new electron avalanches are produced is determined by the

rate of ions reaching the cathode. This rate is controlled by the velocity at which the ions

move towards the cathode, the ion drift velocity.

The results of the model, such as the time until observable light emission and the velocity

of the moving front agree with experiments within an order of magnitude. However, for

our discharge, the initial electron density, ion drift velocity and number of electrons in

an avalanche needed to cause observable light emission and potential modification are not

exactly known. Hence, a detailed quantitative comparison between the model and the

experiments is not possible. On the other hand, the qualitative behaviour of the electron

avalanches and ion distributions do not strongly depend on these parameters and are in
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Figure 3.10: Results of the simple electron avalanche model including modified potential. The
region of positive space charge extends into the gap from anode to cathode.

agreement with the observations in figure 3.8.

In summary, our observations can be explained as follows. During the start of the main

breakdown phase, when the accelerating electric field between the electrodes is strong

enough, a continuous electron avalanche becomes stronger until it is large enough to cause

observable light emission. By the same process, the number of ions in the discharge gap

increases, causing a positive space charge region in front of the anode. The anode potential

becomes screened by the ions and the anode potential extends in the discharge gap. This

causes the region of maximum ionization in electron avalanches to move from anode to

cathode.

3.4 Time delay investigations

In the previous section, we examined the processes that occur during breakdown. In order

to get a more complete view of plasma breakdown, it is also necessary to study the way

that the conditions existing before the breakdown affect the breakdown process. As we

use a series of breakdown pulses, we would expect that the density and distribution of

charges that remain from previous pulses would influence each breakdown event. The

effect of previous pulses on the breakdown behaviour is sometimes called the ‘memory

effect’ [13,14].
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Figure 3.11: Measured time delay as function of afterglow period for low-pressure argon break-
down. Both an electrical and an optical measurement technique were used.

In order to study this effect systematically, we varied the time between voltage pulses

and measured the time delay between the application of the voltage pulse and the beginning

of the breakdown process. Specifically, we altered the time between voltage pulses (i.e.

afterglow period) while keeping the voltage pulse itself unchanged. For these studies, we

used a voltage pulse with a rise time of 2.5 µs and a duration of 50 µs.

Two different measurement methods were used to determine the time delay of the

breakdown. The standard, electrical method measured the time between the voltage rise

and the start of the current rise during the discharge. The second measurement method

used an optical detection system. ICCD images of the crossing light front, similar to those

in figure 3.8, were used to determine the time delay, here defined as the time between

the start of the voltage rise and the time when the light front reached the middle of the

discharge gap.

Figure 3.11 shows the results of these measurements. For afterglow periods shorter

than 1 ms, the time delay was constant at 0.4 µs, which means that breakdown occurred

almost immediately after the start of the voltage rise. For afterglow periods between 2 and

20 ms, the time delay increased with increasing afterglow period. Finally, the time delay

increased more slowly for afterglow periods from 20 to 200 ms. Both the electrical and

optical measurements showed the same trend for the time delay.

The density distributions of charged particles in the discharge gap at the beginning

of the voltage pulse determine to a large extent the time delay of the discharge. Charged
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particles, produced during the discharge, decay in the subsequent afterglow period, thereby

setting the initial distributions for the next discharge cycle. In order to understand the time

delay dependence shown in figure 3.11, we have to understand the way in which the charged

particle densities decay during the afterglow period. The main charge loss processes in our

decaying plasma are diffusion and recombination. Characteristic times for these processes

can be estimated as follows.

The characteristic diffusion decay time τdiff can be expressed as τdiff = Λ2/D [12],

where Λ is a characteristic length scale for diffusion in the discharge and D is the diffusion

coefficient. Assuming a diffusion coefficient, D, of 25 cm2 s−1 [12] and a characteristic

length scale, Λ, of 1 cm, the diffusion time constant is 40 ms. This means that charge loss

due to diffusion is only significant for afterglow periods of the order of 40 ms or longer.

Estimation of the characteristic volume recombination time is more complex, and first

we have to consider which types of reactions are important. Previous studies on afterglow

plasmas in argon [18, 19] identified dissociative recombination of molecular ions as the

main recombination process. These studies indicated that the main volume recombination

process is a combination of two reactions; conversion of atomic ions to molecular ions and

subsequently dissociative recombination. These reactions are

Ar+ + Ar + Ar → Ar+
2 + Ar, (3.2)

Ar+
2 + e → Ar + Ar∗, (3.3)

where Ar is a ground-state argon atom, Ar+ an argon ion, Ar+
2 a molecular argon ion, Ar∗

a metastable argon atom.

In order to estimate the time dependence of charged particle decay due to these pro-

cesses, we solved this simple set of rate equations. We assumed initial charged particle

densities (i.e. densities at the start of the afterglow period) of 1012 cm−3 for both ions

and electrons, with a ratio of nAr+/nAr+2
of 100:1. The conversion reaction (3.2) has a rate

coefficient k1 of 2×10−31 cm6 s−1 [20]. The dissociative recombination reaction (3.3) has

a rate coefficient k2 that depends on electron temperature, and hence we must estimate

this. Using data from reference [18] and an estimated electron temperature of 0.5 eV, we

derived a value for k2 of 10−7 cm3 s−1.

Figure 3.12 is the result of the calculation, showing the time dependence of charged

particle densities in the afterglow period. Two distinct phases of charged particle decay

can be identified from figure 3.12. In the first phase, before about 10 ms, Ar+ is the

dominant ion, and charge loss is relatively fast with a characteristic decay time of about

1 ms. During this phase, charge loss will occur as Ar+ is converted into Ar+
2 , which then

recombines with electrons. In the second phase, after about 10 ms, loss of charges is much
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Figure 3.12: Calculated decay of charged particles in the afterglow of the discharge.

slower having a characteristic decay time of about 10 ms. Here, most of the Ar+ has been

converted into Ar+
2 , and charge loss occurs via Ar+

2 –e recombination.

By comparing these characteristic decay times for volume recombination with the dif-

fusion decay time of 40 ms calculated before, we can identify the dominant charge loss

mechanisms. During the first phase of the afterglow, volume recombination, with a charac-

teristic time of 1 ms, is clearly dominant over diffusion losses. In the second decay phase,

volume recombination has a characteristic time of 10 ms, which is comparable to the dif-

fusion decay time of 40 ms. During this phase, charge loss occurs through a combination

of recombination and diffusion. The transition point between the two decay phases lies

around 10 ms.

The time delay measurements in figure 3.11 also show a transition between two regimes.

The first regime, characterized by a fast increasing time delay and a second regime with a

much slower increase in time delay. Here, the transition between the regimes lies around

20 ms. As mentioned before, the charged particle densities at the beginning of the voltage

pulse determine to a large extent the time delay of the discharge. Therefore, the two phases

of the measured time delay can be qualitatively explained by the two regimes of charge

loss, calculated before.

In summary, the shape of the measured memory curve in figure 3.11 can be qualitatively

explained by loss of charges in the afterglow of the previous discharge and the influence of

initial charge density on the time delay of the discharge. The sharp increase in time delay
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during the first 20 ms of the afterglow period can be explained by a fast loss of charges due

to volume recombination. The slow increase in time delay for afterglow periods between

20 and 200 ms, is due to diffusion and dissociative recombination. The loss of charges in

this phase is slower than before leading to a slower increase in time delay.

3.5 Conclusions

Time-resolved ICCD imaging of breakdown in a low-pressure argon discharge gives a clear

view on the basic phenomena of plasma breakdown. These include, the formation of a light

emission region in front of the anode and crossing of this light front from anode to cathode.

The observed features can be explained by a continuous electron avalanche developing in

the discharge gap due to secondary electron emission at the cathode. This avalanche causes

light emission due to excitation of the discharge gas and modification of the potential in the

electrode gap due to a buildup of space charge. The time scales involved in the breakdown

process are mainly determined by the ion drift velocity. We conclude that the breakdown

process is controlled by the development of multiple electron avalanches. This is consistent

with the standard view of Townsend breakdown into a glow discharge at low pressure.

In addition, we observe a pre-breakdown light flash around the anode at a time when

the applied voltage is below the static breakdown voltage, which can not be explained by

the standard Townsend breakdown theory. Although the details of this light flash remain

unresolved for the moment, it is thought to come from charges from previous discharges on

dielectric surfaces close to the electrode gap. Further study is needed to clarify this issue.

Chapter 4 contains additional investigations on pre-breakdown phenomena.

Finally, measurements of time delays of the discharge show the effects of the initial

conditions on the breakdown behaviour. Longer afterglow periods result in an increase in

time delay of the next discharge. Volume recombination and diffusion are identified as the

main loss processes for charged particles. These mechanisms can qualitatively explain the

behaviour of the time delay of the discharge.

In this chapter breakdown features were studied by measuring plasma light emission.

In chapter 7, breakdown is further studied by measuring electric field distributions during

discharge ignition.
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Chapter 4

Pre-breakdown light emission phenomena in low-pressure

argon between parabolic electrodes

Abstract. An experimental study on pre-breakdown light emission in low-pressure ar-
gon gas was performed. In a pulsed discharge, pre-breakdown phenomena were observed
for repetition rates between 100 and 2000 Hz and pulse duration of 100 µs. These phe-
nomena were studied with time-resolved emission imaging using an intensified charge
coupled device camera. The origin of the pre-breakdown emission was identified as
diffusion of volume charges left over from previous discharges. These charges were ac-
celerated towards the anode in small electron avalanches causing excitation of argon
atoms. Different spatial distributions of the pre-breakdown light emission for different
times between discharges were measured and the effects of the pre-breakdown phenom-
ena on the main breakdown phase were studied using a double voltage pulse. The
observed effects were attributed to the distribution of volume charges, left over from
previous discharges, in the discharge gap during the pre-breakdown phase.

Published in slightly altered form as: E. Wagenaars, N.W.B. Perriëns, W.J.M. Brok, M.D. Bowden,
E.M. van Veldhuizen and G.M.W. Kroesen, Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics, 39(17):3831–3837,
2006.



Chapter 4. Pre-breakdown phenomena in low-pressure argon

4.1 Introduction

Breakdown, also called plasma ignition or gas breakdown, is the process that describes the

transition from a gas to a self-sustained discharge. During this ignition phase, an applied

electric field changes the electrically insulating gas to a conducting state. Processes such as

charge multiplication in electron avalanches and build-up of space charge regions between

the electrodes play an important role in breakdown.

In many plasma applications such as high-intensity discharge lamps and fluorescent

lamps [1,2], air and water purification systems based on corona discharges [3,4] and plasma

display panels [5, 6], electrical breakdown is an important topic of research. Some aspects

of plasma breakdown under these specific conditions are reasonably well understood. How-

ever, details of the breakdown process for a wide range of discharge geometries and con-

ditions and details on the formation of sheath structures in a glow discharge are not fully

understood.

In the beginning of the last century, Townsend developed a theory describing the break-

down process between parallel plates in low-pressure gas [7]. This theory is based on a

description of the microscopic processes of breakdown such as electron multiplication in

avalanches and secondary electron emission at the cathode. The Townsend theory gives

an accurate description of breakdown for a large number of gas discharges but the set of

conditions when it is applicable is limited. Especially, systems with non-uniform electric

fields or complex geometries are not fully described by the existing theory.

In recent years, we have developed an experimental arrangement for the study of plasma

breakdown in low-pressure gas. A discharge system consisting of a set of parabolic elec-

trodes driven with a pulsed voltage was built. This discharge was studied by light emission

imaging with an intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera. More details on these

investigations can be found in chapter 3. In this previous study, features such as light

emission in front of the anode and a crossing ionization front were observed. Most of these

phenomena were in agreement with Townsend breakdown theory, but not all observed fea-

tures could be directly explained. Specifically, a weak light flash close to the anode was

observed at a time when the voltage was still below the breakdown voltage. At that time

it was thought that this phenomenon was caused by charges from previous discharges that

had been deposited on nearby dielectric surfaces. However, the exact origin of the light

flash and the detailed processes involved, remained unknown.

The aim of this research was to investigate the behaviour and cause of the pre-breakdown

emission in more detail and to study the effect of the pre-breakdown phenomena on the

main breakdown phase. In order to do this, plasma emission imaging experiments were

performed for different pulse shapes and repetition rates of the applied voltage pulse.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the discharge apparatus.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 contains a brief description of the

experimental apparatus. Section 4.3 consists of results and discussion of investigations on

the behaviour and origin of the pre-breakdown light emission. Section 4.4 focuses on the

effects of the pre-breakdown light flash on the main breakdown process. Finally, section

4.5 contains the conclusions.

4.2 Experimental arrangement

The experimental arrangement is similar to that used in our previous work. Hence, we will

only briefly describe its main features here; details about the apparatus can be found in

chapter 3.

The discharge apparatus is schematically shown in figure 4.1. It consisted of two cylin-

drically symmetric stainless-steel electrodes. In the experiments described here, the tips

were parabolically shaped with a radius of curvature of 1 mm. This was a minor change,

as will be shown in section 4.3.1, from our previous experiments, described in chapter 3, in

which the tips had a curvature of 4 mm. The distance between the electrodes was fixed at

3.3 mm for all measurements. The vacuum chamber was evacuated to a base pressure of

about 10−4 Pa after which it was filled with argon gas and kept at a pressure of 465 Pa with

a continuous gas flow controlled by a needle valve. The gas entered the vacuum vessel with

a velocity of about 2 m/s. A repetitive discharge was created by applying voltage pulses

to the electrodes. The output of an arbitrary waveform generator was amplified in a power
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amplifier (Spitzenberger EV600/CuG) to an amplitude of several hundreds of volts. The

rise time, amplitude and repetition rate of the voltage pulses could be varied. For a typical

case, the voltage pulse had 100 µs duration and 500 Hz repetition rate with the time in

between consecutive discharges being 2 ms. The breakdown voltage of the experimental

arrangement was measured to be about 345 V.

An ICCD camera (Andor Technology DH534) was used to record the total light emission

from the discharge. The intensifier of the camera had a minimum gate duration of 3 ns

and a gain of up to 1000 counts per photoelectron. All light emission in the wavelength

range from 350 to 850 nm was detected. A camera macro lens (Sigma 50mm f2.8) imaged

the discharge region onto the ICCD camera. A delay generator controlled the gating of

the ICCD camera and synchronized it with the voltage pulse. The consecutive discharges

were reproducible within 50 ns for each voltage cycle. For the measured images, light from

1000 discharge cycles was accumulated with the ICCD camera.

4.3 Behaviour and origin of pre-breakdown phenomena

This section contains the results and discussion of our investigations on the origin of the

pre-breakdown light emission. In section 4.3.1 we briefly describe the entire breakdown

cycle and identify the different phases. Section 4.3.2 contains investigations on the effect

of pulse repetition frequency on the pre-breakdown emission behaviour. In section 4.3.3

the origin of the pre-breakdown emission phenomena is discussed.

4.3.1 Full breakdown cycle

Plasma breakdown was studied under similar conditions as our previous investigations,

presented in chapter 3, and qualitatively similar results were obtained. A discharge was

created at a gas pressure of 465 Pa (3.5 torr) by applying positive voltage pulses to the

top electrode, while the bottom electrode and the vacuum chamber were grounded. The

applied voltage pulse had a rise time of 30 µs, a duration of 100 µs, an amplitude of 380 V

and a repetition frequency of 500 Hz. Figure 4.2 presents ICCD images with an integration

time of 1 µs, showing an overview of the ignition phase of the discharge. From these images,

different features of plasma breakdown can be identified. Firstly, at t = 6 µs, a weak light

flash was observed close to the anode. At this time, the voltage was rising but still below

the breakdown voltage and no significant current could be observed (I < 0.1 mA). This

flash of light was identified as the pre-breakdown light emission observed in the previous

investigations in chapter 3. At the time, t = 26 µs, the main breakdown phase started

with weak light emission in front of the anode. This light front crossed the electrode gap
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Figure 4.2: ICCD images showing an overview of plasma breakdown. The images are accumu-
lations of 1000 discharge cycles; each image had an integration time of 1 µs. The top electrode is
the anode, while the bottom electrode is the grounded cathode. The intensity scale of the first
five images is five times smaller than the last five images. White lines indicate the edges of the
electrodes.

and covered part of the cathode (t = 30 µs). Next, the plasma emission covered the entire

cathode and stabilized (t = 40–50 µs). Finally, the discharge extinguished when the voltage

was switched off (t = 70 µs).

This breakdown behaviour is the same as described in chapter 3, indicating that chang-

ing the curvature of the electrode tips did not change the breakdown phenomena observed.

In this chapter we will focus on the characteristics of the pre-breakdown light emission as

seen in figure 4.2 around t = 6 µs.

4.3.2 Frequency dependence of pre-breakdown emission

To investigate the origin of the pre-breakdown light emission we varied the repetition

frequency of the pulses while keeping other conditions constant. We measured ICCD

images for discharges with repetition frequencies from 100 to 2000 Hz, which corresponds

to 10 to 0.5 ms between discharges. In this frequency range the characteristics of the main

discharge were similar for all frequencies and the pre-breakdown phenomena were clearly

observed. The results for three frequencies are presented in figure 4.3. For repetition

frequencies between 100 and 200 Hz, the behaviour was not significantly different from

the 200 Hz situation. Additionally, the results from the experiments with a repetition
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Figure 4.3: Frequency dependence of pre-breakdown light emission. For the first row of images,
the pulse repetition frequency was 200 Hz, in the second row 500 Hz, and in the bottom row
1000 Hz. Each image is an accumulation of 1000 discharges. Note that the intensity scales are
different for the different measurement series.

rate of 2000 Hz were very similar to the situation with 1000 Hz. The conditions for the

experiments with a repetition frequency of 500 Hz were the same as for the measurements

shown in figure 4.2. The detailed measurements in figure 4.3 show that for 500 Hz the

pre-breakdown light started at t = 6 µs, had its maximum intensity around 10 µs, after

which it died out in the next 10 µs. It was located around the tip of the anode, extending

into the electrode gap.

Decreasing the repetition frequency to 200 Hz resulted in light emission which was

spread out over a larger area of the anode. The light emission was weaker, less localized

and lasted longer than was the case for 500 Hz. At the maximum emission (t = 10 µs), a

stratified structure could be observed. Increasing the repetition frequency to 1000 Hz lead

to more localized light emission near the anode tip. Also the duration of the light flash

was shorter than for the other measurement series. The intensity of the light was higher

than for 200 Hz, but lower than the 500 Hz case.

For all images presented in figure 4.3, light from 1000 discharges was accumulated.

The fact that these images show clear features indicates that the statistical effects in the

breakdown development were not very large. If there would be considerable statistical
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variations in the breakdown behaviour, the images would be accumulations of different

times in the breakdown process and therefore would be smeared out. This was not the

case, indicating that statistical effects were limited in our discharge. From additional ICCD

imaging experiments, using an integration time of 100 ns, we concluded that the statistical

variations were about 50 ns.

To further investigate the effects of diffusion during the off-period of the discharge we

performed experiments with negative voltage pulses. These pulses were applied to the

bottom electrode, while the top electrode and the vacuum vessel were grounded. In these

experiments the grounded vacuum vessel was at the same potential as the anode, while

in the previous measurements its potential was equal to the cathode. The differences

between the voltage polarities in the pre-breakdown behaviour were minor. The frequency

dependence was the same as for positive pulses. The only observed difference between

discharges with positive and negative pulses was that the overall intensity of the pre-

breakdown emission was weaker for negative voltage pulses.

In additional experiments we used a reversed discharge configuration; we applied nor-

mal, positive voltage pulses to the bottom electrode, while the top electrode was grounded.

In this situation, the bottom electrode acted as the anode and the top electrode was the

cathode. These results showed no significant differences with the original experiments

presented in figures 4.2 and 4.3.

4.3.3 Origin of pre-breakdown light emission

The experimental observations in the previous sections raise questions about the origin of

the pre-breakdown light emission occurring at voltages below the static breakdown voltage.

Our hypothesis is that the pre-breakdown light emission in all our experiments can be

explained by volume charges left over from previous discharges. The left-over electrons are

accelerated towards the anode as soon as the voltage starts to rise. These electrons gain

energy in the electric field and cause small electron avalanches. In these avalanches there is

charge multiplication and considerable excitation of argon atoms since the mean free paths

for these processes are in the order of 500 µm, which is much smaller than the characteristic

length scales of our discharge. This results in directly observable light emission since the

lifetime of excited argon atoms is in the order of nanoseconds.

The dependence of the spatial distribution of the pre-breakdown emission on repeti-

tion frequency, as presented in figure 4.3, indicates a volume effect; longer times between

discharges lead to more diffusion of volume charges and hence a frequency dependence. If

the pre-breakdown phenomena were caused by charges on nearby dielectric surfaces, we

would not expect differences in the spatial distributions of the pre-breakdown emission as
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function of pulse frequency. Because the spatial characteristics of the main discharge at

the end of the pulse were the same for all investigated frequencies, we would expect charges

to be deposited at the same locations of the nearby dielectric surfaces. This would result

in the same behaviour of the spatial distribution of the pre-breakdown light emission for

all repetition frequencies. Since this is not observed, it can be concluded that the pre-

breakdown emission is not caused by charges originating from dielectric surfaces as was

tentatively suggested in chapter 3.

The spatial variations of the pre-breakdown emission for different frequencies (figure 4.3)

can be explained by differences in the charge distribution at the start of the voltage pulse.

Since the general characteristics of the main discharge were similar for all experimental

conditions under study, the initial distribution of charges is mainly determined by processes

in the afterglow of the previous discharge. During the period between voltage pulses,

the charge densities decay through both ambipolar diffusion and volume recombination

processes.

Additionally, in the experiments with negative pulses, less intense light emission close

to the anode was observed. This can be explained by the fact that part of the left-over

volume electrons were accelerated to the positive vessel wall instead of the electrode. This

supports the hypothesis that left-over volume charges are the origin of the pre-breakdown

emission.

Our previous investigations on discharge time delays (chapter 3) showed that for af-

terglow periods of 1–5 ms, volume recombination was dominant over ambipolar diffusion.

At longer afterglow times (20–200 ms) the recombination decay became less dominant and

diffusion processes became important. However, these investigations only dealt with the

charge densities in the afterglow; they did not describe the spatial charge distributions in

the discharge region.

In our discharge geometry, the electric field distribution during the discharge pulse was

very inhomogeneous with different fields at different positions. Therefore, even diffusion

over small (radial) distances during the afterglow had a large effect on the electric field

felt by the electrons at the start of the next voltage pulse. In this way, diffusion had an

effect on the path that the accelerated electrons followed and where the electron avalanches

reached the anode. A calculation of the static electric field distribution in the discharge

volume is shown in figure 4.4.

To estimate the importance of diffusion, we can calculate the mean distance over which

the electrons diffuse, r̄, for afterglow periods of 1–5 ms. The mean distance for diffusion of

particles in a sphere, can be described by [8]

r̄ =

√
12Dτdiff

π
, (4.1)
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Figure 4.4: Calculated static electric field distribution in the discharge region. The top electrode
is at a positive potential. The bottom electrode is grounded. The arrows represent the electric
field vectors at different points. The background colour indicates electric field strength, with
darker colours for higher fields. The axes’ labels show distances in millimetres.

where τdiff is the diffusion time and D the diffusion coefficient. Assuming an ambipolar

diffusion constant of 25 cm2 s−1 [9] and 1 ms afterglow time, the characteristic length

is 3 mm, meaning that during the afterglow, charges from the stable plasma around the

cathode tip stayed inside the discharge gap, close to the electrodes. At the start of the

next voltage pulse, these charges caused avalanches following the electric field lines, ending

at the tip of the anode. This made the pre-breakdown light emission to be located close

to the anode tip.

For lower repetition rates, i.e. 200 Hz, the afterglow period was longer (5 ms) and the

characteristic diffusion length was 7 mm. This means that the charges diffused more in the

radial direction and at the next voltage pulse, these charges were accelerated towards the

sides of the anode, further away from the tip.

This type of behaviour was confirmed by the experiments shown in figure 4.3. At high

repetition frequencies, i.e. 1000 Hz, the pre-breakdown light emission was located near the

tip of the anode. It was caused by charges originating from near the centre of the discharge

gap. At lower repetition frequencies, the pre-breakdown light flash was more spread out

over the anode surface because the initial distribution of charges was more spread out over

the discharge volume due to diffusion.
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Figure 4.5: Double voltage pulse used to separate pre-breakdown phenomena from the main
breakdown phase. The electrode voltage and discharge current were measured. The value of the
breakdown voltage is indicated by Vbr.

All the observations are consistent with our hypothesis that the origin of the pre-

breakdown light emission is volume charges left over from previous discharges. Additionally,

our investigations show that the history of the discharge influences the initial conditions

and through this the starting behaviour of the discharge. Whether the main breakdown

phenomena (t ≈ 25–50 µs) are influenced by the characteristics of the previous discharge

is investigated in the next section.

4.4 Effects of starting conditions on breakdown behaviour

In this section, we will describe an experiment that enables us to study the effect of

the pre-breakdown phenomena on the main breakdown process in more detail. The initial

conditions of the discharge were controlled using a double voltage pulse as will be described

in section 4.4.1. Section 4.4.2 contains the results of investigations on the effects of the

pre-breakdown emission on the main breakdown behaviour.

4.4.1 Separation of pre-breakdown phenomena from the main breakdown

To control the behaviour of the pre-breakdown light emission we applied a double voltage

pulse, shown in figure 4.5. It consisted of the normal voltage pulse preceded by a small

pre-pulse. This pre-pulse had a rise time of 10 µs, an amplitude of 70% of the main pulse

and a total duration of 30 µs. The start of the voltage rise of the main pulse was labelled

t = 0 µs. There was no significant current measured during the pre-pulse; only during the
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Figure 4.6: ICCD images of plasma breakdown using a double voltage pulse (figure 4.5), sep-
arating the pre-breakdown emission from the main breakdown. The repetition frequency of the
voltage pulses was 500 Hz. Note that the intensity scale for the middle row of images (t = 0–26 µs)
is ten times smaller than for the other images.

main pulse, when the applied voltage reached its maximum value, a measurable current

started to develop.

Images of plasma emission during breakdown using the double voltage pulse are shown

in figure 4.6. These images show that the pre-breakdown emission now occurred during the

pre-pulse as intended, and that the main breakdown phase started during the main voltage

pulse. The characteristics of the pre-breakdown emission during the pre-pulse (t = -30–

0 µs) were very similar to the pre-breakdown behaviour of the previously used voltage pulse

(figure 4.3). In this case, however during the voltage rise of the main pulse (t = 0–25 µs)

no observable light emission was detected. This confirms that with this double voltage

pulse, we could separate the pre-breakdown phenomena from the main breakdown phase

and control the initial conditions of the breakdown process.
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Figure 4.7: Images of breakdown from figures 4.2 and 4.6, showing the effect of the voltage
pulse waveform on the timing of breakdown events. For the first series a normal voltage pulse
was used, while for the second series a voltage pulse with a pre-pulse (figure 4.5) was applied.

4.4.2 Effect on main breakdown behaviour

In the research described here, we investigated the effects of the pre-breakdown phenomena

on the ignition phase of the main breakdown. Figure 4.7 shows ICCD images of the main

breakdown phase for two different voltage pulses, with and without a pre-pulse.

It is clear from these experiments that removing the pre-breakdown emission from the

main pulse with a pre-pulse did not change the qualitative behaviour of the main breakdown

process significantly. Characteristic breakdown features such as first light emission in front

of the anode, a moving light front crossing the gap and plasma covering the cathode, are

seen for both voltage pulses. However, applying a double voltage pulse did quantitatively

change the breakdown behaviour. It resulted in a slower discharge ignition process during

the main breakdown phase. Crossing of the gap by a light front occurred about 4 µs

later than in the normal case. Also, the onset of current development (figure 4.5) started

a few µs later. Furthermore, the development of the plasma covering the cathode was

significantly slower for the discharge with the double voltage pulse. A slower rise of the

measured current confirmed that the discharge development was slower in the case with

the double voltage pulse.

The results and discussion in the previous section indicate that the pre-breakdown

light emission close to the anode was caused by volume charges left over from the previous

discharge which were accelerated towards the anode in small electron avalanches. These

avalanches caused a concentration and multiplication of charges in the discharge gap, close
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to the anode. Additionally, the ions produced in these avalanches and those left over from

the previous discharge, slowly drifted towards the cathode, resulting in secondary electron

emission at the cathode surface. The result of these processes was that the charges left

over from the previous discharge were no longer distributed over the vessel volume as a

result of diffusion, but were concentrated close to the electrode gap.

The pre-breakdown process changed the spatial charge distribution in the discharge

gap. When a normal voltage pulse was applied, the pre-breakdown phase occurred right

before the main breakdown. This caused an increase in charges in the gap during the main

breakdown phase, which influenced the breakdown behaviour. For the double voltage pulse,

the pre-breakdown effects occurred during the pre-pulse, long before the main breakdown

phase.

The electron density in an electron avalanche is proportional to the initial electron

density. An increased initial density, for instance as a result of pre-breakdown processes,

will therefore lead to an increased density in the entire avalanche, resulting in a faster

build-up of space-charge in front of the anode. Subsequently, disturbance of the applied

electric field, indicated by the onset of a moving ionization front, will occur earlier during

the voltage pulse because of the pre-breakdown charge concentration.

Furthermore, the higher charge densities close to the discharge gap also result in a faster

development of the plasma covering the cathode. Again, this feature can be attributed to

a higher charge density close to the electrode tips, resulting in faster charge multiplication

and plasma development. The timing of the different breakdown phenomena changed for

different voltage pulses, but the actual processes involved remained the same.

It can therefore be concluded that the qualitative behaviour of the main breakdown

is not influenced significantly by the pre-breakdown emission. However, the quantitative

details such as ignition delay and plasma development are strongly influenced by the initial

conditions of breakdown set by the previous discharge and the pre-breakdown phenomena.

The effect of previous pulses on the time delay of plasma breakdown is sometimes re-

ferred to as the ‘memory effect’ and has been studied in detail in the past. For instance

in chapter 3 of this thesis and in references [10–12]. From these investigations it was con-

cluded that previous discharges could influence the breakdown time delay, up to hours

after the previous discharge. Marković et al. [13] conclude that for short afterglow times,

less than 10 ms, the start of the breakdown process is dominated by secondary electron

emission caused by left-over ions. For longer afterglow times, secondary emission caused

by metastables becomes important. These results indicate that for our experimental con-

ditions, afterglow periods between 0.5–10 ms, the (pre-)breakdown processes are mainly

caused by charges left over from previous discharges. The effects of metastable atoms from

previous discharges are expected to be minor.
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4.5 Conclusions

Using time-resolved ICCD imaging we studied pre-breakdown light emission in a pulsed

discharge in low-pressure argon gas. By applying different voltage pulses to create the

discharge we studied the origin and effects of these pre-breakdown emission phenomena.

The origin of the pre-breakdown emission was found to be charges left over from previous

discharges. These left-over charges are volume charges and not charges on nearby dielectric

surfaces, as was tentatively suggested in chapter 3.

The characteristics of the pre-breakdown phenomena are very sensitive to the initial

conditions of the discharge. Processes in the afterglow of the previous pulse such as volume

recombination and diffusion are therefore important. For afterglow periods in the order of

1 to 5 ms, volume recombination is the main loss process for charge densities. However,

the spatial characteristics of the pre-breakdown emission are caused by ambipolar diffusion

during the afterglow. Diffusion processes change the spatial distribution of the charges

during the afterglow. The very inhomogeneous spatial distribution of the electric field in

our discharge makes that different charge distributions, especially in the radial direction,

strongly change the position and spatial characteristics of the pre-breakdown light in the

next pulse.

From our investigations on the effect of the pre-breakdown phenomena on the main

breakdown behaviour, we found that the qualitative behaviour of the main breakdown

phase of the discharge is the same with or without pre-breakdown emission. However, the

details, especially the timing of the different phases, are influenced by the pre-breakdown

processes.

Using a small voltage pulse before the main pulse, we could separate the pre-breakdown

light from the main breakdown process. In this case, during the rising edge of the main

voltage pulse no light emission could be detected. The voltage pre-pulse was strong enough

to attract the left-over electrons towards the anode in small electron avalanches, creating

light emission. However, the pre-pulse was not sufficient for full breakdown to occur.

In the normal-pulse discharge, that is with pre-breakdown emission on the rising edge

of the voltage, the main breakdown starts earlier and develops faster. This indicates that

during the pre-breakdown process, left-over charges from a large volume are concentrated

in the discharge gap. The higher initial charge density makes the electron avalanches in the

main breakdown stronger and the breakdown development faster. This ability to influence

and control the breakdown behaviour of a discharge by adjusting the initial conditions can

be useful for industrial applications in which breakdown is an important issue.

For further quantitative details on the various processes involved in the pre-breakdown

phase and the plasma afterglow, a modelling study is currently being performed. Our
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model is two-dimensional and includes not only the discharge phase of the plasma, but

also the afterglow phase, including the relevant processes. Results from these modelling

investigations are expected in the near future.
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Chapter 5

The Stark effect

Abstract. The Stark effect can be described as the shifting, splitting and mixing of
energy levels of an atom or molecule under the influence of an external electric field.
This chapter discusses (calculations of) Stark effects in more detail and is intended
as an introduction to the experimental investigations, using Stark effects, presented in
chapters 6 and 7. Firstly, the discovery of the Stark effect in the beginning of the last
century is briefly discussed. Next, calculations of linear and quadratic Stark effects
in hydrogen, based on perturbation theory, are presented as an illustrative example.
The main part of the chapter deals with the calculation of Stark effects in noble gas
Rydberg atoms. Since standard perturbation theory is not suitable for this situation,
an alternative method is presented. This method is based on solving the Schrödinger
equation including the electric field perturbation by a numerical diagonalization of the
total Hamiltonian. In chapter 6, results from this calculation procedure are compared
with experimental investigations. Finally, the main ideas of multichannel quantum
defect theory are briefly described as a more sophisticated theory to describe Stark
effects. This theory can accurately describe Stark effects for atoms with penetrating
electron orbits, which is not possible using matrix diagonalization.



Chapter 5. The Stark effect

5.1 Discovery of the Stark effect

In 1913, Johannes Stark and Antonio Lo Surdo independently discovered the splitting

of hydrogen line emission from a discharge under the influence of an electric field [1].

Nowadays, this effect is commonly known as the Stark effect, although it is sometimes

referred to as the Stark–Lo Surdo effect.

The discovery of the Stark effect came as a surprise because within the framework

of classical physics, the effect of an electric field on the splitting of spectral lines was

calculated to be much smaller than what could be observed experimentally at that time.

These calculations were based on the fact that an atom can be polarized by an external

electric field, F, following [2]

p = αpolF, (5.1)

where αpol is the polarizability of the atom. The corresponding polarization energy is

described by

∆E =

∫
F · dp = αpol

∫
F · dF =

αpol

2
F 2, (5.2)

and can be interpreted as a shift of the energy levels of the atom. This calculation showed

that the expected effect had a quadratic dependence on electric field strength.

Stark’s experiments showed not only line shifts that were much larger than expected,

also a linear dependence between the shift of the level and the electric field strength was

observed. Clearly, Stark’s discoveries could not be explained by the classical atomic theory.

At that time Bohr had just developed a new atomic theory which could explain the observed

effects. Stark’s investigations therefore made a significant contribution to the acceptance

of Bohr’s new quantum theory of the atom.

Over the last century, the Stark effect has received less attention than its magnetic

counterpart, the Zeeman effect. This is mainly due to the fact that high electric fields

are needed to cause measurable Stark effects, while for only moderate magnetic fields, the

Zeeman spectral splitting is obvious. Nevertheless, the Stark effect has played an important

role in atomic physics, for instance in the verification of Schrödinger’s quantum mechanics,

in the determination of the hydrogen Lamb shift, and in the assignment of mixed states in

complex spectra [2].

5.2 Stark effects in hydrogen

The Coulomb electric field inside an atom, FCoulomb, is in the order of

FCoulomb =
1

4πε0

e

a2
0

= 5 × 109 V/cm, (5.3)
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5.2. Stark effects in hydrogen

where e is the elementary charge, ε0 the vacuum permittivity, and a0 the Bohr radius. Max-

imum electric fields that are typically available in a laboratory are in the order of 106 V/cm.

Therefore externally applied electric fields can be considered as a small perturbation to the

internal field of the atom.

In the quantum mechanical description of atoms, the external electric field can therefore

be treated as a small perturbation in the Schrödinger equation:

unperturbed atom : H0|ψ0〉 = E0|ψ0〉 (5.4a)

perturbed atom : (H0 + HStark)|ψ〉 = E|ψ〉. (5.4b)

In these equations H0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian, E0 the energies of the states in

zero-field, ψ0 the unperturbed wavefunction, HStark the perturbation Hamiltonian due to

the Stark effect and ψ the perturbed wavefunction. The Stark Hamiltonian, HStark can be

evaluated using a dipole approximation

HStark = −P · F, (5.5)

where P =
∑

i eri is the atomic electric dipole operator. When we assume the electric

field, F, to be parallel to the z axis, HStark reduces to

HStark = eFz, (5.6)

To calculate the energies of the atomic levels in an electric field, the perturbed Schrödinger

equation (5.4b) needs to be solved. There are different possibilities to achieve this. The

first is to use perturbation theory to describe the small corrections to the energies of the

atomic levels. For simple systems in low electric fields this method works well. Two ex-

amples of more sophisticated methods, matrix diagonalization and multichannel quantum

defect theory, are discussed in sections 5.4 and 5.5.

In this section, we will briefly discuss a perturbation approach for calculation of Stark

effects in hydrogen. Using quantum mechanics instead of a classical approach, we can

explain the linear shifts of hydrogen levels as was observed by Stark in the early 1900s.

Following perturbation theory up to the second order, the energy of a level, perturbed

by an electric field can be described as [2]:

E = E0 + 〈ψ0|HStark|ψ0〉 +
∑

n

|ψ0|HStark|ψn|2
E0 − En

= E0 + eF 〈ψ0|z|ψ0〉 + e2F 2
∑

n

|ψ0|z|ψn|2
E0 − En

. (5.7)

The first term on the right-hand side is the energy of the level without the electric field.

The second term on the right-hand side describes a linear Stark effect, while the third
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term adds a quadratic Stark shift. It is important to realize that in general, on ground of

parity conservation, the second term on the right-hand side vanishes [3]. The operator z

has the same characteristics as the operator for an electric dipole transition, which is only

non-zero for transitions between states of opposite parity, that is ∆l = ±1.

In second order perturbation theory, a quadratic Stark shift can be expected, because

states of different parity are mixed into |ψ0〉. Additionally, selection rules demand ∆M = 0

which means that states with the same projection quantum number, M , are mixed. The

total Stark effect therefore shows a quadratic dependence on electric field strength.

However, there is an important exception to this situation. In a non-relativistic ap-

proach, hydrogen atoms have l-degenerate levels for given principal quantum numbers n.

Therefore, the linear term in equation (5.7) does not vanish and a linear Stark effect can

be observed, since first-order terms are much larger than second-order terms.

Following the perturbation theory described before, Schrödinger calculated Stark effects

in hydrogen atoms. Using a parabolic coordinate system, he found the following results for

the Stark energy shift [2]. The first-order, linear shift is described by

∆E1 =
3

2
e a0 n(n1 − n2)F, (5.8)

where n is the principal quantum number and n1 and n2 are the parabolic quantum num-

bers [2] which are defined by n = n1 + n2 + M + 1.

The result for the second order, quadratic shift is

∆E2 = −(4πε0)

16
a3

0 n4[17n2 − 3(n1 − n2)
2 − 9M2 + 19] F 2. (5.9)

It is clear from equations (5.8) and (5.9) that the Stark shift is a strong function of the

principal quantum number n, leading to much larger shifts for highly-excited states.

As an illustrative example we will now look at the n = 2 levels in hydrogen in more

detail. We will follow the discussion as presented in [3]. When fine structure of the hydrogen

atom is taken into account, the n = 2 level is split into 2 levels, 2P3/2 and a degenerate

level, 2P1/2 and 2S1/2. Since the latter level is degenerate we expect a linear Stark shift for

this level. However, when taking quantum electrodynamical corrections into account, the
2P1/2 and 2S1/2 states are not truly degenerate, but separated by the Lamb shift.

When we assume that for F = 0, the 2S1/2 state is described by |s〉 and 2P1/2 by |p〉
the situation can be described by

H0|s〉 = Es|s〉
H0|p〉 = Ep|p〉, (5.10)

with Es − Ep = Λ ≈ 1058 MHz, the Lamb shift.
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5.2. Stark effects in hydrogen

When an electric field F is present, |s〉 and |p〉 are no longer the correct eigenfunctions.

There will be mixing of these states and we assume that the new situation can be described

by

|ψ〉 = α|s〉 + β|p〉. (5.11)

Substitution of this equation into the Schrödinger equation (5.4b) results in

α(Es + ezF )|s〉 + β(Ep + ezF )|p〉 = αE|s〉 + βE|p〉. (5.12)

Multiplying this equation from the left with 〈s| or 〈p| leads to the following set of

equations

α(Es − E) + βeF 〈s|z|p〉 = 0 (5.13a)

αeF 〈p|z|s〉 + β(Ep − E) = 0. (5.13b)

The Stark mixing, described by the elements 〈p|z|s〉 and 〈s|z|p〉 can be calculated [3].

For our case the result is

〈s|z|p〉 = −〈p|z|s〉 =
√

3a0. (5.14)

This expression is inserted into equation (5.13), which is subsequently solved by evaluating

the determinant:

(Es − E)(Ep − E) − (
√

3ea0F )2 = 0. (5.15)

By setting Ep = 0 and Es = Λ, the problem has the solution

E± =
1

2
Λ ±

√
1

4
Λ2 + (

√
3ea0F )2. (5.16)

This describes the Stark effects for the 2P1/2 and 2S1/2 states in hydrogen.

Figure 5.1 shows a graphical representation of equation (5.16), showing the energy

dependence of the levels as function of electric field. It is clear from figure 5.1 that for low

electric fields there is a quadratic Stark effect, which gradually changes into a linear Stark

effect for high electric fields.

This type of behaviour, the transition from a quadratic to a linear Stark effect in increas-

ing electric field, is not exclusive for these Lamb shifted levels. It is a general characteristic

of the Stark effect. For small electric fields the Stark effect follows a quadratic trend, that

is for fields producing Stark shifts that are smaller than the energy separation between

adjacent levels in zero-field. For large fields, producing Stark shifts large compared to the

energy separation of levels in zero-field, the Stark effect is linear to a good approximation.

This can be intuitively explained as follows. For small electric fields, the energy levels are

non-degenerate resulting in a quadratic Stark effect. For large electric fields, the Stark
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Chapter 5. The Stark effect

Figure 5.1: Stark effect in hydrogen. Energies of 2P1/2 and 2S1/2 states in hydrogen as function
of electric field strength.

shifts are so large that it appears that these levels ‘originate’ from the same, degenerate

level at zero-field. The Stark effect is therefore linear.

Calculating Stark effects using perturbation theory, as presented in this section, gives a

good description of the observed shifts for levels with the same principal quantum number,

n. However, it fails when the shifts become larger than the energy separation between levels

with different n, for instance for the Rydberg atoms described in the next section. For that

situation a different method to solve the perturbed Schrödinger equation is needed.

5.3 Noble gas Rydberg atoms

An atom with a single electron in a highly-excited state is commonly known as a Rydberg

atom. The other electrons remain in the lower orbits of the atom, close to the core, shielding

off the charge of the nucleus. Since there is one electron in an outer orbit, there is one

electron less than the charge of the nucleus close to the core . The outer electron therefore

effectively sees a nucleus with a single proton charge, similar to an electron in a hydrogen

atom. Therefore, Rydberg atoms behave in many ways similar to hydrogen atoms.

Highly-excited levels in hydrogen atoms can be described by the Rydberg equation

En = I − R

n2
, (5.17)

where I is the ionization energy of the atom, En is the energy above the ground state and

R is the Rydberg constant. This constant is different for different elements; for hydrogen

R = 1.097 × 105 cm−1.
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5.3. Noble gas Rydberg atoms

Rydberg atoms have an energy level structure similar to hydrogen atoms. However,

there will be a deviation because the electron orbits are not circular and electrons in a

highly-excited orbit can penetrate the shielding cloud of electrons. The result is that the

shielding of the core is no longer fully effective, and the Rydberg electron will experience

a larger charge of the nucleus. A correction term, named the quantum defect, is needed to

account for non-circular electron orbits. The energy level structure of Rydberg atoms can

now be described by

En = I − R

(n − δ)2
, (5.18)

where δ is the quantum defect. The magnitude of the quantum defect depends on the

angular momentum of the Rydberg electron. States with low angular momentum have

more penetrating orbits and therefore a larger quantum defect. Rydberg states with large

angular momentum (l ≥ 3) generally have very small quantum defects.

For the heavy noble gases, the (fine)structure of atomic Rydberg states can be accu-

rately described by the JK coupling scheme [4,5]. This scheme is based on a strong coupling

between the orbital momentum of the Rydberg electron, l, and the total angular momen-

tum of the ion core, jc. This results in an angular momentum, K = jc + l. Additionally,

the angular momentum K is weakly coupled to the spin of the Rydberg electron, s, which

gives the total angular momentum of the atom, J = K + s. The Rydberg energy levels of

the atom can now be described by wavefunctions of the form ϕ = |nl[K]J〉, where n is the

principal quantum number of the Rydberg electron.

For Rydberg states in heavy noble gas atoms, one electron is removed from the closed

electron shell configuration and moved into an excited state. The remaining ion core is in

a 5p5 configuration, which gives two possibilities for the total angular momentum of the

core:

jc = lc + sc =
3

2
or

1

2
. (5.19)

The selection rule ∆jc = 0 forbids transitions between excited states with different core

configurations. Therefore, there exist two seemingly separate energy level structures for

excited noble gas atoms; one for each core configuration. As an example, a simplified

energy level scheme for xenon atoms is shown in figure 5.2. Excited states with a core

configuration jc = 1
2

are identified with ϕ = |nl′[K]J〉, adding a ′ to the l quantum number.

These states are referred to as primed states, while the states with jc = 3
2

are known as

unprimed states.

Figure 5.2 shows that for levels with the same value of nl, the primed states have a

higher energy. This is because, following Hund’s rules for atomic energy levels, the ionic

core with jc = 1
2

has a higher energy than jc = 3
2
. Additionally, the primed and unprimed

system have different ionization limits. The result is that for the primed system, the levels
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Figure 5.2: Simplified, partial energy level diagram of xenon.

7p′ and higher have an energy above the ionization limit of the unprimed system. These

levels are called autoionizing levels, since they can be easily ionized in collisions with other

atoms. In the following sections, discussing Stark effects in noble gas atoms, we will use

transitions in the unprimed system of xenon. It should be noted that this discussion can

also be applied to the primed system of xenon.

To calculate Stark effects in Rydberg atoms it is tempting to base the calculation on

a description of the Stark effect in hydrogen, since the energy level structure of Rydberg

atoms is similar to the hydrogen atom. However, a description of the Stark effect by

perturbation theory, as in the case for hydrogen, is not possible. In Rydberg atoms there

are many closely-spaced energy levels and the Stark effects can be strong due to the high

principal quantum number. At only moderate electric fields, these systems show many

interactions between levels, resulting in numerous anti-crossings of levels. This type of

behaviour can not be described by perturbation theory and an alternative method is needed.

5.4 Calculation of Stark effects by matrix diagonalization

An interesting method to calculate Stark effects in Rydberg atoms was introduced by

Zimmerman et al. [6]. It is based on solving the Schrödinger equation, including the
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5.4. Calculation of Stark effects by matrix diagonalization

electric field perturbation, by a numerical diagonalization of the total Hamiltonian, H =

H0 + HStark, for a well-chosen truncated basis.

Firstly, the different steps of the calculation procedure are outlined. More details on

each of the steps are given in the remainder of this section. The procedure for calculating

Stark effects in Rydberg noble-gas atoms using matrix diagonalization follows the following

successive steps.

1. Select a suitable truncated basis set of energy levels. The unperturbed Hamiltonian,

H0, is diagonal and its elements consist of the zero-field energies of the selected states.

2. The off-diagonal elements of H resulting from the Stark Hamiltonian, HStark = eFz

are calculated.

3. The total Hamiltonian, H = H0 + HStark, is numerically diagonalized for different

values of the electric field, F , and each accessible value of the total magnetic quantum

number, M .

4. The energies of the Rydberg levels in an electric field correspond to the eigenvalues

of the diagonalized H.

5. Relative line intensities for transitions to Rydberg levels can be calculated using the

eigenfunctions of the diagonalized H.

5.4.1 Zero-field energy levels

The first step in the calculation procedure is the construction of the zero-field Hamiltonian,

H0. This matrix should not only include the level under study, but also all levels with

energies close to this level, because of the significant interactions between the different

states. In general, the following levels are included in our calculations: for all quantum

numbers l, one series of levels with principal quantum numbers n above, one series below

and one series overlapping the level under study are included. Within a nl series, the

number of possible K-values is 2jc + 1 (or 2l + 1 if l < jc), where jc is the angular

momentum of the ionic core. For every level there are 2 possibilities for the J quantum

number, J = K± 1
2
. This results in a large number of energy levels that need to be included

in the zero-field Hamiltonian, H0. For instance, for the calculation of Stark effects for the

15d[3/2]1 level, there are 288 levels included in the calculation.

Including even more energy levels, further away from the level under study, did not

change the calculated results. Therefore, we limited the Hamiltonian H0 to the levels

described above.
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For all energy levels in H0, the zero-field energies are needed. For low l-values most

of these energies can be found in literature [7]. The energies of the remaining levels were

calculated using quantum defects, found in literature, and the Rydberg equation (5.18).

For the levels with l ≥ 3 the average energy of the multiplets was calculated using

quantum defects, while the fine-structure splitting within the multiplets was calculated

using the procedure of Kelleher and Saloman [8]. They describe the fine structure of the

atom due to the electrostatic interaction between the ion core and the Rydberg electron

by

∆E = −f2〈r2
c〉〈r−3〉, (5.20)

where 〈r2
c〉 is the mean-square radius of the ionic core, related to the quadrupole moment.

For 〈r−3〉 the value for the hydrogen atom is used [9]:

〈r−3〉 =
Z3

n3(l + 1)(l + 1
2
)l

. (5.21)

The angular part of the coupling, f2, can be evaluated as [4]

f2 =
6h2 + 3h − 2jc(jc + 1)l(l + 1)

4jc(jc + 1)(2l − 1)(2l + 3)
, (5.22)

with

h =
1

2
[K(K + 1) − jc(jc + 1) − l(l + 1)] ≡ jc · l. (5.23)

With these formulas the energies for the different K components can be calculated.

The two values of J for each given K are very close in energy and no splitting of these

levels is assumed in zero-field.

5.4.2 Off-diagonal elements

The next step in the calculation procedure is the evaluation of the off-diagonal elements of

H, given by HStark. For each value of the electric field, F , the off-diagonal matrix elements

are calculated. This step, together with the subsequent diagonalization, is the heart of the

calculation method.

The elements of the Stark Hamiltonian, HStark, describe the field coupling between two

atomic levels. The elements can be calculated by evaluating the expectation value of the

dipole operator z:

〈HStark〉 = eF 〈(nljc)KsJM |z|(n′l′jc)K
′sJ ′M ′〉, (5.24)
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which can be calculated using the Wigner-Eckart theorem (in atomic units),

〈(nljc)KsJM |z|(n′l′jc)K
′sJ ′M ′〉

= (−1)J−M

(
J 1 J ′

−M 0 M

)
〈(nljc)KsJ‖r‖(n′l′jc)K

′sJ ′〉. (5.25)

Here

(
j1 j j2

m1 m m2

)
is a 3j-symbol. The reduced matrix element can be further simplified

using angular momentum algebra:

〈(nljc)KsJ‖r‖(n′l′jc)K
′sJ ′〉

= (−1)K+s+J ′+1[(2J + 1)(2J ′ + 1)]1/2

{
K J s

J ′ K ′ 1

}
δSS′〈(nl)jcK‖r‖(n′l′)jcK

′〉. (5.26)

The δ is the Kronecker symbol and the

{
j1 j2 j3

l1 l2 l3

}
element is a 6j-symbol. This can be

followed by

〈(nl)jcK‖r‖(n′l′)jcK
′〉

= (−1)l+jc+K′+1[(2K + 1)(2K ′ + 1)]1/2

{
l K jc

K ′ l′ 1

}
δjcj′c〈nl‖r‖n′l′〉. (5.27)

From the Kronecker deltas and the 3j and 6j symbols the selection rules for the Stark

mixing can be found:

∆M = ∆s = ∆jc = 0,

∆J = ±1 for M = 0, ∆J = 0,±1 for M �= 0,

∆K = 0,±1,

∆l = ±1. (5.28)

Finally, taking these selection rules into account, the non-zero off-diagonal matrix ele-

ments can be described by

〈(nljc)KsJM |z|(n′l′jc)K
′sJ ′M ′〉

=(−1)J+J ′+K+K′+l+jc+s−M [(2J + 1)(2J ′ + 1)(2K + 1)(2K ′ + 1)]1/2

×
(

J 1 J ′

−M 0 M

) {
K J s

J ′ K ′ 1

} {
l K jc

K ′ l′ 1

}
〈nl‖r‖n′l′〉.

(5.29)
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The problem now has been reduced to evaluating the reduced matrix elements 〈nl‖r‖n′l′〉.
For a one-electron system

〈nl‖r‖n′l′〉 =

⎧⎨
⎩−(l + 1)1/2 〈nl|r|n′l′〉 , l′ = l + 1

l1/2 〈nl|r|n′l′〉 , l′ = l − 1
(5.30)

is valid. Finally, the radial matrix elements, 〈nl|r|n′l′〉, can be found in tables calculated

by Edmonds et al. [10] using the Coulomb approximation.

5.4.3 Diagonalization of total Hamiltonian

The energies of the different Rydberg states in an electric field correspond to the eigenvalues

of the total Hamiltonian, H. These values can be found by numerically diagonalizing

matrix H; the diagonal elements are the eigenvalues. Again this procedure is performed

separately for each value of the electric field.

In our research, the numerical diagonalization is done with a C program, following the

procedure suggested by Vetterling et al. [11]. The real symmetric matrix H is first reduced

to a tridiagonal form using the routine tred2 [11]. Subsequently, the routine tqli [11]

finds the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the tridiagonal matrix. Finally, the eigenvalues

corresponding to the energies of the Rydberg states are saved to a file. Additionally, the

resulting eigenvectors are used to calculate transition probabilities to Rydberg states, as

described in the next section. It should be noted that for each value of F , the numerical

diagonalization of matrix H is performed for each value of the magnetic quantum number

M .

5.4.4 Transition probabilities

So far, we have calculated the effects of electric field on the energy level structure of Rydberg

levels in atoms. These effects can be experimentally observed by studying transitions to

these Rydberg levels. Of course, the probabilities of the different transitions depend on

the choice of the lower level. When a certain lower level is chosen, using the eigenvectors

from the matrix H we can calculate the transition probabilities from the lower level to the

different Rydberg levels. With the polarization of the laser parallel to the electric field,

levels with the same magnetic quantum number, M , are coupled. Therefore, a summation

over all transitions with ∆M = 0 is needed. The wavefunctions of the energy levels in an

electric field can be described by:

ψ(n,M)
µ (F ) =

∑
l,K,J

Q
(n,M)
µ,lKJ(F )|nl[K]J ,M〉, (5.31)
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Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram of the orbit of a Rydberg electron, indicating the three regions
used in multichannel quantum defect theory.

with µ ranging from 1 to the dimension of H. The coefficients Q
(n,M)
µ,lKJ(F ) correspond to

the eigenvectors of the matrix H.

The intensity of the different transitions from the lower state to Rydberg states can be

expressed as

Iµ(F ) = PL|〈lower level,M |z|ψ(n,M)
µ (F )〉|2, (5.32)

with µ ranging from 1 to the dimension of H and with PL being a coefficient that is

proportional to the laser intensity but independent from the electric field F . In practise,

the coefficient PL is not used, but the theoretical excitation spectra are normalized to the

strongest transition in the wavelength range at zero electric field.

5.5 Stark effects calculated by multichannel quantum defect theory

The main limitation of calculating Stark effects by matrix diagonalization, as discussed

in the previous section, is the assumption of a hydrogen-like atom with non-penetrating

electron orbits. For large atoms and electron orbits with low l-values, this assumption is

not valid. The atom can not be accurately described using only hydrogenic wavefunctions

and a more sophisticated method is needed.

For the Stark spectroscopy investigations presented in this thesis, the calculation method

using matrix diagonalization proved to be sufficiently accurate. Therefore, this theoretical

method was used for describing Stark effects. In this section we will briefly outline some

of the aspects of using a more sophisticated theory such as multichannel quantum defect

theory (MQDT) to describe Stark effects more accurately.

The main idea of the MQDT method is to tailor a suitable wavefunction for the Ryd-

berg electron by dividing its orbit in three regions as shown in figure 5.3. In region 2, the

hydrogenic region, the effects from the ionic core are negligible and the potential is purely a

Coulomb potential. The wavefunction for this region can therefore be described by hydro-
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genic wavefunctions. In region 1, the inner region, the wavefunction cannot be described by

simple hydrogenic wavefunctions due to strong interactions between the ionic core and the

Rydberg electron. These interactions cause perturbations and mixing between the various

Rydberg states. This process can be interpreted as inelastic scattering of the Rydberg elec-

tron by the ionic core. The electron approaches the core region in a well-defined quantum

state. In the core region, it exchanges energy and angular momentum with the core, after

which it leaves in an altered quantum state. The multichannel quantum defect theory,

developed by Seaton et al. [12], describes this scattering process in a quantum mechanical

way. Finally, in region 3, effects of external electric fields are incorporated. The potential

in this region is a superposition of the atomic Coulomb potential and the external electric

field.

The complete wavefunction for the atom is constructed by connecting the wavefunctions

of the different regions together, using suitable frame transformations. From these tailored

wavefunctions, the energies of the Rydberg levels, including Stark effects, can be calculated.

More details and examples of calculations of Stark effects by MQDT can be found in the

work of Sakimoto [13] and Harmin [14,15].
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Chapter 6

Investigations of Stark effects in xenon Rydberg states

by laser-induced fluorescence-dip spectroscopy

Abstract. Stark effects in Rydberg states of xenon atoms were investigated both
experimentally and theoretically. The experimental part consisted of laser-induced
fluorescence-dip spectroscopy. Using a 2+1 photon excitation scheme, xenon atoms
were excited from the ground state to high-lying Rydberg ns and nd levels. Measure-
ments were made in a controllable electric field environment, produced by applying a
pulsed voltage to two parallel, metal electrodes. For energy levels with principal quan-
tum numbers ranging from 12 to 18, Stark shifts of up to 4.8 cm−1 (160 pm) were
observed for electric fields ranging from 0 to 4000 V/cm. Additionally, mixing of en-
ergy levels in high electric fields was measured for nd levels. The experimental results
were compared to a theoretical calculation based on solving the Schrödinger equation
for a perturbed Hamiltonian. The calculation method proved to be very accurate for
predicting Stark effects in Rydberg nd levels, while for ns levels the agreement was only
moderate, probably due to deviations from the assumption of a hydrogen-like atom
that is used in the calculation. Finally, the feasibility of using measurements of Stark
shifts of Rydberg levels as a diagnostic for electric fields in low-pressure discharges was
discussed.

Published in slightly altered form as: E. Wagenaars, G.M.W. Kroesen and M.D. Bowden, Physical
Review A, 74(3):033409, 2006.



Chapter 6. Stark effects in xenon Rydberg states

6.1 Introduction

The dc Stark effect, as described in more detail in chapter 5, is characterized by shifts and

splitting of energy levels of atoms or molecules under the influence of external electric fields.

Especially for highly-excited Rydberg states, the Stark effect can be very pronounced, with

shifts of energy levels much larger than the energy separation between levels. Over the

last few decades, the Stark effect in Rydberg states has been studied extensively, both

experimentally and theoretically. The first investigations studied alkali-metal atoms [1–4],

while later also noble gases, including xenon, krypton, and argon, were investigated [5–8].

In gas discharge physics, the electric field distribution is an important quantity. In

low-pressure discharges, it drives many fundamental processes and is closely connected to

other plasma parameters such as charge densities and fluxes. Additionally, the electric

field is often used as input for plasma modelling. Therefore, measurements of electric field

distributions in plasmas are desirable.

Detection of Stark effects in atoms and molecules by laser spectroscopy can be used as

a diagnostic for electric field strengths in plasmas. This technique was first demonstrated

in BCl3 [9] and helium discharges [10, 11]. Later, measurements in hydrogen and argon

plasmas were performed [12,13].

In recent years, Czarnetzki et al. [14] introduced a new method for the detection of Stark

effects based on laser-induced fluorescence-dip (LIF-dip) spectroscopy. With this double-

resonance technique the sensitivity of the measurements in a hydrogen discharge could be

improved by an order of magnitude compared to conventional LIF methods. Recently, the

use of the LIF-dip technique has been extended to argon discharges [15,16].

In the research described in this chapter we investigated Stark effects in xenon atoms

by LIF-dip spectroscopy. The goal of these investigations was twofold. Firstly, we charac-

terized the shifts of bound Rydberg ns and nd levels in externally applied electric fields for

principal quantum numbers ranging from 12 to 18. The experimental Stark spectra were

compared with a theoretical calculation based on solving the Schrödinger equation for a

perturbed Hamiltonian. Similar investigations, using a different excitation scheme, have

been performed for autoionizing ns and nd Rydberg levels in xenon by Ernst et al. [17].

Secondly, we investigated the feasibility of using LIF-dip Stark shift measurements as

an electric field diagnostic in low-pressure gas discharges. Our excitation scheme uses the

ground state of the xenon atom as the lower level, which makes it possible to measure

electric fields not only in plasmas, but also in neutral gas. This is a unique feature for

noble gas electric field diagnostics, making investigations of discharge conditions with low

degrees of ionization, such as plasma breakdown, possible. Additionally, electric fields in

discharges in other gases than xenon can be performed by adding xenon to the discharge
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as a trace species.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 6.2 contains experimental investi-

gations, presenting both the experimental arrangement and the results. In section 6.3 the

theoretical calculation method is described and the calculation results are compared with

the experiments. In section 6.4 we investigate the feasibility of using our experimental

technique as an electric field diagnostic in low-pressure plasmas. Section 6.5 contains the

conclusions and a short outlook.

6.2 Experimental investigations

In this section we present our experimental investigations on Stark effects of xenon ns and

nd levels. Firstly, the experimental arrangement is described in section 6.2.1. Next, the

results of the measurements are presented in section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Experimental arrangement

The experimental arrangement consisted of a laser system for the excitation of xenon

atoms to Rydberg levels, an electrode arrangement for the application of electric fields and

a detection system to monitor fluorescence light.

Stark effects in xenon were measured by probing high-lying Rydberg states by LIF-

dip spectroscopy. We used a 2+1 photon excitation scheme, shown in figure 6.1, which

was similar to that used by Ebata et al. [18] for investigations in NO and Czarnetzki

et al. [14] for atomic hydrogen. Firstly, ground-state xenon atoms were excited to the

6p[1/2]0 level in a two-photon transition at 249.629 nm. Subsequently, fluorescence light

with a wavelength of 828.2 nm could be observed as a result of decay to the 6s[3/2]1 state.

A second laser was tuned to probe the transition between the intermediate 6p[1/2]0 level

and high-lying Rydberg ns and nd states. A resonance for such a transition was detected

as a decrease of the fluorescence intensity, because part of the 6p[1/2]0 level population

was transferred to the Rydberg state. Therefore, when scanning the second laser and

monitoring the fluorescence intensity, a transition to a Rydberg state was detected as a dip

in the spectrum.

The two lasers necessary for the excitation were both tunable dye lasers, pumped by

the same pulsed Nd:YAG laser. The first dye laser was pumped by the third harmonic of

the Nd:YAG laser and operated at 499.258 nm. This light was subsequently frequency-

doubled by a BBO crystal to create 249.629 nm photons for the two-photon transition.

The second dye laser was pumped by the second harmonic output of the same Nd:YAG

laser and operated at wavelengths between 580 and 630 nm.
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Figure 6.1: Excitation scheme for LIF-dip spectroscopy in xenon.

Both beams were sent to a vacuum chamber containing a parallel-plate electrode ar-

rangement. The two beams were parallel to the electrode surfaces and crossed each other

in between the electrodes. The energies of both lasers were reduced to a few hundred µJ

to avoid initiating a discharge and disturbing the applied electric field.

The fluorescence light was detected perpendicular to the laser beams by an intensified

charge coupled device (ICCD) camera. A lens system and an interference filter imaged the

fluorescence light onto the ICCD camera, detecting only 828.2 nm light.

We applied a pulsed electric field to parallel plate electrodes, separated by 3 mm, in

xenon gas at 50 Pa. The field was pulsed to prevent the formation of a discharge for

voltages above the breakdown voltage of the system. Using the electrical scheme shown in

figure 6.2, we could apply voltage pulses with a FWHM of about 50 ns and an amplitude

of up to 1.5 kV. In this way, the electric field in the gap was controllable and uniform.

Finally, the lasers, the ICCD camera and the voltage pulse were synchronized with a

delay generator.

6.2.2 Experimental results

Stark effects for nd levels

We investigated Stark effects for nd[3/2]1 levels with principal quantum numbers n=12–

15 and n=18. Figure 6.3 shows fluorescence-dip spectra for the transition to 15d[3/2]1 in
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of the electrical arrangement for creating short voltage pulses.
The high-voltage transistor switch (Behlke Electronic GmbH) could be triggered externally for
synchronization purposes. The electrodes were mounted inside a vacuum chamber, creating a gap
of 3 mm.

different electric fields. It is clear that the dip at 586.51 nm, corresponding to the 15d[3/2]1
level, moves to longer wavelengths for increasing electric fields. Additionally, for an electric

field of 2100 V/cm, we observe extra dips at wavelengths 586.40 and 586.28 nm. These

dips correspond to transitions to 13f levels which are forbidden without an electric field,

but become allowed when they are mixed with other levels in high electric fields.

The shifts of nd[3/2]1 levels in electric field for principal quantum numbers n=12–15,

and n=18 are shown in figure 6.4. For applied electric fields between 0 and 4000 V/cm,

we measured Stark shifts of up to 4.8 cm−1 (160 pm). The measurements show that the

observed shift is higher for larger principal quantum numbers, as expected.

Stark effects for ns levels

The shifts of ns[3/2]1 levels in electric fields for principal quantum numbers n=14–16 are

shown in figure 6.5. Applying electric fields in the range of 0 to 4000 V/cm resulted in

Stark shifts of the ns levels with a maximum of 0.6 cm−1 (25 pm).

When comparing these results for ns levels with the Stark shifts of the nd levels with

similar energies (figure 6.4), it is clear that the shifts of the ns levels were much smaller.

6.3 Theoretical calculations

In this section a theoretical calculation of Stark effects, as previously discussed in chapter

5.4, is presented. Here, the calculation method and procedure are briefly described in

section 6.3.1. Some representative examples of calculated results are presented in section

6.3.2. Finally, in section 6.3.3 the calculation results are compared with the experimental

results from section 6.2.
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Figure 6.3: Fluorescence-dip spectra showing the transition to the 15d[3/2]1 state in different
electric fields. In this figure, a ten-point adjacent averaging of the data and an offset in the y scale
of the figure are applied to clarify and separate the spectra.

6.3.1 Calculation method and procedure

A calculation method for describing Stark structures of Rydberg states in alkali-metal

atoms was introduced by Zimmerman et al. [3]. This calculation method was extended

by Kelleher and Saloman to describe atoms with anisotropic cores such as barium [4]. In

recent years, the method, in slightly modified form, has also been applied to noble gases

such as xenon [6], argon [8,19] and krypton [20]. In these investigations the calculation of

the radial matrix elements was simplified by using tables of calculations by Edmonds et

al. [21] instead of calculations in the Bates-Damgaard approximation. We will also use this

modified Zimmerman method for our calculations. The theoretical calculation method has

been extensively described in chapter 5 and the references mentioned above. Therefore, we

will only briefly point out the main features.

(i) For Rydberg levels of noble gas atoms, the JK-coupling scheme is most suitable [22].

In this scheme, the orbital angular momentum of the Rydberg electron l is strongly coupled

to the total angular momentum of the ionic core jc. The resultant momentum K is coupled

to the spin of the Rydberg electron s, giving the total angular momentum of the atom J.
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Figure 6.4: Shifts of nd[3/2]1 levels as a function of electric field for principal quantum numbers
n=12 (a), n=13 (b), n=14 (c), n=15 (d) and n=18 (e). The squares (�) denote the experimental
results, the dots with lines (-•-) represent the results of a theoretical calculation (described in
section 6.3). Figure (f) gives an overview of the shifts for all measured nd[3/2]1 levels.
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Figure 6.5: Shifts of ns[3/2]1 levels as a function of electric field for principal quantum numbers
n=14 (a), n=15 (b) and n=16 (c). The squares (�) denote the experimental results, the dots
with lines (-•-) represent the results of a theoretical calculation (described in section 6.3).

Energy levels can now be described by wavefunctions of the form ϕ = |nl[K]J〉, where n is

the principal quantum number.

(ii) The energies of Rydberg levels in electric fields can be found by numerically solving

the Schrödinger equation for an atom interacting with an electric field F:

Hψ = Eψ, (6.1)

with the total Hamiltonian H described by

H = H0 + ezF. (6.2)

Here, H0 represents the Hamiltonian of the atom in zero field and ezF the dipole interaction

of the atom with the applied electric field. The axis z is chosen to be parallel to the electric

field vector.
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(iii) At the start of the calculation procedure, the diagonal matrix H0, of which the

elements are the zero-field energies of the Rydberg levels, is constructed. Not only are the

Rydberg levels involved in the laser excitation included, but also neighbouring Rydberg

states, because of interactions with these levels. Most of these data can be found in

literature [23], but the energies of some levels had to be calculated using the method of

Kelleher and Saloman [4].

(iv) The off-diagonal elements resulting from the Stark Hamiltonian, HStark = ezF , are

calculated for each value of the electric field. The radial matrix elements are calculated in

the Coulomb approximation, using tables presented by Edmonds et al. [21]. As mentioned

in reference [21], these tables are in agreement with the methods used by Zimmerman et

al. [3] and Kelleher and Saloman [4].

(v) The total matrix H = H0 + HStark is numerically diagonalized.

(vi) The energies of the Rydberg levels in electric fields correspond to the eigenval-

ues of the total Hamiltonian H. The transition intensities can be calculated using the

eigenfunctions of H.

The main approximation in this calculation procedure is that the xenon Rydberg atom

is a hydrogen-like atom. This assumes non-penetrating electron orbits, which is valid for

large values of l, but is a less appropriate approximation for small l values.

It should be noted that although this calculation method involves parameters such as

quantum defects and zero-field energies, we did not use adjustable parameters to fit the

theory to experimental results.

6.3.2 Calculation results

As an example of the results of the calculation, a Stark map of energy levels around

15d[3/2]1 is presented in figure 6.6, showing the positions of the energy levels as a function

of electric field. An excitation spectrum can be calculated from the Stark maps using

the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H. Without an electric field, the selection rules of

JK-coupling only allow certain transitions. Therefore, the calculated excitation spectrum

will not show transitions to all levels presented in figure 6.6, but only the transitions

allowed by the selection rules. An example of a calculated spectrum for the 15d[3/2]1
state in different electric fields is shown in figure 6.7. The zero-field spectrum shows only

the allowed transition to the 15d[3/2]1 state, the other allowed transitions, 15d[1/2]1 and

17s[3/2]1, are outside the plotted spectral range. It is clear that the 15d[3/2]1 level shifts

to longer wavelengths in moderate electric fields. Additionally, in high electric fields, extra

transitions which are forbidden in zero field, become allowed.
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Figure 6.6: Stark map for Rydberg energy levels in xenon around the 15d[3/2]1 state.

Figure 6.7: Theoretical excitation spectrum of the 15d[3/2]1 state in different electric fields. An
offset in the y scale is used to separate the different spectra. The wavelength scale corresponds
to the wavelength of the second laser (figure 6.1), exciting from 6p[1/2]0 to Rydberg states.
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Figure 6.8: Theoretical Stark map for energy levels around 15d[3/2]1 with superimposed ex-
perimentally observed transitions. The solid lines are calculations, the squares (�) indicate
experimental results.

6.3.3 Comparison of theoretical and experimental results

From the theoretical spectra, such as shown in figure 6.7, the shifts of the nd and ns levels

for different electric fields were determined. In figures 6.4 and 6.5, these calculated shifts

are compared to the experimental shifts. It can be seen that the calculated results matched

the experiments very well for the nd levels, while for the ns levels the agreement was only

moderate.

These comparisons show that the relatively simple calculation procedure can very ac-

curately describe Stark effects of nd levels in xenon Rydberg atoms. The assumption of

a hydrogen-like atom with a Coulomb potential and non-penetrating orbits appears to be

valid for nd levels. However, for the ns levels, the calculation gives less accurate quanti-

tative results, probably because the assumption of non-penetrating electron orbits is not

valid for these levels.

In both the experiments and the calculations, extra transitions become allowed for high

applied electric fields. From our experimental results (figure 6.3), we can determine the

energies of the different observed levels and compare them with theoretical Stark maps

(figure 6.6). Figure 6.8 shows that the extra transitions observed were also in agreement

with the calculated results. They were caused by mixing between the 15d[3/2]1 level and

levels from the 13f -manifold.
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6.4 Feasibility for use as electric field diagnostic

Following the experimental and theoretical results from the previous sections, we now will

discuss the possibility of using Stark shift measurements of Rydberg levels in xenon as

a diagnostic for electric fields in low-pressure discharges. We present the procedure to

measure electric fields and estimate the accuracy and minimum detectable electric field

for our proposed diagnostic. Additionally, possible applications for the diagnostic are

identified.

The investigations so far have shown that we can measure Stark shifts of Rydberg levels

in xenon atoms. Furthermore, we can also accurately predict these Stark shifts for nd levels

using a theoretical calculation. Therefore, the nd levels appear to be suitable as an electric

field diagnostic by measuring Stark shifts in unknown electric fields. For the ns levels, the

observed shifts were much smaller than for nd levels and the theoretical calculation was

less accurate, therefore these levels are less suitable as electric field diagnostic.

Quantification of an unknown electric field can be done by matching observed fluorescence-

dip spectra with theoretical calculations for different fields. The accuracy of such a diag-

nostic can be estimated from a comparison between our experiments in known electric fields

and the theoretical calculation, shown in figure 6.4. In this estimation we matched theoret-

ically calculated Stark shifts with our measured Stark shifts. The electric fields resulting

from this matching were compared to the applied electric fields, which were known. This

gives an estimate of the accuracy of the diagnostic for unknown electric fields. Also the

minimum detectable electric field, that is the minimum detectable shift, can be estimated

from figure 6.4. Obviously, these specifications are different for the different levels of xenon,

because they show different Stark shifts. Table 6.1 summarizes the main specifications of

the electric field diagnostic using different nd levels.

It should be noted that for n=12–15, the maximum electric field was determined by

our experimental arrangement, not by limitations in the measurement method. For n=18,

the maximum field was determined by decreasing signal intensities caused by mixing with

neighbouring levels.

From table 6.1 it can be concluded that electric fields in the range 250–4000 V/cm

can be detected with an accuracy of about 50 to 150 V/cm by measuring Stark shifts of

appropriate levels. For field measurements in low electric fields (250–1000 V/cm), using the

18d[3/2]1 level is most suitable. For intermediate fields (1000–2500 V/cm), the 15d[3/2]1
state gives most accurate results. High electric fields (2500–4000 V/cm) were only measured

using the 12d[3/2]1 level.

Since we have shown that our theoretical calculation is accurate for calculating Stark

shifts for n=12–15 and n=18, it can be expected that it is also accurate for other, similar
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Table 6.1: Characteristics of using Stark shift measurements of different levels as an electric
field diagnostic

Energy level Minimum Measured Estimated

detectable field maximum field accuracy

(V/cm) (V/cm) (V/cm)

12d[3/2]1 1000 4000 300–150

13d[3/2]1 500 2500 150–100

14d[3/2]1 300 2500 200–100

15d[3/2]1 300 2500 150–75

18d[3/2]1 250 1000 50–30

values of n. Therefore, in general for the measurement of high electric fields, levels with

low n are most suitable and for detection of low electric fields, the levels with high n are

best.

In many low-pressure gas discharges, electric fields of up to a few kV/cm can be ex-

pected, for instance, sheath regions of glow discharges and moving ionization fronts in

plasma breakdown. For these types of discharges, measuring Stark shifts of Rydberg levels

is an interesting diagnostic for electric field strengths.

An important advantage of the proposed technique is the use of the ground state of the

atom as initial level for excitation. So far, electric field diagnostics for noble gas discharges

used metastable atoms as lower level [15,16,19,20]. Using the ground state makes it possible

to measure electric fields in neutral gases or plasmas with low degrees of ionization, such

as ionization fronts in plasma breakdown.

Additionally, by using a LIF detection scheme, electric field distributions in time-varying

plasmas, such as RF discharges, can be monitored. This is not possible using optogalvanic

detection methods.

It should be noted that the current technique is limited to discharges containing xenon

at relatively low pressure. Firstly, the xenon atoms are needed for detecting Stark shifts.

However, xenon may be added to a discharge as a trace gas, extending the possible use

of the technique. Additionally, the total gas pressure cannot be too high, because of

collisional quenching of the intermediate 6p[1/2]0 level, which reduces the intensity of

the fluorescence signal. Furthermore, pressure broadening will increase the width of the

observed dips, making it more difficult to detect small shifts accurately. The maximum
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pressure for which this diagnostic can be used was not investigated in detail yet, but was

estimated to be around 5000 Pa, limited by pressure-broadening leading to a dip width of

about 6 cm−1 (200 pm) [24].

6.5 Conclusions

We measured Stark effects in low-pressure xenon gas by LIF-dip spectroscopy. Using a

2+1 photon excitation scheme, starting from the xenon ground state, nd and ns Rydberg

levels were investigated in various electric fields. For principal quantum numbers ranging

from 12 to 18, Stark shifts of up to 4.8 cm−1 (160 pm) were measured for electric fields

from 0 to 4000 V/cm.

The Stark effects were also studied using a theoretical calculation. With this relatively

simple calculation procedure, we could accurately calculate Stark effects in nd levels. For

ns levels, the match with experiments was only moderate. This shows that the main

assumption of the calculation, a hydrogen-like atom with non-penetrating electron orbits,

is valid for calculating Stark effects of nd Rydberg levels. For ns levels, the deviations were

probably caused by deviations from the assumption of a hydrogen-like atom. To accurately

calculate Stark effects for these levels, more sophisticated calculation methods are needed.

Measurements of Stark shifts of nd Rydberg levels can be used as an electric field

diagnostic in low-pressure gas discharges. With our current technique we can measure

electric fields from 250 to 4000 V/cm with an accuracy of about 50 to 150 V/cm. These

measurements can be performed with both spatial and temporal resolution. Additionally,

the use of the ground state as the lower level in the excitation scheme, makes it possible to

measure electric field distributions in neutral gas and weakly ionized plasmas. Furthermore,

xenon can be added to a discharge as a trace gas for diagnostic purposes.

A possible application of this diagnostic is the study of electric fields during plasma

breakdown. Especially for investigations of the electric field enhancement in moving ioniza-

tion fronts and the formation process of sheath structures, our proposed technique can be

used. Such investigations have been performed and first results are presented in chapter 7.
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Chapter 7

Measurements of electric field strengths in ionization

fronts during plasma breakdown

Abstract. Using laser-induced fluorescence-dip Stark spectroscopy, we performed time-
resolved, direct measurements of electric field strengths during the breakdown phase of
a low-pressure, pulsed discharge in xenon. With this experimental technique we could
for the first time quantitatively measure the time evolution of the driving force of the
breakdown process, the electric field. Moving ionization fronts were measured with sub-
microsecond resolution. These ionization fronts were sustained by a spatially narrow,
rapidly moving region of strong electric field.

To be published in slightly altered form as: E. Wagenaars, M.D. Bowden and G.M.W. Kroesen,
Physical Review Letters, submitted, 2006.



Chapter 7. Measurements of electric field strengths in ionization fronts

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present time-resolved, direct measurements of electric field strengths in

ionization fronts during plasma breakdown. To our knowledge, this is the first time that

such measurements have been performed.

Breakdown processes, including ionization fronts, have been studied in detail in many

contexts in the past. For instance, the ignition phases of high-intensity discharge lamps [1],

fluorescent lamps [2], plasma display panels [3], air purification with corona discharges [4]

and dielectric barrier discharges [5]. However, most of these studies were modelling in-

vestigations and there are few direct measurements of the plasma properties of ionization

fronts in breakdown. Experimental investigations are challenging mainly due to the highly

transient nature of plasma breakdown. Additionally, the diagnostics available for direct

measurements of plasma parameters such as charge densities and electric field strengths are

experimentally complex. Some examples of experimental research on plasma breakdown for

specific applications are cross-correlation spectroscopy of dielectric barrier discharges [6],

optical and electrostatic investigations of igniting fluorescent tubes [7] and investigations

of electric fields in streamers, using the Kerr effect [8]. While these are notable studies,

plasma properties were obtained indirectly from measurements of emission [6, 7] or via

a model interpretation [8]. There is a lack of direct experimental data on the plasma

properties of ionization fronts.

The driving force of ionization fronts is the electric field. Electrons in the discharge

gap gain energy in the electric field and cause ionization avalanches. Additionally, due to

the electric field ions drift towards the cathode, causing secondary electron emission and

new avalanches. Furthermore, the accumulated charges produced in the avalanches cause

space charge fields, which modify the applied electric field, influencing the development of

subsequent avalanches. Detailed knowledge of the electric field distribution, including its

time evolution, is crucial for understanding the rapid, transient processes that occur during

breakdown.

The aim of our research was to perform direct, quantitative measurements of electric

field strengths in ionization fronts during plasma breakdown. The measurements were

performed using laser spectroscopy of neutral gas atoms.

7.2 Experimental arrangement and methods

Recently, we developed an experimental method for measuring electric field distributions in

low-pressure xenon gas. Our technique can be used both in neutral gas and plasmas, making

it suitable to study plasma breakdown processes. Details on this diagnostic can be found in
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Figure 7.1: Excitation scheme for laser-induced fluorescence-dip Stark spectroscopy in xenon.

chapter 6, here we will only describe its main features. The method is based on measuring

Stark effects in Rydberg levels of atoms by laser-induced fluorescence-dip spectroscopy. It

was introduced by Czarnetzki et al. [9] for investigations in atomic hydrogen. Later, it has

been applied in argon discharges [10,11].

Figure 7.1 shows the excitation scheme used in our investigations. Ground state xenon

atoms were excited to the 6p[1/2]0 state in a 2-photon transition at 249.629 nm. Using an

intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera with an interference filter, we observed

fluorescence light at 828.2 nm resulting from the decay of 6p[1/2]0 to 6s[3/2]1 states. A

second laser was tuned to probe transitions from the intermediate 6p[1/2]0 state to the

high-lying Rydberg 15d[3/2]1 level. Excitation on this transition was detected as a decrease

(dip) in the fluorescence intensity.

The lasers used in this excitation scheme were both tunable dye lasers pumped by the

same pulsed Nd:YAG laser. The energies of the lasers were reduced to a few hundred µJ

to avoid saturation effects of the atomic transitions.

We studied plasma breakdown in a discharge between parabolic electrodes in low-

pressure xenon gas. In chapters 3 and 4 breakdown phenomena in this discharge were

investigated for an argon environment using optical emission imaging with an ICCD cam-

era.

Both laser beams were directed to the electrode arrangement inside the vacuum vessel

where they overlapped each other in between the tips of the electrodes as shown in figure 7.2.

A cylindrical lens focussed the first laser, operating at 249.629 nm, to a sheet parallel to the

discharge axis, with a cross section of 1.0 × 0.15 mm. The second laser, with a wavelength

around 586 nm, remained unfocussed with a diameter of about 2 mm. Perpendicular to

the laser beams, a lens system including an interference filter imaged the fluorescence light

onto an ICCD camera. The signal from a single ICCD bin was monitored during a laser

scan. In this ICCD bin, fluorescence light was accumulated from a volume of about 0.15
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Chapter 7. Measurements of electric field strengths in ionization fronts

Figure 7.2: Schematic diagram of the electrode arrangement, including both laser beams. Laser
beam 1 is focused into a sheet parallel to the discharge axis, while beam 2 remained unfocused.
The measurement volume was determined by the focus of laser 1, the lens system imaging the
fluorescence light, and the pixel size of the ICCD camera.

Figure 7.3: ICCD emission images of plasma breakdown. The top electrode was the anode, the
bottom electrode the grounded cathode. Light from 7500 discharges was accumulated for each
image. The white lines indicate the edges of the electrodes. The spot of light on the anode in
the images t =40.0 µs was not direct plasma emission, but a reflection of the plasma around the
cathode.

× 0.5 × 0.15 mm located on the discharge axis between the electrodes, 0.5 mm in front of

the cathode. The measurement volume was determined by the focus of the first laser, the

lens system imaging the fluorescence light, and the pixel size of the ICCD camera.

The discharge system consisted of two cylindrically symmetric electrodes of which the

tips had a radius of curvature of 4 mm. They were mounted inside a vacuum chamber

creating a 3.3 mm discharge gap. The vacuum vessel was filled with xenon gas at a

pressure of 600 Pa. A pulsed discharge was created by applying voltage pulses to the

electrodes. These pulses had a rise time of 30 µs, a total duration of 100 µs, a repetition

rate of 500 Hz and an amplitude of 390 V, which was about 15% above the breakdown

voltage. Figure 7.3 shows ICCD images of the breakdown phase of the discharge, using

an exposure time of 100 ns. In these measurements all the light from the discharge in the

wavelength range 350–850 nm was directly imaged onto the ICCD camera. The images

show characteristic features of plasma breakdown. Firstly, a region with light emission
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in front of the anode (t = 26 µs). Subsequently, the light emission became more intense

and crossed the electrode gap (t = 27.5 µs). Finally, the discharge stabilized, covering the

cathode surface (t = 40.0 µs).

The Stark effects were measured from experimental spectra by determining the shifts

of the 15d[3/2]1 Rydberg level. These observed Stark effects were correlated to electric

field strengths by comparison with a theoretical calculation as described in chapters 5 and

6. Electric field strengths for different times during the discharge pulse were measured at

a fixed position inside the discharge gap, 0.5 mm in front of the cathode.

The laser scan for a single electric field measurement consisted of 8000 laser shots which

took about 13 minutes. A full experiment, measuring the time evolution of electric field

strengths during the breakdown phase of the discharge, lasted for about 6 hours. During

this period, the timing of the discharge onset slowly drifted to a maximum offset of 1.5 µs at

the end of the measurement series. To compensate for this drift, calibration of the timing

of the laser experiments relative to the breakdown events was done by taking reference

ICCD images of the plasma light emission before each laser scan. With this procedure an

absolute timing accuracy of about 150 ns was achieved for each electric field measurement.

7.3 Results and discussion

Figure 7.4 shows the experimental results; measurements of electric fields during the break-

down phase of the discharge together with the measured electrode voltage, current and

plasma light emission. These results show that we were able to measure electric field

strengths between 0 and 1600 V/cm at different times during the plasma breakdown pro-

cess. The resolution of the measurements was about 150 V/cm for fields above 400 V/cm.

For lower fields, the Stark shifts are less sensitive to electric field therefore the resolution

was lower, about 350 V/cm.

From figure 7.4 can be seen that during the first 25 µs, while the voltage was rising,

there was no measurable current or plasma light emission and the electric field strength

increased to about 1000 V/cm. During this phase, the applied electric field rises linearly

from 0 to 980 V/cm. Therefore, our measurements indicate that during the first 25 µs of

the pulse there was no discharge and the magnitude of the electric field in the discharge

gap was determined by the applied potential.

In the next phase (t = 26.0–28.0 µs), the current started to develop, rising to a few mA.

Figure 7.3 shows that during this phase a light front crossed the electrode gap from anode

to cathode. This moving light front was in the investigations in chapter 3 identified as an

ionization front.

Now for the first time, we could investigate the local electric field distribution in the
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Chapter 7. Measurements of electric field strengths in ionization fronts

Figure 7.4: The top graph shows the measured voltage and current waveforms of the discharge.
In the middle graph electric field strengths, measured 0.5 mm in front of the cathode, are pre-
sented. The bottom graph shows a magnification of the middle graph for times between 23 and
30 µs and the observed light emission from the discharge, originating from the same volume as
the fluorescence light in the laser experiments.
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gap during the crossing of this ionization front. From the measurements in figure 7.4 can

be seen that the electric field in the gap first increased sharply in about 200 ns, to a value

of 1600 V/cm. This was an enhancement of the electric field of about 50% compared to the

applied electric field. Subsequently, the measured field decreased rapidly to 800 V/cm at

t = 27.5 µs. These measurements show that the moving ionization front, observed around

t = 27.0 µs, is sustained by a spatially narrow, rapidly moving region of strong electric

field.

The observed enhancement of the electric field in the gap is caused by a positive space

charge region in front of the anode as a result of ions produced in electron avalanches. This

space charge region modifies the potential in the gap, increasing the electric field between

the cathode and the space charge region and decreasing the field towards the anode. The

continuing electron avalanches in the high field region cause a further extension of the space

charge region into the gap. This can be observed as a moving region of enhanced electric

field in front of the space charge, followed by a decrease of electric field inside the space

charge region. In the high-field region, electron avalanches cause considerable ionization

and excitation of atoms. This results in observable light emission since the lifetime of

excited xenon is in the order of tens of nanoseconds. In the low-field region, there is less

excitation and light emission. Therefore, the ionization front can be observed as a sharp

light front crossing the electrode gap.

From the comparison of the timing of the electric field front and the light front, pre-

sented in the bottom graph of figure 7.4, it is clear that the electric field front was narrower

and moved ahead of the light front by about 300 ns. These differences can be explained

by the time needed for electrons to gain energy in the electric field, excite a xenon atom

and the subsequent decay of this atom, resulting in light emission. Since these processes

have durations in the order of tens to a few hundred nanoseconds, the light emission will

be delayed relative to the electric field. Furthermore, due to the statistical nature of these

processes, the emitted light will be spatially more spread out than the electric field front,

leading to a broader light front.

From the rise time of the electric field enhancement, shown in figure 7.4, we can estimate

the (average) speed of the moving ionization front to be in the order of 104 m/s. This is in

reasonable agreement with the speed calculated from the plasma light emission data, which

gives a velocity in the order of 5 × 103 m/s. These investigations show that by measuring

the time evolution of the electric field distribution in addition to the light emission we can

get more detailed information on the duration and timing of the ionization front.

During the period t = 28–40 µs, after the ionization front crossed the electrode gap,

the electric field stabilized at low values around 500 V/cm, while the current reached

a maximum of 40 mA, as seen from figure 7.4. The uncertainties in the electric field
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Figure 7.5: Schematic interpretation of the evolution of the potential in the gap during the
crossing of the ionization front. The potential distribution in the gap starts with a linear profile
from the applied voltage. Crossing of the ionization front modifies the potential distribution,
resulting in the development of a cathode sheath region.

measurements in this region were considerable since the resolution of our diagnostic was

limited in low electric fields. Nevertheless, a significant electric field was measured during

this period, indicating that the discharge in the gap continued to develop. Figure 7.4 also

shows that the observed light emission from the measurement volume increases sharply

after the ionization front crossed the gap (t = 28–31 µs). This is due to the fact that the

measurement volume is on the outer border of the glow region that develops around the

cathode during this time, as can be seen in figure 7.3.

Figure 7.5 shows a schematic interpretation of our explanation of the effect of the first

ionization front on the potential distribution in the discharge gap. Before the ionization

front occurs, the potential in the gap is linear, when small deviations (<15%) due to the

curvature of the electrodes are neglected. The build-up of positive space charge in front of

the anode leads to (partial) shielding of the anode. The space charge region develops into

an ionization front that crosses the discharge gap, extending part of the anode potential

further into the gap. However, the ionization front does not shield the full anode potential.

After the ionization front crossed the gap, most of the potential drop is located near the

cathode, in a (developing) sheath region, but there is still a significant potential difference

between this sheath region and the anode. In this region the breakdown process continues

and only after t = 45 µs, the modification of the potential in the gap is completed and a

stable glow-like discharge is formed.
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7.4 Conclusions and outlook

In conclusion, we have shown for the first time that it is possible to directly measure time-

dependent electric field strengths in an ionization front during plasma breakdown. We

measured electric fields between 0 and 1600 V/cm with a resolution of 150–350 V/cm,

depending on the magnitude of the electric field. Previous measurements have shown

breakdown to be characterized by an ionization front crossing the discharge gap. These

new measurements show that this ionization front is sustained by a spatially narrow, rapidly

moving region of strong electric field. It caused an enhancement of the electric field in the

gap of about 50%, relative to the applied electric field. Our measurements show that

the ionization front did not completely change the potential distribution to that of a self-

sustained glow-like discharge; the development towards a steady-state situation continued.

The presented experimental technique provides a useful tool for future investigations

of plasma breakdown. Possible investigations include two-dimensional, time-dependent

measurements of the electric field in the electrode gap. Furthermore, by using an excitation

scheme with a higher Rydberg level, we can increase the sensitivity of our technique in low

electric fields as described in chapter 6. This allows a more detailed study of the processes

occurring after the (first) ionization front. Finally, the technique can be used to study

different discharges; for instance ignition processes in fluorescent tubes. An extension of

the technique to higher pressures could open up the possibility to study electric fields in

streamer discharges.
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Chapter 8

Experimental and modelling investigations of a dielectric

barrier discharge in low-pressure argon

Abstract. The discharge behaviour of a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) in low-
pressure argon gas was investigated by experiments and modelling. The electrical char-
acteristics and light emission dynamics of the discharge were measured and compared
with the results of a two-dimensional fluid model. Our investigations showed that the
discharge consisted of a single, diffuse discharge per voltage half-cycle. The breakdown
phase of the low-pressure DBD (LPDBD) was investigated to be similar to the igni-
tion phase of a low-pressure glow discharge without dielectrics, described by Townsend
breakdown theory. The stable discharge phase of the LPDBD also showed a plasma
structure with features similar to those of a classical glow discharge. The presence of
the dielectric in the discharge gap led to discharge quenching and thus the decay of
the plasma. Additionally, the argon metastable density was monitored by measuring
light emission from nitrogen impurities. A metastable density of about 5×1017 m−3 was
present during the entire voltage cycle, with only a small (∼10%) increase during the
discharge. Finally, a reduction of the applied voltage to the minimum required to sus-
tain the discharge led to a further reduction of the role of the dielectric. The discharge
was no longer quenched by the dielectrics only, but also by a reduction of the applied
voltage.

Published in slightly altered form as: E. Wagenaars, R. Brandenburg, W.J.M. Brok, M.D. Bowden
and H.-E. Wagner, Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics, 39(4):700–711, 2006.



Chapter 8. Dielectric barrier discharge in low-pressure argon

8.1 Introduction

A dielectric barrier discharge (DBD), sometimes referred to as a barrier discharge or a

silent discharge, is a type of discharge in which at least one of the electrodes is covered

with a dielectric material. This dielectric layer acts as a current limiter and prevents the

formation of a spark or an arc discharge. The electrical energy coupled into a DBD-plasma

is mainly transferred to energetic electrons, while the neutral gas remains close to ambient

temperatures. The non-equilibrium plasma that is produced can be operated at elevated

pressures (104–106 Pa). This combination of plasma properties makes it a unique device

with many industrial applications.

DBDs have been extensively studied for over a century. Their principles have been

thoroughly investigated and are described in numerous papers, for example [1–4]. Tradi-

tional industrial applications range from ozone synthesis in oxygen and air to cleaning of

flue gases. Nowadays, DBDs are also used in plasma display panels, high-power CO2 lasers

and excimer UV/VUV lamps [3].

For most operating conditions, a DBD consists of a (large) number of discharge fila-

ments, which have a nanosecond duration and are randomly distributed over the dielectric

surface. These filaments, also known as microdischarges, are the active regions of a DBD

in which active chemical species and UV/VUV radiation can be produced. These mi-

crodischarges act as individual discharges which work independently of one another. The

discharge dynamics and chemistry of individual microdischarges have been studied in de-

tail, both through modelling and experimental investigations [5–7].

In the 1980s, a different type of discharge mode in DBDs was observed [8, 9]. Under

certain operating conditions, the discharge appears as a diffuse glow, covering the entire

electrode surface uniformly. Since then numerous investigations have been performed to

understand and explain the physical basis of this discharge mode. Several mechanisms have

been discussed to explain the generation of diffuse DBDs. These include gas pre-ionization

by electrons or metastables from previous discharges [10, 11] and interaction between the

plasma and the dielectric surfaces [12–14].

Since atmospheric pressure conditions are most suitable for many DBD applications,

the research on the properties of the different discharge modes has focused mainly on at-

mospheric pressure conditions rather than on the low-pressure regime. However, a detailed

description of the behaviour of DBDs at low pressure may contribute to a better under-

standing of the fundamental processes involved in DBDs. Especially the knowledge of

the plasma breakdown mechanisms, including the role of the (charged) dielectric surfaces

herein, can benefit from an investigation of low-pressure DBDs (LPDBDs).

The aim of the research described in this chapter is to investigate the behaviour of
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a LPDBD in 400 Pa argon gas. We characterized the discharge properties by recording

voltage and current waveforms and by measuring plasma emission spectrally, spatially and

temporally resolved. For a better understanding of the discharge phenomena observed, we

compared the experimental results with calculations from a two-dimensional fluid model.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 8.2 contains a description of the discharge

apparatus and the diagnostic system. In section 8.3, we briefly describe the two-dimensional

fluid model used for our simulations. The results of the electrical and emission experiments

are presented in section 8.4. In this section, these results are also compared with the results

of the calculations from the two-dimensional model. Section 8.5 contains a discussion of

the results, focusing on the role of the dielectric materials in the discharge behaviour.

Further, a simple comparison is made between our current results and similar well-known

discharges at high and low pressure. Finally, section 8.6 contains a brief summary of the

main conclusions and an outlook.

8.2 Experimental arrangement

The experimental arrangement consisted of a discharge apparatus, which is described in

section 8.2.1, and a set of diagnostics, described in section 8.2.2. The experimental arrange-

ment has previously been used for cross-correlation spectroscopy on DBD-microdischarges

and diffuse DBDs at atmospheric pressure [6, 15].

8.2.1 Discharge apparatus

The discharge apparatus consisted of a vacuum chamber, power supply and electrode ar-

rangement. Figure 8.1 shows a schematic diagram of the discharge apparatus. The actual

DBD was created in the discharge cell. Details of this cell are presented in figure 8.2. The

discharge cell was made up of two identical square (20 mm × 20 mm) electrodes, covered

with dielectric material (Al2O3). A spacer, made of glass, connected the two electrodes

together, creating a 5.0 mm discharge gap. Gas entered the discharge region through the

gas inlet in the top dielectric plate. The total argon flow was 140 sccm, resulting in a

gas flow in the discharge cell with a velocity of about 3 m/s, thus a laminar flow can be

assumed.

The discharge cell was mounted in the centre of a vacuum vessel. The vessel was evac-

uated by a rotary vane pump, creating a residual pressure of about 0.5 Pa. A continuous

flow of argon gas (purity 99.999%) was directed through the system. The gas flow was

controlled by a flow controller, which maintained the pressure in the vessel at 400 Pa. The

argon gas entering the vacuum vessel was introduced directly into the discharge volume.
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Figure 8.1: Schematic diagram of the discharge apparatus.
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Figure 8.2: Schematic diagram and photograph of the discharge cell. The size of the electrodes
was 20 mm × 20 mm and the thickness of the Al2O3 dielectric layer was 0.7 mm. The spacer,
determining the size of the discharge gap, had a thickness of 5.0 mm. The photograph on the
right shows the discharge cell embedded in a block of plastic for insulation purposes.
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A sealing ring with a nozzle on the entrance window of the vessel directed the argon flow

through a plastic tube to the discharge cell.

To generate the discharge, a sinusoidal alternating voltage was applied to the electrodes.

A sinusoidal waveform from a function generator was amplified first with an audio-amplifier

and subsequently with an ignition coil. The resulting voltage typically had a peak-to-peak

amplitude of several hundreds of volts and a frequency of 5–15 kHz. Two feedthrough

windows, made of glass, were used to supply the voltage from the voltage source to the

electrodes inside the vacuum chamber. The discharge cell in the chamber was embedded

in a block of plastic to prevent discharges between the electrode wires and the wall of the

vessel.

8.2.2 Diagnostic system

The behaviour of the discharge was studied using a diagnostic system that could charac-

terize both the electrical properties and the light emission of the plasma.

Electrical properties

The electrical behaviour of the discharge was characterized by measuring the applied volt-

age and the discharge current. The high voltage applied to the electrodes was measured

using a 1000:1 voltage probe. The discharge current was monitored by measuring the volt-

age across a 100 Ω resistor, connected in series with the discharge cell. Both waveforms

were simultaneously recorded on a digital oscilloscope.

During a discharge cycle, the externally applied voltage, Va, consisted of a voltage

difference across the gas gap, Vg, and a voltage across the dielectric barrier plates, Vb. The

gap voltage, Vg, and the barrier voltage, Vb, could be calculated from the recorded applied

voltage and current using the following relations [11]:

Vg(t) = Va(t) − Vb(t), (8.1)

Vb(t) = 2/Cb

∫ t

to

Id(t
′)dt′ + Vb(t0), (8.2)

where Cb is the capacitance of a single dielectric plate, Id(t
′) the recorded discharge current,

Vb(t0) the voltage due to charges on the dielectric surfaces that were left over from the

previous discharge cycle and t0 the starting time of the voltage cycle. The value of Vb(t0)

is chosen such that there is no auto-polarization. This means that the mean value of the

gas voltage, Vg, over a full voltage cycle is equal to 0 V. The value of Cb was calculated to

be 50.6 pF, taking the relative dielectric constant for Al2O3, εr equal to 10, a thickness of

0.7 mm for the dielectric plates and a size of 20 mm × 20 mm for the electrodes.
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Figure 8.3: Optical system for one-dimensional spatially resolved emission measurements, con-
sisting of two lenses, a slit, a stepper motor and an optical fibre. The stepper motor was used to
move the slit vertically, which changed the volume in the discharge that was studied.

Plasma light emission

The aim of measuring the plasma light emission was to investigate the dynamic behaviour

of the discharge. The main part of this diagnostic system was a highly sensitive photo-

multiplier (Hamamatsu HS5773-04) and a single-photon counting (SPC) module (Becker

and Hickl SPC-530). This system was capable of detecting single photons, which made it

possible to study the weak plasma emission with adequate spatial, temporal and spectral

resolution. A movable lens system provided the spatial resolution, a monochromator spec-

tral resolution and a pattern generator temporal resolution. Each of these subsystems will

be discussed in more detail in the remainder of this section.

The optical system, shown in figure 8.3, was used to obtain one-dimensional spatially

resolved measurements. It consisted of two lenses, a slit, a stepper motor and an optical

fibre. Light emission from the discharge was imaged onto a slit by lens 1. Part of the light

emission passed through the slit and was focused onto an optical fibre leading to a photon

detector. The vertical position of the slit determined the volume in the plasma that was

measured. The slit, together with lens 2 and the fibre, were moved vertically by a stepper

motor, allowing the measurement of a one-dimensional emission profile across the discharge

gap. The spatial resolution for our experiments was 0.5 mm and was determined by the

width of the slit.

Plasma light emission that was focused onto the optical fibre, as described above, was

sent through a monochromator. Depending on the width of the monochromator entrance

slit, a spectral resolution of 0.2–1.5 nm was achieved.

After the spatial and spectral selection, the remaining signal from the plasma was very

weak, consisting only of single photons per discharge cycle. A highly sensitive photomul-

tiplier, with a gain of 106 and operating in a single photon detection mode was used to

detect the spatially and spectrally resolved plasma emission. The photomultiplier was

cooled down to +10 ◦C to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
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A temporal resolution of up to 400 ns was achieved using a computer pattern generator

(Becker and Hickl, PPG-100). This device created a pattern of 512 consecutive time bins

of 400 ns each, corresponding to 512 segments in the computer memory. The start of

the pattern was synchronized with the applied voltage waveform, dividing a single voltage

cycle into about 357 bins of 400 ns. During each measurement, the detection of a photon

by the photomultiplier was stored in the corresponding segment of the computer memory.

Typically, signals from up to 107 discharge cycles were accumulated in the memory, which

reconstructed the temporal development of the discharge during a single voltage cycle.

The SPC module was originally designed for use in cross-correlation spectroscopy. An

example of the application of this technique to DBD microdischarges in atmospheric air

can be found in [6]. For our measurements, the experimental setup was modified as de-

scribed in [15, 16]. The SPC module was triggered by the pattern generator, which made

the SPC module act as a ‘simple’ photon counter oscilloscope. Time resolution in our

measurements was provided by the pattern generator and proved sufficient to resolve the

dynamic behaviour of the discharge.

8.3 Two-dimensional fluid model

For comparison with experiments, we employed a time-dependent, two-dimensional fluid

model. In our plasma the mean free paths for electrons and ions are about 100 µm and

25 µm respectively. These characteristic lengths are much smaller than the discharge

dimensions. Therefore, the LPDBD can be described by a fluid model. Our model was

originally developed for use in plasma display technology [17] and was later adapted by

Brok et al. to describe breakdown phenomena in long fluorescent tubes [18]. A detailed

description of the model can be found in [18] and references therein. Here, only the basic

features of this model, in particular the species and reactions that were included as well as

the numerical approximation of the discharge geometry, are described.

8.3.1 Model equations

Following conventional fluid models, our model was based on balance equations, derived

from the Boltzmann transport equation, and on the Poisson equation. The balance equa-

tions were solved for a number of species using the drift-diffusion approximation. The

species included in the model, such as electrons, ions and excited atoms, are described in

more detail in section 8.3.2. The balance equations for the different species were

∂np

∂t
+ ∇ · Γp = Sp, (8.3)
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with Γp the drift-diffusion flux,

Γp = ±µpEnp − Dp∇np, (8.4)

where np is the density of species p, Sp the source term of species p due to reactions, µp

the mobility, Dp the diffusion coefficient of species p and E the electric field.

In order to specify the various reaction rate coefficients and electron transport coef-

ficients as functions of the mean electron energy, an additional balance equation for the

electron energy was included:
∂(neε̄)

∂t
+ ∇ · Γε̄ = Sε̄, (8.5)

in which ε̄ is the average electron energy and ne the electron density. The source term of

this equation, Sε̄, represents the energy gained in the electric field and the energy lost in

collisions. The electron energy flux, Γε̄, is described by [19]

Γε̄ = −5

3
µeEneε̄ − 5

3
neDe∇ε̄, (8.6)

in which the first term on the right-hand side is the hydrodynamic flux of enthalpy and

the second term the heat conduction flux. This approach differed from the commonly used

local field approximation, in which these coefficients are specified as a function of the local

electric field.

The actual electron transport and reaction rate coefficients were pre-calculated by a

Boltzmann solver [20]. The solver calculates the electron energy distribution function

at different reduced electric fields. From this, the electron transport and reaction rate

coefficients were calculated as a function of the mean electron energy. The resulting data

set was used to create a lookup table to be used as input for the model.

The transport coefficients for species other than the electrons and the reaction rate

coefficients for heavy particle reactions were found in literature and were used as input for

the model as a function of the reduced electric field. Details on the values and origins of

these coefficients can be found in section 8.3.2.

Finally, in addition to the balance equations discussed above, the Poisson equation was

solved:

∇ · (ε∇ϕ) = −∇ · (εE) = −
∑

p

qpnp, (8.7)

in which ϕ is the electric potential as a function of position and time, ε is the permittivity

of the medium and qp the charge of the species p. From this equation the electric field and

potential distribution in the discharge area were determined.

For each time step, all equations of the model were solved on a rectangular, uniform

grid, using a control volume method [21].
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8.3.2 Species and reactions

The set of species used in the model consisted of electrons, e, argon ions, Ar+, molecular

argon ions, Ar+
2 , and three effective excited states of argon atoms. The first effective

excited state, called Ar∗, represented the four 4s levels of the argon atom. This species

Ar∗ was assumed to be metastable because the electron impact cross section for creating

a metastable 4s state is significantly larger than the cross section for the creation of a

resonant 4s state. Next, all excited atoms in 4p and higher levels were grouped together

in the second effective excited state, Ar∗∗. Finally, a third excited species, Ar∗r, was used

in the model. This species was introduced to take into account collisional quenching from

the two metastable 4s states to the two resonant 4s levels. The species Ar∗r were lost by

deexcitation to the ground level. Details about the choice of the different species used in

the model can be found in [18].

The transport coefficients for the different species were taken from literature [20,22–24].

For the charged particles the diffusion coefficients were calculated from the mobilities using

the Einstein relation [19]. At the dielectric walls, the incoming electrons were absorbed,

charging up the wall. The incoming heavy particles were neutralized or deexcited. The

resulting ground state atoms were reflected back into the plasma. Part of the incoming

particles caused secondary electron emission at the dielectric wall. The secondary emission

coefficients for Ar+, Ar+
2 , and Ar∗ depend strongly on the properties of the dielectric surface

and are not exactly known. We used values of 0.02 for Ar+ and Ar+
2 and 0.01 for Ar∗. More

details on the boundary conditions of the model can be found in [18].

The set of reactions between the species that were included in the model is listed in

table 8.1. Note that the reaction rate coefficients for reactions which include electrons were

calculated using a Boltzmann solver.

Finally, electron-electron collisions were not included in the model. This is because

inelastic collisions between electrons and the background gas were more common than

electron-electron collisions since the ionization degree of the plasma under study was low.

8.3.3 Discharge geometry

The experimental discharge geometry is schematically shown in figure 8.4. The dashed box

indicates the part of the discharge that was described by the model. Since experiments

showed that at low pressures the discharge was homogeneous along the x direction, we

decided to only include the centre of the discharge area in the model. On this discharge

area, a numerical grid in Cartesian coordinates was defined, consisting of 93 points in the

y direction and 15 points in the x direction.

The initial condition for the electrons and the ions was a homogeneous density of
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Table 8.1: Reactions included in the model. The third column contains references to the original
literature from which the cross sections or rate coefficients were taken.

No Reactions References

0 Ar + e → Ar + e [25]

1 Ar + e → Ar∗ + e [26]

2 Ar + e → Ar∗∗ + e [26]

3 Ar + e → Ar+ + 2e [25]

4 Ar∗ + e → Ar + e [26]a

5 Ar∗ + e → Ar∗∗ + e [27]

6 Ar∗ + e → Ar+ + 2e [28]

7 Ar∗∗ + e → Ar + e [26]a

8 Ar∗∗ + e → Ar∗ + e [27]a

9 Ar∗∗ + e → Ar+ + 2e [29]

10 Ar∗ + Ar∗ → Ar+ + Ar + e [30]

11 Ar∗ + Ar∗∗ → Ar+ + Ar + e [30]

12 Ar∗∗ + Ar∗∗ → Ar+ + Ar + e [30]

13 Ar∗ + e → Ar∗r + e [31,32]

14 Ar∗r → Ar + hν [18]

15 Ar∗∗ → Ar∗ + hν [18]

16 Ar+ + 2Ar → Ar+
2 + Ar [33]

17 Ar+
2 + e → Ar* + Ar [34]

a From the forward reaction using microscopic reversibility.
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Figure 8.4: Schematic diagram of the discharge geometry and modelling area.
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1013 m−3. The metastable states also had an initial density of 1013 m−3. With these initial

conditions, the modelled discharge needed several voltage cycles to reach a reproducible

discharge for each voltage cycle.

8.4 Experimental and modelling results

In this section, we present the results of our experimental and modelling investigations.

Measurements of the electrical properties of the discharge and the plasma light emission are

compared with calculations from our fluid model. Experiments showed that at a relatively

high voltage (700 Vpp), a transient, glow-like discharge developed. By reducing the ampli-

tude of the applied voltage (440 Vpp) we could observe changes in the discharge dynamics.

Section 8.4.1 focuses on the properties of the transient, glow-like discharge, whereas section

8.4.2 deals with the effects of reducing the operating voltage.

8.4.1 Transient glow-like discharge

A discharge in 400 Pa argon gas was created by applying a sinusoidal voltage with a

frequency of 7 kHz and an amplitude of 700 Vpp. The plasma appeared to be diffuse,

covering the entire electrode surface.

Electrical properties

An electrical characterization of the discharge is presented in figure 8.5. The applied

voltage, Va, and discharge current, I, were measured and the voltages across the gas gap,

Vg, and the dielectric barriers, Vb, were calculated using equations (8.1) and (8.2). The

discharge current waveform shows that the discharge consisted of a single discharge per

voltage half-cycle with a duration of about 40 µs. The similar shape of the positive and

negative current pulse indicated that the discharge was similar for both voltage polarities.

The barrier voltage, Vb, and the gap voltage, Vg, show that the discharge started

when the amplitude of the gas voltage rose above the breakdown voltage of the discharge

gap (t = 18 µs). Within a few microseconds the discharge current rose to its maximum

(t = 21 µs). At this point, Vg dropped slightly (about 20 V) and subsequently, over the

next 30 µs, the discharge current decreased to zero, while Vg remained almost constant.

During this time, the increasing applied voltage amplitude led to an increase of Vb. After

the maximum in Va (t = 55 µs), the voltage, Vb, remained constant, while Vg dropped

when the applied voltage amplitude was decreased. Next, Vg, changed polarity (t = 75 µs),

now opposing Vb. Shortly after the polarity change of the applied voltage, Vg reached
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Figure 8.5: Measurements of the applied voltage, Va, and discharge current, I, in the LPDBD
in argon. The voltages across the dielectric plates, Vb, and the gas gap, Vg, were calculated from
the measured voltage and current following the procedure outlined in section 8.2.2.

the breakdown voltage again and a new discharge, with opposite polarity, was initiated

(t = 91 µs).

The electrical behaviour of the LPDBD is consistent with most of the typical charac-

teristics of DBDs at atmospheric pressure, especially with diffuse DBDs. The discharge

ignites when the voltage across the gas gap rises above the breakdown voltage. The gas in

the discharge gap breaks down, a plasma is formed and the discharge current rises steeply.

During the discharge, charged particles produced in the plasma are deposited on the dielec-

tric surfaces in front of the electrodes, creating an electric field opposing the applied electric

field. The resulting total electric field in the gap decreases and the discharge extinguishes.

The charges remain on the dielectrics after the discharge ends and cause a residual electric

field for the next discharge. After a polarity change of the applied voltage, Vb now enhances

the applied voltage and a discharge of opposite polarity can be initiated at relatively low

applied fields.

Spectral characterization

For the characterization of the light emission of the discharge we recorded a time and

space-integrated emission spectrum, which is shown in figure 8.6. The emitted plasma light
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Figure 8.6: Spectrum of plasma emission. In the wavelength range from 690 to 800 nm, several
spectral lines of 4p to 4s transitions in atomic argon could be identified. Further, 5p to 4s
transitions in atomic argon were detected for wavelengths between 400 and 500 nm. Additionally,
a weak ionic argon line was identified at 385.0 nm and a spectral band of the second positive
system of nitrogen (0–0 transition) at 337.1 nm was observed.

consisted mainly of atomic argon lines. Additionally, the spectrum revealed the presence

of argon ions and nitrogen molecules in the plasma. The nitrogen emission was probably

due to residual gas in the chamber or impurities in the argon gas. From the spectrum

in figure 8.6, three emission lines were chosen for further spatio-temporal investigation.

Firstly, the strong atomic argon line at 750.4 nm was chosen to characterize the general

discharge behaviour. Secondly, the ionic argon line at 385.0 nm was used to investigate

ionization processes and the presence of ions during the discharge. Finally, the nitrogen

band at 337.1 nm was measured to study the effect of impurities in the discharge.

Spatio-temporal structure of plasma emission

Figure 8.7 presents the results of the spatio-temporally resolved emission spectroscopy at

750.4 nm. The discharge started with some weak light emission in front of the anode

(t = 10 µs). Subsequently, a fast light front crossed the discharge gap from the anode

towards the cathode (t = 18 µs). The moving front had an average velocity of approximately

1700 m/s. The light front did not reach the cathode completely; it stopped at about 2 mm

in front of the cathode. Next, a stable light distribution developed in the discharge gap,

consisting of an emission region with a width of about 2 mm and a maximum situated at

about 2 mm from the cathode (t = 20 µs). This stable discharge light distribution existed

in the gap for 15 µs after which it extinguished in the next 30 µs. In the following period

(t = 60–80 µs) there was no measurable light emission. Subsequently, a new discharge

started with the same characteristics as the previous one but with an opposite polarity.
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Figure 8.7: Spatially and temporally resolved measurements of plasma light with a wavelength
of 750.4 nm (atomic argon, 4p–4s transition). The dielectric surfaces were located at positions 0
and 5 mm. The measured applied voltage and current are shown under the graph. The voltage
was applied to the lower electrode in the figure, which made it the cathode during the first voltage
half-cycle and the anode during the second.

An investigation of the spatio-temporal behaviour of argon ions during the discharge

is presented in figure 8.8. Ionic argon line emission with a wavelength of 385.0 nm was

measured. This light emission is most likely to come from ions which were excited by direct

electron impact excitation. The general discharge behaviour for the ions is very similar

to the behaviour of the atomic argon light emission. A light front travelled from anode

to cathode with a velocity of about 1700 m/s. Subsequently, a stable discharge developed

during the following 5 µs after which the ion light emission died out. One of the differences

between the atomic light emission (figure 8.7) and the ionic light emission (figure 8.8)

was the starting point of the moving light front. The atomic emission started at the anode

surface, while the ionic emission started at about 1 mm in front of the anode. Furthermore,

the ionic emission decayed faster than the atomic light and it had a maximum which was

located 0.5 mm closer to the cathode than the atomic emission.

Since the lifetimes of the excited states of argon ions and atoms are in the order of

nanoseconds, the measured plasma emission can be interpreted as regions of considerable

excitation. Furthermore, the difference in the energy required for excitation and ionization

is small for argon. Therefore, the measurements in figures 8.7 and 8.8 can be interpreted

as an ionization front crossing the discharge gap during the breakdown phase, a stable

glow-like discharge in the subsequent phase and a decaying plasma in the final phase.

The concept of the development of a moving ionization front can also explain some of
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Figure 8.8: Spatially and temporally resolved measurements of plasma light with a wavelength
of 385.0 nm (ionic argon). The dielectric surfaces were located at positions 0 and 5 mm. The
measured applied voltage and current are shown under the graph. The voltage was applied to
the bottom electrode.

the differences between the ionic (figure 8.8) and atomic (figure 8.7) argon emission. The

electric field strength in a moving ionization front that is crossing the discharge gap will

increase with time as was shown in chapters 3 and 7. As a result, the average electron

energy in the front will also increase. Because the excitation energy of the argon ions

(20.0 eV) is higher than that of the argon atoms (13.3 eV), the ionic argon emission will be

observed in a more developed phase of the ionization front, which is closer to the cathode.

The breakdown phase (t = 10–20 µs) of the discharge agrees with the well-known

Townsend breakdown mechanism, which describes discharge ignition for low-pressure dis-

charges. More details on the Townsend mechanism can be found in chapter 2 and refer-

ence [19]. Townsend theory is based on the development of electron avalanches driven by

an electric field present in the discharge gap. Successive generations of electron avalanches

are generated by secondary electron emission at the cathode, due to ion bombardment.

Since the ion mobility is much smaller than the mobility of the electrons, a positive space-

charge region develops in front of the anode. This space-charge modifies the electric field

distribution in the gap, leading to the formation of a glow discharge, including features

such as the cathode fall region, negative glow and Faraday dark space.

The effect of the dielectric plates was limited during the breakdown phase of the dis-

charge, since the breakdown mechanism was equivalent to the well known low-pressure glow

plasmas without dielectrics (chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis and reference [19]). But when

the discharge burnt for a few microseconds, charging of the dielectrics caused discharge
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Figure 8.9: Spatially and temporally resolved measurements of plasma light with a wavelength
of 337.1 nm (molecular nitrogen, 2nd positive system). The dielectric surfaces were located at
positions 0 and 5 mm. The measured applied voltage and current are shown under the graph.
The voltage was applied to the bottom electrode.

extinction. This is not observed in a normal glow-discharge between metal electrodes.

The presence of nitrogen impurities in the discharge was monitored by measuring light

emission from the second positive system of N2 at 337.1 nm. The results of these mea-

surements, shown in figure 8.9, reveal a different behaviour compared with the argon line

emission. There was a continuous nitrogen emission in the entire discharge gap, with a

maximum in the centre. During the discharge the maximum emission slightly increased

(about 10%), but it did not decay completely during the decay phase of the plasma. The

reason for different structures of the nitrogen light emission is most likely the excitation

of the N2(C) level by argon metastables. The energy of the argon metastables (11.6 eV)

can be resonantly transferred to nitrogen molecules, exciting the second positive system

(excitation energy 11.0 eV). Since the excited state lifetime is in the order of nanoseconds,

the nitrogen emission indicates the presence of argon metastables. The metastables were

produced during the discharge but remained in the discharge volume during the entire

voltage cycle. The spatio-temporally resolved development shown in the figure 8.9 implies

that the metastable density at the onset of the breakdown process is about 90% of the

maximum density during the discharge of the previous voltage half-cycle.
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of the modelling results with the experimental data on the discharge
voltages. The top figure shows the gas voltage, Vg, the bottom figure shows the voltage across
the barrier, Vb. The solid lines are experimental data, the dotted lines the modelling results.

Modelling results

The fluid model described in section 8.3 was used to simulate the LPDBD. The output of

the model consisted of time-dependent, two-dimensional maps of plasma properties such

as particle densities, reaction rates, potential and electric field. The full two-dimensional

results showed no radial dependencies of the calculated plasma properties. Therefore, a

single axial profile was used to represent the whole discharge. In figure 8.10, the model

calculations of the discharge voltages are compared with the experimental measurements.

The maximum in Vg, which corresponds to the breakdown voltage of the discharge, was

calculated to be 235 V. This was within 5% of the measured breakdown voltage.

The experimental spatio-temporal investigations of the light emission of the discharge,

shown in figure 8.7, were compared with the time-dependent reaction rate of reaction 15

in table 8.1. This reaction represents the decay of all excited argon atoms in levels 4p and

higher into the 4s level and can be interpreted as a large part of the total light emission. In

the experiments, a single 4p–4s transition was measured at 750.4 nm. The spatio-temporal
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Figure 8.11: Spatio-temporal development of the calculated rate of the reaction Ar**→Ar* + hν

(table 8.1). This reaction rate can be interpreted as the main part of the total light emission
(cf figure 8.7). The dielectric surfaces were located at positions 0 and 5 mm. The voltage was
applied to the lower electrode in the figure, which made it the cathode during the first voltage
half-cycle and the anode during the second.

behaviour of the calculated reaction rate is presented in figure 8.11. The model predicts a

single discharge per voltage half-cycle, as was seen in the experiments. Furthermore, the

calculated results also show a cathode-directed moving light front and a stable discharge

with maximum light emission in front of the cathode. However, in the experiments the

moving light front started at the anode surface, while in the calculations it was initiated

about 1 mm in front of the anode. Furthermore, the maximum in the light emission

during the discharge phase (25–45 µs) was closer to the cathode in the calculations than

in the experiments. These discrepancies in the starting point of the moving front and the

position of the maximum of the light emission might be due to surface processes on the

dielectrics, such as electron desorption and photoemission, which are not included in the

model. The importance of such surface processes in the discharge behaviour of diffuse DBDs

at atmospheric pressure has been established [12,14], but the effects in low-pressure DBDs

are not known exactly. Electron desorption processes could provide a continuous source of

secondary electrons from the surface throughout the discharge cycle. During the ignition

phase, these extra electrons can lead to a higher initial charge density in the gap, which

could make the developing electron avalanches stronger and the build-up of space charge

faster. This can affect the build-up and starting point of the moving light front. During the

discharge phase both electron desorption and photoemission processes could provide extra

electrons close to the dielectric surfaces. These electrons could affect the charged particle

and light distributions in the discharge gap. However, the exact mechanisms and relative

importance of the different surface processes are not yet fully understood. Therefore,
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Figure 8.12: Model calculations of the stable glow phase at t=30 µs. The figure shows the
distributions in the discharge gap of the potential (a), electric field (b), Ar∗∗ → Ar∗ +hν reaction
rate (c) and particle densities (d). The cathode is positioned at x=0 and the anode at x=5.

further investigations are needed to identify which processes are important and what their

exact influence on the discharge behaviour of the LPDBD will be. Finally, during the time

in between two discharges (60–80 µs) there was no light emission at 750.4 nm measured in

the experiments, while there was still some emission according to the calculations. Despite

these differences the main discharge characteristics were reproduced by the model.

To investigate the plasma structure during the discharge phase, the calculated poten-

tial distribution, axial electric field, plasma emission and particle densities at the time of

maximum light emission (t = 30 µs) are shown in figure 8.12. The potential and electric

field distributions showed the formation of a cathode fall region with a thickness of about

1.5 mm. In this region, the potential fall was about 215 V and the electric field had a

maximum of 2500 V/cm. Additionally, in this region, the argon ion density was several

orders of magnitude higher than the electron density, creating a positive space-charge. The
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reaction rate shown in figure 8.12(c), which can be interpreted as plasma light emission, in-

dicated that the cathode region was a region without significant excitation of argon atoms.

The characteristics of this layer (x = 0–1.5 mm) are similar to the properties of a cathode

sheath region in a conventional, low-pressure dc glow discharge.

The region between the positions 1–2.5 mm showed considerable light emission (fig-

ure 8.12(c)) but low electric field. These properties are similar to the negative glow region

of a glow discharge. Finally, the region x = 2.5–5 mm was again a dark region, which

was almost charge neutral and had a low electric field. Because the gas gap was relatively

small, there was no formation of a positive column, as is the case in a dc glow in a long

tube.

The calculated plasma structure during the discharge phase, presented in figure 8.12,

shows several features similar to the well-known, low-pressure glow discharge. Furthermore,

the breakdown phase of the LPDBD was also similar to the Townsend breakdown process,

known from standard glow discharges. This indicates that the discharge behaviour of the

LPDBD can be interpreted as a transient, glow-like discharge.

Figure 8.12(d) shows an almost homogeneous metastable density of about 5×1017 m−3

in the discharge gap. This density was present during the entire voltage cycle, with only

a small increase (∼10%) during a discharge, which is in agreement with the results shown

in figure 8.9. At the start of the breakdown phase of the discharge, the metastable atoms

can play an important role. Through processes such as metastable-metastable collisions

(reactions (10)–(12), table 8.1), the metastables provide extra electrons that create elec-

tron avalanches and influence the behaviour of the breakdown process. In between the

discharges, at time t=70 µs, ionization due to metastable-metastable collisions is about an

order of magnitude higher than ionization due to electron impact.

8.4.2 Effect of reducing the applied voltage amplitude

Lowering the applied voltage of the discharge to 440 Vpp caused changes in the discharge

behaviour of the glow-like discharge mode. In the following section, we will characterize

the discharge at 440 Vpp and compare it with the discharge at 700 Vpp as discussed in the

previous section.

Electrical properties

Starting with a discharge at 700 Vpp, decreasing the voltage amplitude resulted in a contin-

uously changing shape of the current waveform. The discharge current amplitude decreased

and the discharge occurred at a later time in the voltage cycle. At the minimum voltage

required to sustain the discharge (440 Vpp), the current amplitude was 60 µA and the peak
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Figure 8.13: The left part of the figure shows measurements of the applied voltage and discharge
current in the LPDBD at an applied voltage of 440 Vpp. The voltages across the dielectric plates,
Vb, and the gas gap, Vg, were calculated from the measured voltage and current following the
procedure outlined in section 8.2.2. The right part of the figure shows the results of the model
calculations.

position was close to the maximum of the applied voltage cycle. The measured voltage and

current for this minimum applied voltage case are presented in figure 8.13. Although the

applied voltage amplitude was 35% lower than before, the maximum gas voltage, Vg, was

approximately equal to the situation with high applied voltage (figure 8.5). This implies

that discharge ignition occurred at the same breakdown voltage as before. However, be-

cause the breakdown voltage was reached later in the voltage cycle, there was not enough

time to build up a fully developed plasma and a significant barrier voltage, Vb, during the

discharge. As soon as Va reached its maximum value and subsequently started to decrease,

the discharge could no longer be sustained and extinguished.

Spatio-temporal structure of plasma emission

Figure 8.14 shows measurements of the plasma emission of atomic argon at 750.4 nm.

The discharge behaviour was significantly different from the 700 Vpp situation presented

in section 8.4.1. Again, first plasma emission was seen in front of the anode (t = 10 µs),

but no moving, cathode-directed light front was observed. Instead, the maximum of the

light emission remained in front of the anode during the entire voltage cycle. When the
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Figure 8.14: Spatially and temporally resolved measurements of plasma light with a wavelength
of 750.4 nm (atomic argon, 4p–4s transition). The dielectric surfaces were located at positions 0
and 5 mm. The measured applied voltage and current are shown under the graph. The voltage
of 440 Vpp was applied to the lower electrode in the figure.

voltage increased, the light emission also increased, maintaining the axial shape of the light

distribution inside the gap. After the maximum in the applied voltage (t = 38 µs), the

discharge extinguished in the next 20 µs.

The results of the calculations of the fluid model for the electrical characteristics are

shown in figure 8.13 and for the plasma light emission in figure 8.15. The discrepancy

between experiments and model in the discharge current at low currents might be due to

the effects of parasitic capacitance in the measurement system.

For the spatio-temporal behaviour of the plasma emission, the model predicts maximum

light emission close to the anode surface. However, in the experiments the maximum is

about 1 mm closer to the anode than in the model. The discrepancy in position of the

maximum of the light emission might again be due to surface processes on the dielectrics,

which were not taken into account in the model.

The voltage across the dielectric barriers was small (< 20 V) during the entire voltage

cycle. This indicates that the role of the dielectric was very limited in this situation.

Charging of the dielectric was not necessary to quench the discharge since the applied

voltage dropped during the discharge, leading to quenching of the discharge. The discharge

behaviour is very similar to a low-pressure discharge between metal electrodes, driven by

a sinusoidal voltage. The breakdown mechanism is still a Townsend breakdown. However,

due to the shape of the applied voltage waveform, the electron avalanches do not create

enough space-charges to disturb the potential distribution in the discharge gap significantly.
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Figure 8.15: Spatio-temporal development of the calculated rate of reaction Ar**→Ar* + hν

(table 8.1). This reaction rate can be interpreted as the main part of the total light emission.
The dielectric surfaces were located at positions 0 and 5 mm. The voltage of 440 Vpp was applied
to the lower electrode in the figure, which made it the cathode during the first voltage half-cycle
and the anode during the second.

Therefore, the transition to a glow-like discharge structure is prevented.

Figure 8.16 shows several plasma properties calculated by the model for the stable

discharge phase (t = 40 µs). The general behaviour of the potential and electric field

distribution in the gap was similar to the high-voltage (700 Vpp) case. Only in this low-

voltage (440 Vpp) situation, the sheath region was wider and extended to about x = 2.5 mm.

As a result, the plasma light emission was also positioned further from the cathode surface.

However, a significant difference compared with the 700 Vpp case in section 8.4.1 was that

the entire plasma is now further from charge-neutrality. In the entire gap, the electron

density was more than an order of magnitude smaller than the argon ion density.

In conclusion, when the applied voltage was decreased, the breakdown mechanism of

the discharge remained the same, but the discharge structure changed. The buildup of

space-charge due to electron avalanches was not large enough to significantly change the

potential distribution in the gap. This prevented the discharge from developing into a

glow-like structure. The discharge structure at 440 Vpp appeared to be more similar to a

Townsend discharge.

Furthermore, the influence of the dielectric plates on the discharge behaviour was re-

duced with decreasing voltage. At the minimum applied voltage (440 Vpp), charge build-up

at the dielectric barriers did not quench the discharge; this was done by the decrease in

the applied voltage waveform.
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Figure 8.16: Model calculations of the discharge with Va=440 Vpp at time t=40 µs. Presented
are the distributions in the discharge gap of the potential (a), electric field (b), Ar∗∗ → Ar∗ + hν

reaction rate (c) and charged particle densities (d). The cathode is positioned at x=0 and the
anode at x=5.

8.5 Discussion

8.5.1 Effects of dielectrics and plasma breakdown

The discharge behaviour of the LPDBD during the breakdown phase can be described by

the Townsend breakdown mechanism which was developed to describe the ignition phase

of low-pressure discharges between metal, parallel plates [19]. This theory is character-

ized by multiple electron avalanches driven by the electric field in the gap and secondary

electron emission at the cathode due to ion bombardment. The discharge conditions of

the LPDBD are considerably different from the standard low-pressure metal electrode dis-

charge. The presence of the insulating, dielectric material covering the electrodes and the

sinusoidal shape of the driving voltage change the discharge behaviour. However, during
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the breakdown phase the mechanisms driving the ignition process are the same with or

without the barriers. Previous investigations on a different discharge system, consisting of

a pulsed discharge between parabolic metal electrodes in low-pressure argon gas, presented

in chapter 3, also concluded that the ignition phase could be described well by Townsend

theory. This indicates that the general concepts of Townsend breakdown are suitable to

qualitatively describe breakdown phenomena in a wide range of low-pressure discharges.

The role of the dielectrics during the breakdown phase seems of minor importance, as

the breakdown mechanism is qualitatively the same as between metal electrodes. However,

the processes on the dielectric surfaces, for instance electron desorption and photoemis-

sion, are not completely understood. These additional processes might have an effect on

the discharge behaviour at atmospheric pressure [12, 35], but seem to be limited at low

pressures.

From more detailed studies, a voltage-controlled transition in the discharge structure

could be identified. Our measurements showed that for all applied voltages that were

studied, the discharge ignited with the same voltage across the discharge gap. However, the

development of the breakdown process proceeded differently for different applied voltages.

In the case of a high applied voltage (section 8.4.1), the discharge ignited just after a

polarity change in the applied voltage. Here, the charges on the dielectric barrier from the

previous discharge caused a residual electric field just below the breakdown voltage of the

gap. Only a small additional, external voltage was needed to start the breakdown process.

In this case, the gas voltage was sustained long enough for full discharge development. The

electron avalanches during the breakdown phase created enough space-charge to change

the electric field distribution in the discharge gap. This resulted in the formation of a

glow-like discharge structure.

In the low-voltage case (section 8.4.2), the barrier voltage was much smaller and the

applied voltage had to rise further to cause breakdown. This happened just before the

maximum of the sine wave, which means that the voltage was not above the breakdown

voltage long enough for full discharge development. The electron avalanches could not

produce enough space-charge to distort the local electric field significantly. Therefore, the

formation of a glow-like structure was prevented. The discharge was not quenched by the

dielectrics but by a reduction of the applied voltage due to the sinusoidal shape.

These measurements showed that in the case of breakdown in DBDs, the discharge

development depends not only on the voltage amplitude but also on the voltage shape.

First of all, the voltage has to be above the breakdown voltage to start the ignition process.

Secondly, the applied voltage has to be sustained long enough for the plasma to build up in

multiple electron avalanches. Additionally, it has to compensate for the opposing electric

field generated by particles deposited on the dielectric surfaces.
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8.5.2 Comparison with other discharge types

Our experimental and modelling results showed that during the discharge a stable plasma

distribution existed in the gap for several microseconds. The properties of this plasma

were in good agreement with the well-known structure of a dc glow discharge between

metal electrodes [19]. The LPDBD consisted of a region with high electric field similar to

a cathode fall, a glow region with plasma emission resembling a negative glow layer and

a dark region in front of the anode. This indicates that our discharge can be interpreted,

during the stable regime, as a transient glow-like discharge.

In contrast to our low-pressure discharge, in DBDs in argon at medium and atmospheric

pressures a filamentary breakdown and the formation of microdischarges are observed [7].

Under these conditions, regions with high space-charge are generated rapidly, leading to

thin discharge channels, as described by the streamer breakdown process. At low pressure,

a less localized space-charge region is produced in electron avalanches and the formation

of a diffuse plasma is observed. The absence of regions with high, localized space-charge

during the breakdown phase, as observed in the LPDBD, is also expected to play a role in

the formation of diffuse plasmas at atmospheric pressures.

It can be expected that at an intermediate pressure there will be a change from the

Townsend breakdown mechanism to the streamer-like breakdown process. It is currently

not known how this transition occurs and at which pressures. In order to better understand

the discharge, and especially the breakdown phase, measurements of this transition in

breakdown mechanism are needed.

8.6 Summary

We investigated DBDs in low pressure argon gas (LPDBD) by experiments and modelling.

The experimental investigations consisted of measurements of the electrical properties and

the dynamics of the plasma emission of different spectral lines. In our modelling studies,

we used a two-dimensional fluid model to simulate the discharge behaviour of the LPDBD.

We conclude that the breakdown phase of the discharge follows the Townsend break-

down mechanism, similar to the breakdown phase in low-pressure dc glow discharges be-

tween metal electrodes. This in contrast to the breakdown phase in argon DBDs at medium

and atmospheric pressures, which have a filamentary breakdown. During the stable dis-

charge phase, the plasma structure shows features which are also similar to those of a dc

glow discharge.

The effects of the dielectric plates are limited during the breakdown phase. Only in

the decay phase they cause quenching of the discharge. The influence of surface processes,
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such as electron desorption and photoemission, will be investigated in the future.

At voltages close to the minimum value required to sustain the discharge, the role of

the dielectric is of even less importance. The discharge is now quenched by a reduction

of the applied voltage due to the sinusoidal shape, instead of quenching by charging the

dielectrics.

The presence of argon metastables in the discharge was experimentally monitored

through light emission from nitrogen impurities. A metastable density of about 5×1017 m−3

was present during the entire voltage cycle, with only a small (∼10%) increase during the

discharge. Reactions between these metastable atoms can provide extra initial electrons

which can influence the starting of the breakdown process of the discharge. The exact

influence of this large and constant density on the behaviour of the discharge needs to be

investigated in future research.
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Chapter 9

General discussion and conclusions

Abstract. In this final chapter, the main goals and achievements of the work described
in this thesis are presented. Firstly, the conclusions from the investigations in the
different chapters are summarized. Next, there is a general discussion of breakdown
processes under different conditions, the effects of initial conditions and the advantages
and limitations of the electric field diagnostic. Finally, the main conclusions of the thesis
and a short outlook on further research are presented.



Chapter 9. General discussion and conclusions

9.1 Introduction

The aim of the research described in this thesis was to obtain a better understanding of

breakdown processes in low-pressure discharges. In this chapter we first give an overview

of the conclusions from the different chapters. Next, there is a general discussion, linking

the main results from the different chapters together. Finally, the general conclusions of

this thesis and a short outlook on further investigations are presented.

9.2 Overview of the thesis

9.2.1 ICCD imaging

Breakdown in a low-pressure argon discharge between metal, parabolic electrodes was

studied by time-resolved ICCD imaging. The results of these investigations, presented in

chapters 3 and 4, give a clear view on the basic phenomena of plasma breakdown at low

pressure. Characteristic breakdown features that were observed for a variety of discharge

conditions include the formation of a light emission region in front of the anode, crossing of

the electrode gap by this light front from anode to cathode and finally, a discharge region

covering the cathode surface. All of these features were qualitatively in agreement with

the Townsend breakdown theory for parallel-plate discharges.

The ICCD imaging investigations also revealed a pre-breakdown light emission feature.

During the rise of the applied voltage, but still below the breakdown voltage, a flash of light

was observed close to the anode. The origin of this pre-breakdown phenomenon was found

to be electron avalanches seeded by volume charges left over from previous discharges.

This phenomenon was always observed but its particular characteristics were determined

by specific discharge conditions, especially the electrode geometry and the voltage pulse

shape.

Finally, it was concluded that the nature of the breakdown process could be influenced

by deliberately changing the initial conditions. The qualitative behaviour of the main

breakdown phase of the discharge remained the same for a wide variety of discharge con-

ditions. However, the details, especially the timing of the different phases, were influenced

by the initial conditions. In chapter 3, time delay investigations show that diffusion and re-

combination processes in between discharges change the timing of the onset of breakdown.

The investigations in chapter 4 conclude that pre-breakdown phenomena further influence

the temporal development of the main breakdown process.
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9.2.2 Measurements of electric field strengths

An experimental technique to quantitatively measure electric field strengths was devel-

oped (Chapter 6). Using laser-induced fluorescence-dip spectroscopy we could detect Stark

effects in xenon atoms and measure local electric field strengths. Stark shifts of up to

4.8 cm−1 (160 pm) were observed for ns and nd Rydberg states, with principal quantum

numbers ranging from 12 to 18, as a result of electric fields between 250 and 4000 V/cm.

Additionally, a relatively simple theoretical calculation proved to be very accurate for de-

scribing the observed Stark effects in nd Rydberg levels. Finally, the 2+1 photon excitation

scheme starting from the ground state of xenon made it possible to measure electric fields

both in neutral gas and in (weakly) ionized plasmas.

Electric field distributions during the breakdown phase of a discharge between metal,

parabolic electrodes in xenon were measured with this technique (Chapter 7). For the first

time, direct measurements of the evolution of electric field during breakdown were obtained.

Electric fields between 0 and 1600 V/cm were measured with a resolution of 200–400 V/cm,

depending on the magnitude of the electric field. The experiments clearly show that the

ionization front, observed by light emission, is sustained by a spatially narrow, rapidly

moving region of strong electric field. A 50% enhancement of the applied electric field was

measured in the region of this ionization front. Furthermore, it was concluded that the

moving ionization front did not fully modify the potential in the electrode gap and the

discharge continued developing towards a steady-state operation.

This electric field diagnostic proved to give very useful, new information on breakdown

processes. First of all, the driving force of the breakdown process, the electric field, was

measured directly, which was not possible before. Furthermore, information on local electric

fields was obtained, hence the technique does not suffer from line-of-sight integration effects

like the ICCD light emission imaging experiments.

9.2.3 Low-pressure dielectric barrier discharge

Breakdown processes in a second type of discharge, a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD)

in low-pressure argon were investigated by different experimental techniques (Chapter 8).

Electrode voltage and discharge current were measured and the light emission from the

discharge was monitored spatially, temporally and spectrally resolved. Additionally, the

discharge was modelled with a two-dimensional fluid model. From these investigations

it was concluded that the breakdown process followed a Townsend-like mechanism, in

contrast to the filamentary breakdown observed in argon DBDs at medium and atmospheric

pressures. During the stable discharge phase, the plasma structure showed features that

were very similar to those observed in dc glow discharges. The influence of the dielectric
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plates was limited during the breakdown phase, only during the decay phase they caused

discharge quenching. Finally, a high metastable density of about 5×1017 m−3 was observed

during the entire discharge cycle. It was found that processes like electron desorption

from dielectric materials and reactions between metastable atoms may provide extra initial

electrons which can influence the breakdown process of the discharge. However, the detailed

effects of these processes are not yet clear.

9.3 Breakdown processes

In this thesis plasma breakdown was studied in two different gases, argon and xenon, and

two different electrode configurations, parabolic electrodes and dielectric, parallel-plate

electrodes. In this section, the effects of these differences on the breakdown processes will

be discussed.

The breakdown phenomena observed in both argon and xenon in discharges between

parabolic electrodes were very similar. Both gases showed the characteristic features of

breakdown as observed throughout this thesis. Those are, first light emission in front of

the anode, crossing of this light front from anode to cathode, the discharge covering the

cathode surface, further discharge development inside the electrode gap and eventually a

stable discharge around the cathode.

This similarity between breakdown phenomena in argon and xenon can be explained by

the similarities in the properties of the two gases. Both are heavy noble gases, which means

they have a similar, closed-shell electron structure with similar excitation and ionization

energies. This results in ionization coefficients, α (figure 2.3) and breakdown voltages

(figure 1.2) that are almost equal for a large range of discharge conditions. Therefore, the

qualitative breakdown behaviour will be very similar for both gases.

The small quantitative differences that can be expected include differences in operating

voltage (typically 400 V for xenon and 380 V for argon) due to slightly different values of

the ionization coefficient, α, and secondary electron emission, γ. Furthermore, the timing

of the breakdown phases can be different. Xenon ions have lower drift velocities because

of their larger atomic mass. Therefore the ions will drift slower towards the cathode and

the generations of electron avalanches build up slower. The resulting build-up of space

charge and subsequent crossing of the ionization front will take longer in the case of xenon.

However, these subtle differences have not been investigated further in this thesis.

At first sight the dielectric barrier discharge (Chapter 8) seems quite different com-

pared to the discharge between metal, parabolic electrodes. The discharge configuration

is different for the two discharges, especially the electrode shape and the presence of di-
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electric material in the gap. But when the breakdown phase is studied in more detail, the

similarities are remarkable.

Both discharges show the characteristic features of breakdown into a glow discharge

between parallel-plate, metal electrodes. The build-up of a light emission region in front of

the anode, crossing of the discharge gap by this light front and the further development into

a glow-like discharge structure. The observed breakdown processes can both be interpreted

as being driven by multiple electron avalanches resulting from secondary electron emission

by ion impact only. We find no evidence for high γ coefficients by metastable impact as

suggested recently for DBDs in noble gases [1] and nitrogen [2, 3].

Similarities between the breakdown processes in different systems have also been ob-

served before [4]. Breakdown in plasma display panel discharge cells and a compact dis-

charge tube also showed the characteristic feature of a moving ionization front. Therefore,

it seems that breakdown at low-pressure, or breakdown into a glow-like discharge, is gen-

erally characterized by multiple electron avalanches and a moving ionization front crossing

the discharge gap.

It can be concluded that the fundamental, microscopic processes of the Townsend the-

ory are sufficient to qualitatively understand breakdown for a large variety of (low-pressure)

discharges. However, it remains difficult to accurately predict the details of the breakdown

process such as timing of events and voltages needed for breakdown.

Modelling investigations can be very useful to obtain further insight into the quantita-

tive details of the breakdown processes. So far, modelling efforts accurately predicted the

general characteristics of the breakdown phenomena, as can be seen in chapter 8 for the

low-pressure DBD and in reference [5] for the discharge between parabolic electrodes.

However, these models were unable to predict details of the breakdown process. This is

mainly due to the lack of knowledge on the afterglow phase of the discharge and on processes

on dielectric and metal electrode surfaces. Further investigations, both experimental and

modelling, are needed to clarify these issues in order to more accurately describe breakdown

processes.

9.4 Initial conditions

The initial conditions of pulsed discharges are among the most important parameters con-

trolling the details of the breakdown behaviour, especially the timing of events. Not only

the densities of particles, but also the distribution of these particles through the discharge

volume proved to be important. For breakdown in the repetitively pulsed discharges stud-

ied here, the initial conditions are mainly determined by the previous discharge cycle and
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the subsequent afterglow phase. Our experiments using double voltage pulses showed that

the breakdown behaviour could be influenced by changing the initial conditions. Therefore,

in order to control the breakdown phase of a pulsed discharge it is important to be able

to control the initial conditions. To achieve this, further studies of these initial conditions

and the afterglow phase of the discharge are needed.

However, such investigations are experimentally challenging since the charged and ex-

cited particle densities are low during the afterglow. Additionally, the electric fields are

small and the discharge does not emit any light. Nevertheless, carefully designed ex-

perimental investigations are possible. In numerous studies, Pejović et al. and Petro-

vić et al. [6–12] investigated memory effects of the breakdown time delay in tubes with

low-pressure gas. By measuring the breakdown delay as function of the afterglow period

they obtained information on the effects of the initial conditions. Additional modelling

studies identified different mechanisms to be responsible for discharge ignition for different

regimes of the afterglow period. In these investigations only breakdown voltages were mea-

sured directly, the processes responsible for the behaviour of the breakdown phase were

not measured directly, but derived from modelling.

An interesting example of direct measurements of particle densities in an afterglow is

the investigation by Nersisyan et al. [13]. They successfully measured helium metastable

densities in the order of 1016 m−3 by laser-collisional-induced fluorescence in a dielectric

barrier discharge. They also note an unsuccessful attempt to measure metastable densi-

ties by multipass absorption because the densities were below the detection limit of the

technique.

Since experimental investigations are challenging, modelling could be very useful for

studying afterglow processes. However, to accurately describe the afterglow one must

include the relevant processes for this phase. Firstly, diffusion of particles should be con-

sidered. In the early afterglow this will (most likely) be ambipolar diffusion, however during

longer afterglow periods, this slowly changes to free diffusion [7]. This transition between

diffusion processes should be incorporated in an accurate model. Secondly, the relevant

volume reactions need to be identified. There is no clear agreement in literature which

reactions are dominant under specific conditions. In our simple estimation of charge decay

for the time-delay investigations in chapter 3 we followed references [14,15] and only consid-

ered atomic to molecular ion conversion and dissociative recombination of molecular ions.

However, other studies identify alternative processes that can play a (dominant) role under

certain discharge conditions. For instance, three-body recombination, radiative recombi-

nation, and neutral-assisted recombination [16, 17]. Furthermore, not only recombination

reactions should be considered, also reactions including excited species, like metastables,

can play an important role. These reactions produce charged particles in collisions be-
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tween metastables or collisions between metastable and neutral atoms. A careful study of

all possible processes and the corresponding reaction rates is needed to identify the relevant

processes for the conditions under study. Finally, surface processes, for instance surface

recombination and secondary electron emission by metastables, need to be considered and

taken into account accurately.

In conclusion, to obtain a better control of the breakdown behaviour it is necessary to

control the initial conditions of the discharge. For this it is essential to understand the

afterglow phase in more detail, both by experimental and modelling investigations.

9.5 Electric field diagnostic

The electric field diagnostic that was developed (Chapter 6) is not limited to the study

of ionization fronts (Chapter 7); it can also be applied to different discharge situations.

Some advantages of our diagnostic compared to other techniques measuring electric fields

are the following. First of all, it is a direct measurement; there is no modelling needed

for the interpretation of the measurements. The theoretical calculations in chapters 6 and

7 are only used for convenience, the experimental results from chapter 6 can serve as an

experimental calibration of the technique.

Further, our technique can be applied in neutral gases and weakly ionized plasmas

because of the use of the atomic ground state in our excitation scheme. Additionally, using

a small amount of xenon as a trace gas is possible. Other techniques measuring Stark effects

for determining electric fields often use metastable states as lower levels, which limits the

applicability [18–21]. Furthermore, using a laser-induced fluorescence technique makes

spatially resolved measurements possible. Alternative methods, using laser-optogalvanic

detection perform line-integrated measurements and have poor temporal resolution [22–25].

Our electric field measurements can be performed with both time- and space-resolution.

The time resolution is determined by the pulse length of the lasers and the spatial resolu-

tion by the imaging lens system and the binning pattern of the ICCD camera.

Of course there are also limitations to the applicability of the current technique. First

of all, the discharge under study needs to be reproducible. During an experiment, the

wavelength of the second laser needs to be scanned, therefore many laser shots are necessary

for a full experiment. A typical experiment in this thesis took about 8000 laser shots

per laser scan at a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz. The discharge needs to be stable

and reproducible during this period. This requirement can be a problem for discharges

that experience jitter, like streamer discharges. It should be noted that the measurement

time cannot be reduced by increasing the laser power and therefore the signal, because of
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saturation effects of the atomic transitions. Using a higher repetition rate laser source or

an increased efficiency of the ICCD detector can reduce the measurement time.

Secondly, xenon atoms are needed in the discharge, possibly as trace gas. This is not a

fundamental requirement as long as the observed Stark effects in other atoms or molecules

are large enough to be detectable and a suitable excitation scheme is available. Alternative

techniques using similar excitation schemes in atomic hydrogen [26] and krypton [27] have

been reported. The main challenge for extending the technique to lighter noble gas atoms

is the two-photon transition exciting from the ground state. For instance, a similar scheme

in argon would require a laser operating at 187 nm for the two-photon transition. This

is non-trivial to achieve for practical reasons like availability of lasers in this wavelength

range and absorption of laser radiation by window materials and air.

A further limitation is the pressure range in which the diagnostic can be used. This is

limited to low pressures as discussed in chapter 7. Collisional quenching of the intermediate

level reduces fluorescence intensity. Moreover, pressure broadening will increase the width

of the observed fluorescence dips, making it more difficult to measure small shifts. The

exact values of the pressure broadening depend on the total gas pressure, the type of gas

or gas mixture and the atomic transition under study. For a transition to nd Rydberg

states in pure xenon a gas pressure of 5 kPa is calculated to give a broadening of 6 cm−1

(200 pm) [28]. However, in a gas mixture containing only a small amount of xenon, the

pressure broadening can be less dominant. Pressure broadening coefficients of neon and

helium are considerably smaller than for xenon [29]. Calculations by Tamida et al. [30]

show that at 66.7 kPa, pressure broadening in pure xenon is about an order of magnitude

larger than in a mixture of 5% xenon and 95% neon. This indicates that with a proper

choice of discharge conditions, it might be possible to use this diagnostic technique at

pressures approaching atmospheric pressure. More detailed studies are needed to accurately

determine the upper pressure limit for this technique.

Not only pressure broadening limits the applicability of the diagnostic, also other line

broadening mechanisms can influence the diagnostic. For instance, Stark broadening which

is due to collisions between the radiating atom and charged particles. For the relatively low

charge densities that are typically present in low-pressure glow-like discharges (≈1018 m−3)

Stark broadening can be neglected. Truong-Bach et al. [31] report Stark broadening of typ-

ically 100 pm for transitions in xenon atoms at electron densities in the order of 1022 m−3,

which is in the same order of magnitude as the observed width of the fluorescence dip. For

even higher densities (1023 − 1024 m−3), Stark broadening can be the dominant broaden-

ing mechanism. We can conclude that for discharges with electron densities below about

1021 m−3, Stark broadening does not limit the applicability of the electric field diagnostic.

A third significant broadening mechanism is Doppler broadening. This mechanism
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scales with the square-root of the temperature divided by the mass of the radiating atoms.

For a typical temperature of 600 K, the Doppler width of a transition in xenon is in the

order of 1 pm, making it negligible compared to other broadening mechanisms. For different

types of discharges with higher temperatures and lighter atoms, the Doppler width can be

larger, but it is unlikely that it is the limiting factor for the applicability of the diagnostic.

As a final possible limitation for the electric field diagnostic we will discuss the effects of

microfields in a discharge. In a quasi-neutral plasma the number of positive and negative

charges is equal on a macroscopic scale. However, on a microscopic scale, there will be

variations in the local charge densities resulting in positive and negative space charge

regions and consequently local electric fields. These electric fields will be superimposed on

the global electric field that we intend to measure, resulting in a disturbed measurement.

The magnitude of the microfields can be estimated using the theory from Holtsmark [32],

which shows that these fields scale with the electron density n
2/3
e . For typical low-pressure

discharge conditions ne=1018 m−3, the microfields are in the order of 40 V/cm. This is

below the detection limit of our technique, so direct detection of these fields is not possible.

However, when measuring external electric fields, these microfields will cause a broadening

of the observed fluorescence dip since the microfields have a random distribution which will

be superimposed onto the external electric field. This results in a distribution of electric

fields that are detected. Therefore, the accuracy of the measurements will decrease.

Finally, some comments on the detection limits of the diagnostic technique. These de-

pend first of all on the type of discharge under study and are determined by the limitations

discussed before. However, the detection limits are also determined by the choice of the

Rydberg level that is studied. Chapter 5 shows that Rydberg states with higher principal

quantum numbers, n, experience larger Stark shifts for the same electric field. Since the

lower detection limit is determined by the minimum detectable shift of a level, the mini-

mum detectable electric field will be lower for higher Rydberg levels. With the calculation

method for Stark effects, discussed in chapter 6, we estimated the minimum detectable

field for the 25d[3/2]1 level to be about 35 V/cm.

However, whether this theoretical value for the detection limit is practically achievable

is questionable, because the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement will decrease; the

transition probabilities of the transitions decrease for increasing n. This can put a practical

limit to the highest observable Rydberg state. Additionally, the maximum detectable

electric field for these cases is determined by the increasing complexity of the observed

spectra due to mixing of other levels with the level under study. Since the levels are closer

together and the Stark shifts are larger, the maximum detectable field will decrease for

increasing n, limiting the range of operation of this diagnostic.
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9.6 General conclusions and outlook

In this thesis we investigated plasma breakdown processes in low-pressure gas discharges

by experimental methods. From these investigations we conclude that the fundamental

processes involved in the breakdown phases of our discharges are the same as described by

Townsend’s breakdown theory for parallel-plate discharges. The general concepts of charge

multiplication in multiple generations of avalanches, build-up of a space charge region in

front of the anode and an ionization front crossing the discharge gap, characterize the

breakdown process. However, the details of the process, especially the timing of events,

are very sensitive to the specific discharge geometry and the initial conditions.

By controlling the initial conditions of the discharge, for instance by a double voltage

pulse, the breakdown behaviour of the discharge can be influenced. For a better control

of the initial conditions, it is necessary to have a better understanding of the afterglow

phase of the discharge, since this sets the initial conditions for the next discharge. Further

studies, both experimental and modelling are needed to obtain a better understanding of

the processes involved in this phase. Once the afterglow phase is properly understood, a

better control of the breakdown phase is possible by manipulating the initial breakdown

conditions by for instance, voltage pulse shape or repetition frequency and by discharge

geometry.

The electric field diagnostic that has been developed has proven to be very valuable

for studying plasma breakdown phenomena. It offers the possibility to perform time- and

space-resolved, direct, local measurements of the driving force of the breakdown process;

the electric field. These investigations showed that the ionization front observed during

breakdown, is sustained by a spatially narrow, rapidly moving region of strong electric

field. It caused an enhancement of the electric field in the gap of about 50%, relative to the

applied electric field. Furthermore, it was concluded that the breakdown process continued

to develop after the ionization front crossed the gap; the potential distribution in the gap

was not fully modified by the ionization front.

The use of the electric field diagnostic is not limited to breakdown studies in low-

pressure xenon discharges. Application of the technique to different discharge geometries

is straightforward, for instance breakdown studies in fluorescent lamps. By using xenon

as trace gas, also investigations in different gases, for instance argon or air, are possible.

Finally, an extension of the technique to higher pressures could open up the possibility to

study electric fields in streamer discharges and dielectric barrier discharges. Breakdown

phenomena under these conditions are only poorly understood, and quantitative measure-

ments are needed to further develop the understanding of these breakdown processes.
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Summary

Natural gas discharges like lightning and polar light are spectacular phenomena that have

impressed and fascinated people for a long time. During the last two centuries, people have

learned how to create their own gas discharges and how to make use of them. Nowadays,

man-made gas discharges are commonly used in many applications. Well-known exam-

ples include fluorescent lamps, plasma televisions and high intensity lamps used in data

projectors. Also in industry, gas discharges are often part of the production process, for

instance in the fabrication of computer chips, cleaning of exhaust gases, coating of fabrics

and production of solar cells.

A gas discharge, or plasma, consists of a variety of different particles like electrons, ions,

atoms and molecules in various excited states. These particles not only interact with each

other, but also with electric and magnetic fields and with electrode and wall surfaces in the

discharge volume. This wide variety of particles and interactions makes a gas discharge a

complex system, which is difficult to understand completely and control accurately.

To create a gas discharge one generally needs to apply a sufficiently large voltage across a

volume of neutral gas. There are many options how to do this, resulting in many different

types of gas discharges. Nevertheless, the basic principles involved are the same for all

these situations. The electrically insulating, neutral gas is transformed into a conducting,

(partially) ionized state by the applied voltage. This evolution from a neutral gas to a self-

sustaining discharge is known as plasma breakdown, or plasma ignition, and is the subject

of this thesis.

Plasma breakdown is a fundamental process in gas discharges; it is a highly transient

process that involves particles drifting in electric fields, charge multiplication in electron

avalanches and moving ionization fronts. The driving force for these processes is the electric

field in the discharge volume. The research in this thesis was aimed at obtaining a better

understanding of the fundamental processes involved in plasma breakdown in low-pressure

discharges by experimental investigations.

Two types of discharges were studied; a pulsed discharge between parabolic, metal

electrodes and a parallel-plate, low-pressure dielectric barrier discharge. The breakdown
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phases of these discharges were investigated using various experimental techniques.

Breakdown processes in the low-pressure dielectric barrier discharge were investigated

by studying the light emission from the discharge in a spatially, temporally and spectrally

resolved way. Additionally, electrode voltages and discharge currents were measured. These

investigations, together with the results from a two-dimensional fluid model, showed that

the breakdown process in this discharge followed a Townsend-like mechanism in which the

effects of the dielectric plates were limited.

The pulsed discharge between parabolic, metal electrodes, was firstly studied in a low-

pressure argon environment by light emission imaging with an intensified charge-coupled

device (ICCD) camera. This relatively simple diagnostic provided time- and space-resolved

information on the characteristic features of the breakdown process. Different phases in

the breakdown process were identified. Firstly, the build-up of a light emission region in

the discharge gap in front of the anode, followed by a light front crossing the electrode gap

from anode to cathode and finally, a stable discharge covering the cathode surface. These

features were in qualitative agreement with the breakdown process observed in parallel-

plate discharges at low pressure, which are accurately described by Townsend’s breakdown

theory.

The ICCD imaging experiments also showed that before the main breakdown process

started, a weak flash of light could be observed around the anode. This pre-breakdown

light emission occurred during the rise of the applied voltage, but before the breakdown

voltage was reached. The origin of this feature was found to be electron avalanches seeded

by volume charges left over from previous discharges in combination with the specific

discharge geometry used in our experiments. It was concluded that the initial conditions

of the discharge influenced the breakdown process. Although the qualitative behaviour of

the main breakdown phase did not change for a wide variety of discharge conditions, the

details of the process, especially the timing of the different phases were strongly influenced

by the initial conditions.

Finally, a new diagnostic was developed to measure electric field distributions during

the breakdown phase of a discharge. With this diagnostic, electric field strengths were

determined by measuring Stark effects in xenon atoms using laser-induced fluorescence-dip

spectroscopy. Stark shifts of up to 4.8 cm−1 (160 pm) were observed for ns and nd Rydberg

states, with principal quantum numbers ranging from 12 to 18, as a result of electric fields

between 250 and 4000 V/cm. Additionally, a theoretical calculation method, based on

solving the Schrödinger equation for a perturbed Hamiltonian by matrix diagonalization,

proved to be very accurate for describing the observed Stark effects in nd Rydberg levels.

With this diagnostic we performed measurements of the electric field distribution during

the breakdown phase of the discharge between parabolic electrodes in xenon. For the first
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time, quantitative, direct measurements of the evolution of electric field during breakdown

were obtained. Electric fields between 0 and 1600 V/cm were measured with a resolution

of 200–400 V/cm, depending on the magnitude of the electric field. These experiments

showed that the ionization front, already observed in the ICCD imaging experiments, is

sustained by a spatially narrow, rapidly moving region of strong electric field. Additionally,

this ionization front did not completely modify the potential distribution in the discharge

gap; the discharge continued developing towards a steady-state after the ionization front

crossed the gap.

In conclusion, the investigations in this thesis show that the fundamental processes

involved in plasma breakdown are well understood. However, the details of the process,

especially timing of events, depend strongly on the specific discharge geometry and the

initial discharge conditions. The electric field diagnostic has proven to be very useful for

breakdown studies, identifying a narrow, moving region of high electric field as the cause of

the moving ionization fronts . This diagnostic offers the possibility to obtain quantitative,

direct information on local electric field strengths with both spatial and temporal resolution.

In future research, such electric field measurements can be very valuable not only for

investigations on low-pressure breakdown but also for studies on breakdown processes at

higher pressures, which are only poorly understood at the moment.
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Samenvatting

Natuurlijke gasontladingen zoals bliksem en het noorderlicht zijn spectaculaire fenomenen

die de mens al jarenlang imponeren en fascineren. Gedurende de afgelopen tweehonderd

jaar hebben mensen geleerd hoe ze zelf gasontladingen kunnen maken en hoe ze deze kun-

nen gebruiken. Tegenwoordig worden gasontladingen veelvuldig gebruikt in verscheidene

toepassingen. Bekende voorbeelden hiervan zijn TL lampen, plasma televisies en hoge

intensiteit lampen gebruikt in beamers. Ook in een industriële omgeving worden gasont-

ladingen veel gebruikt als onderdeel van het productieproces, bijvoorbeeld bij het maken

van computerchips, het reinigen van afvalgassen, het aanbrengen van beschermende lagen

op textiel en de productie van zonnecellen.

Een gasontlading, vaak ook plasma genoemd, bevat meerdere verschillende deeltjes zo-

als elektronen, ionen, moleculen en atomen in verschillende aangeslagen toestanden. Deze

deeltjes hebben niet alleen een wisselwerking met elkaar, maar ook met elektrische en

magnetische velden en de oppervlakken van elektrodes en wanden in het ontladingsvolu-

me. Deze verscheidenheid in deeltjes en interacties maken gasontladingen tot complexe

systemen, die moeilijk volledig te begrijpen en nauwkeurig te controleren zijn.

Om een gasontlading te creëren moet men een voldoende grote elektrische spanning

aanbrengen over een volume met neutraal gas. Er zijn vele verschillende mogelijkheden om

dit te doen, wat betekent dat er ook vele verschillende types gasontladingen zijn. Niettemin

zijn de fundamentele processen voor al deze situaties dezelfde. De aangelegde spanning

zet het elektrisch isolerende, neutrale gas om in een geleidende, (gedeeltelijk) gëıoniseerde

toestand. Dit proces, de verandering van een neutraal gas naar een stabiele ontlading staat

bekend als plasma ontsteking en is het onderwerp van dit proefschrift.

Het ontsteken van plasma’s is een fundamenteel proces in gasontladingen. Het is een

zeer snel fenomeen dat gekenmerkt wordt door processen zoals bewegende deeltjes in een

elektrisch veld, ladingsvermenigvuldiging in elektronenlawines en bewegende ionisatiefron-

ten. De drijvende kracht achter deze processen is het elektrisch veld in het ontladings-

volume. Het doel van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift was het beter begrijpen van de

fundamentele processen die betrokken zijn bij het ontsteken van ontladingen. Dit is ge-
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daan door middel van experimenteel onderzoek.

In dit proefschrift zijn twee verschillende ontladingen bestudeerd; een gepulste ontlading

tussen parabolische, metalen elektrodes en een lage-druk, diëlektrische-barrière ontlading

tussen parallelle, vlakke platen. De ontsteekfasen van deze ontladingen zijn onderzocht

met behulp van verschillende experimentele technieken.

Ontsteekprocessen in de lage-druk diëlektrische-barrière ontlading zijn onderzocht door

middel van het bestuderen van het licht dat wordt uitgezonden door de ontlading. Dit

werd zodanig gedaan dat ruimtelijke, tijds en spectrale resolutie verkregen kon worden.

Ook de ontladingsstroom en aangelegde spanning werden gemeten. Deze onderzoeken,

in combinatie met de resultaten van een twee-dimensionaal vloeistof model, tonen aan

dat de ontsteekprocessen in deze ontlading een mechanisme volgen dat lijkt op ontsteking

volgens de Townsend theorie. Deze theorie geeft een nauwkeurige beschrijving van het

ontsteekproces van een ontlading tussen metalen, vlakke elektrodes. De effecten van de

diëlektrische materialen in onze ontlading waren beperkt tijdens de ontsteekfase.

De lichtemissie van de gepulste ontlading tussen parabolische, metalen elektrodes werd

bestudeerd in een lage-druk argon omgeving met behulp van een versterkte CCD camera

(ICCD). Deze relatief eenvoudige diagnostiek geeft ruimtelijk en tijdsopgeloste informatie

over de kenmerkende eigenschappen van het ontsteekproces. Verschillende fasen in het

ontsteekproces konden worden onderscheiden. Ten eerste, het ontwikkelen van een gebied

met lichtemissie tussen de elektrodes, vlak voor de anode, vervolgens een lichtfront dat

oversteekt van de anode naar de kathode en ten slotte, een stabiele ontlading die de kathode

bedekt. Deze kenmerken zijn in kwalitatieve overeenstemming met de ontsteekprocessen

in een ontlading tussen parallelle platen bij lage druk zoals die door de ontstekingstheorie

van Townsend nauwkeurig worden beschreven.

De emissie experimenten met behulp van de ICCD camera toonden ook aan dat er een

zwakke lichtflits te zien was in de buurt van de anode, voordat de echte ontsteking van de

ontlading startte. Deze pre-ontstekings lichtemissie was te zien tijdens het stijgen van de

aangelegde spanning, maar voordat de ontsteekspanning daadwerkelijk bereikt werd. Ver-

dere emissiemetingen lieten zien dat dit fenomeen veroorzaakt wordt door geladen deeltjes

die overgebleven zijn van vorige ontladingen, in combinatie met de specifieke geometrie

van de ontlading in onze experimenten. We hebben geconcludeerd dat de begincondities

van de ontlading het ontsteekproces bëınvloeden. Ondanks het feit dat het ontsteekgedrag

kwalitatief hetzelfde was voor een variëteit van ontladingscondities, werden de details van

het ontsteekproces, in het bijzonder de timing van de verschillende fasen, sterk bëınvloedt

door de begincondities.

Tenslotte hebben we een nieuwe diagnostiek ontwikkeld voor het meten van elektri-

sche velden tijdens de ontsteekfase van een ontlading. Deze diagnostiek bepaalt elek-
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trische veldsterktes uit metingen van Stark effecten in xenon atomen, met behulp van

laser-gëınduceerde fluorescentie-dip spectroscopie. We hebben Stark verschuivingen van

maximaal 4.8 cm−1 (160 pm) gemeten voor ns en nd Rydberg niveaus met hoofdquantum-

getallen tussen 12 en 18, als gevolg van elektrische velden van 250 tot 4000 V/cm. Een

theoretische berekeningsmethode bleek de geobserveerde Stark effecten in de nd Rydberg

niveaus nauwkeurig te kunnen beschrijven. Deze methode is gebaseerd op het oplossen van

de Schrödinger vergelijking met een verstoorde Hamiltoniaan door middel van matrixdia-

gonalisatie.

Met deze diagnostiek hebben we metingen uitgevoerd van de elektrische velden tijdens

de ontsteekfase van de ontlading tussen parabolische elektrodes. Voor het eerst hebben

we kwantitatieve, directe metingen van de tijdsontwikkeling van het elektrisch veld tijdens

ontsteking kunnen uitvoeren. Elektrische velden tussen 0 en 1600 V/cm zijn gemeten met

een nauwkeurigheid van 200 tot 400 V/cm, afhankelijk van de grootte van het veld. Deze

experimenten toonden aan dat het ionisatiefront, zoals gemeten in de ICCD emissie ex-

perimenten, veroorzaakt wordt door een smal, snel bewegend gebied van hoge elektrische

veldsterkte. Verder hebben we aangetoond dat het ionisatiefront niet de volledige poten-

tiaalverdeling tussen de elektrodes veranderde van een lineaire verdeling naar die van een

glimontlading. Het ontsteekproces van de ontlading werd vervolgd na het oversteken van

het ionisatiefront.

De conclusie van dit proefschrift is dat de fundamentele processen die betrokken zijn

bij plasma ontsteking goed begrepen zijn. Echter, de details van het ontsteekproces, in

het bijzonder de timing van de verschillende fasen, worden sterk bëınvloed door de speci-

fieke geometrie en de begincondities van de ontlading. De elektrische veld diagnostiek is

erg waardevol gebleken voor onderzoek naar ontsteekgedrag van ontladingen. Een smal,

bewegend gebied van hoge elektrische veldsterkte bleek de drijvende kracht te zijn achter

de bewegende ionisatiefronten die in de ontlading te zien waren. Deze diagnostiek biedt

de mogelijkheid om kwantitatieve, directe informatie te verkrijgen over lokale elektrische

veldsterktes met ruimtelijke en tijdsresolutie. In verder onderzoek kunnen dergelijke elek-

trische veldmetingen zeer waardevol zijn, niet alleen voor de bestudering van lage-druk

ontsteking, maar ook voor studies naar ontsteekprocessen bij hogere drukken. Deze zijn

tot op heden nog niet volledig begrepen.
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